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On the day after this paper hits the streets, Iceland’s
presidential race will be over. Incumbent Ólafur Ragnar
Grímsson may now be the longest sitting president in the
history of the Republic—or we may now have a fresh face
in office the first time in sixteen years.
As much fun as it has been to follow stories about candidates and their religious beliefs (which may or may not
have changed over the years), as much fun as it has been
to gape over outlandish and racist comments (which may
or may not have been taken out of context), and as much
as it’s been fun to keep tabs on the fact that one candidate spoke for 12 minutes in a debate while another
spoke for 14, it will also be nice to think about something
else.
It makes you wonder hat the media would have been
focusing on had a media event like this one not been occupying it. Surely there would have been something interesting to talk about. It also makes you wonder, ‘What
did we miss? What went unnoticed? What about China?

What about our dwindling puffin population? What about
the European Union? What about factory farming? What
about all those people the Special Prosecutor has been
investigating for two years? What about Magma Energy?
Whatever happened to them after they changed their
name to Alterra something?’
Who knows… While the Icelandic media seems to
have a lot of freedom, maybe it’s not using it so much.
Maybe the media is too conformist, writing about the
same stories, and about each other’s stories. Meanwhile
maybe we’re missing something that’s right under our
noses.
For instance, IMMI turned two this month. In case
you’ve forgotten all about it, as we haven’t been reporting
on it much since it made its splash two years ago, IMMI
is the International Modern Media Institute, formerly the
Icelandic Modern Media Initiative, which is supposed to
be making Iceland a media safe haven, but hasn’t really
done much…(yet). You can read all about that on page
18.
For now we’d like to direct your attention to Greenland. We went there a few months ago and we thought it
was pretty cool. You can read about our trip on page 22.
Or at least check out the photos.
And then you should of course go there, while it’s still
cool. That is, if you promise to keep it a secret, because
when we were there, in Ittoqqortoormiit—a town in EastGreenland that’s only accessible to ships two months of
the year—it struck us that perhaps Greenland is now Iceland when Iceland was Greenland.
This is probably okay, that is until Greenland turns into
Iceland.
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their brand new music video for their newest single
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www.grapevine.is.
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MOST AWESOME LETTER

TWO FREE PAIRS OF WOOLLEN SOCKS!!!11!

Sour
grapes
& stuff

There's a wonderful new prize for all your MOST AWESOME LETTERS.
What kind of prize, you ask? THE BEST KIND OF PRIZE THERE IS: FREE
WOOLLEN SOCKS! TWO PAIRS OF FREE WOOLLEN SOCKS!
Yes, this lovely prize will keep your feet warm and cosy
throughout your stay in Iceland and in any subsequent places you might
go that sometimes get cold. And these aren’t just any old woollen socks
either, these are the colourful, wonderful, extra-long kind from
Geysir (for inspiration, why not go check them out at the Geysir store
on Skólavörðustígur before you write your AWESOME LETTER?).
Congratulations to whoever had MOST AWESOME LETTER for
this issue, you should drop us a line at letters@grapevine.is and
enquire how you collect your free socks! And if you’re in the market for
some socks come next issue, why not write us a wonderful reader letter
to that same address. Like Axl Rose said: “It’s so easy!”

MOST AWESOME LETTER:
THE MBURGER

BE SQUARE
AND BE THERE
Gullfoss and Geysir are surely a must-see in Iceland,
but neither is something you eat. That‘s why we have
14 brilliant and creative hamburgers at the
Hamburger Factory.
The Reykjavik Grapevine‘s Best of Reykjavik panel
awarded the Hamburger Factory “Best specialty
burger 2010“ and “Best veggie burger 2011“.
It made us happy. Because we aim to please.
The Factory offers Iceland‘s best selection of gourmet
hamburgers with a nice selection of salads, meat
courses and delicious desserts. And of course we only
use 100% fresh high-quality ingredients, directly from
the Icelandic nature.
Located on the ground floor of the highest tower
of Reykjavik, with an amazing view of Höfði,
the meeting place of Ronald Reagan and Mikhail
Gorbachev, the Hamburger Factory has been packed
with burger-craving customers since its opening in
april 2010; among the regulars is Iceland‘s best
known fisherman, Eric Clapton.
Attention: Our hamburger buns are not round.
They are square. Does it taste better? You tell us.

Hello all

Many thanks and best wishes

I do hope you are fine. I am addressing you
after I read a news on your website about a
camera lost and found in Iceland.

Alfredo Andrés González
alfredoandresgonzalez@gmail.com
Bsc. in Forest Engineer
Forest Engineer
Universidad de Chile
Santiago, Chile

My name is Alfredo, from Chile and in my
last day before returning back home I lost
my camera in Reykjavik in the proximities of
the Cementery- I think it's Hringbraut. It's a
Canon one (model A-1200), colour grey with
two duracell batteries in it. It's very simple,
small and cheap but it contains a lot of photos
(Reykjavik, Whales watching, Blue Lagoon
and Golden circle) from my trip to Iceland
that lasted until Tuesday 26/06/2012, the
day in which I lost it. I would like to ask you
for help. I saved money for a long time to go
to your country and it is very unlikely that
I will be able to make it again for different
reasons. What do you think I can do to find
my camera?

SOME TIPS ON HOW TO GET TO US WHILE LOOKING COOL AND LOCAL

This is what you say to the taxi driver
or when asking locals for directions:

“Íslenska Hamborgarafabrikkan, takk”
(„The Icelandic Hamburger Factory, please“)
When you arrive you tell the waiter:

“Sælar! Hvað er að frétta”
(Hello! What‘s up)

“Ég er þokkalega svangur,
get ég fengið hamborgara”

(I‘m quite hungry, can I get a hamburger)
From that point on you are in good hands.
Be there or be square!
Höfðatorg Tower
105 Reykjavik
Tel: 575 7575

Opening hours:
Sun.-Wed. 11.00 – 22.00
Thu.-Sat. 11.00 – 24.00

fabrikkan@fabrikkan.is

www.fabrikkan.is

thank you for your letter, even though the
events that lead you to ultimately sending it
our way are kind of sad. Who wants to lose
their camera with all their precious holiday
pictures? No one, that’s who! We are very
sorry that you lost yours, and we are very flattered that you think we can be of assistance to
you in finding it.

I will be happy if you can give me some advice.

Indeed, we hope we can help (although, to be
honest, we must admit we are afraid it was
maybe found by some unruly teenagers who
went on to use it to snap pics of their privates
or perhaps a dope fiend who sold it to finance

Grapevine,

Oliver Smith
Dear Oliver Smith,

As someone who greatly enjoys your mix of
fun stuff and hard stuff, bits I like and bits
I don’t like mixed with things I love and
things I hate I have to wonder: do you print
articles from just anyone? Is there a criteria?
How many journalists do you employ? I noticed you were seeking a journalist the other
day, did you find one? Can it be me? Thank
you for your time.

Comic | Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir

HOW TO GET HERE

Dear Alfredo,

thank you for writing. To answer your questions, in the order you asked them: yes! Not
really, except we have to understand them
and they can’t be racist or crap or horrible.
One in summer, half in winter. Yes, several!
Maybe, who knows! Thank you too!

their next hit of ‘new magic’). We will do our
best to help, in the only way we know how,
namely by printing your letter and email adress in our publication.
Look above. Read back. It’s there, it’s printed.
And now we play the waiting game... Hopefully some honest citizen found your camera
as it lay there on the ground, and hopefully
we still have some honest readers left who
might be friends of that honest citizen and
can instruct him how to get in touch with
you.
Hope is important.
Thank you for writing, Alfredo, but more
importantly thank you for visiting Iceland
and contributing to our economic recovery
in all of the ways you did. Your contribution
is greatly valued. In fact, we value it so that
we will bestow upon you FREE WOOLLEN
SOCKS! WHOO!

I want a job as a freelance journalist with you
people. NOW NOW NOW NOW NOW NOW
NOW NOW!!!!
Benjamín [via Facebook]
Dear Benjamín from Facebook,
send us some articles then!
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Price 19.990 ISK with pick up from Reykjavik included.
This tour includes snorkeling in the crystal clear waters of Silfra lava fissure and caving in
Gjábakkahellir cave, both located in Þingvellir National Park. Tour difficulty is rated as “easy”,
the scenery is unbeatable and the main things this trip leaves behind are great memories and
thousands of satisfied customers. A simple MUST when in Iceland.
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Hiking
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News | The photo

Borgarnes, 21.06—A father and daughter pair pose for a photographer in their vessel after surviving a boat trip that took a turn for the worse. On the eve of June 17, Jón Karl Jónsson and his thirteen-year-old
daughter Erika Mjöll left the Borgarnes harbour on their inflatable Zodiac boat, intending to go fishing in Borgarfjörður. After an hour at sea, Jón Karl fell overboard and heavy currents carried him away. His
daughter struggled to get ashore to alert authorities. She ultimately made it to land, swimming to the Borgarey islands, and Jón Karl was rescued by a coast guard helicopter after drifting a total of ten kilometres
over the course of nearly three hours, his body temperature down to 33°C at the time of rescue. Photo: DV / Sigtryggur Ari

News | Roundup

News In Brief: Late June Edition
We’re now in mid-June and things
are going famously. Tom Cruise arrived to take part in the filming of the
movie ‘Oblivion,’ which will be shot in
the north of the country, near Mývatn.
Upon his arrival, he spent the first few
days at Hilton Hótel in Reykjavík, to
much fanfare. He plans to celebrate his
50th birthday in Akureyri, which should
be fun for all involved. Morgan Freeman will also be coming to Iceland for
the filming of ‘Oblivion,’ but this hasn’t
been covered with the same detail and
tenacity as Tom’s arrival.
With presidential elections coming up on June 30 (the day after we
publish), it seems the odds favour incumbent president Ólafur Ragnar
Grímsson, who leads his closest challenger, Þóra Arnórsdóttir, by about
10% in recent polls. So confident is
gambling website Betsson of his win
that they are only giving 1.18 to 1 odds
on Ólafur being re-elected. Odds on
Þóra, by the by, are paying out 3.6 to 1.
It seems as though there’s a light at
the end of the tunnel where Icesave is
concerned, too. Landsbanki—or rather,
the resolution committee handling the
funds of the former Landsbanki—made
another payment to the UK and Holland, so that half our debt has now been
paid off. It sure feels great to be out
from under that much money. There’s

only about another 500 billion ISK left
to pay off. Good times.
They might be kicking up their heels
at Landsbanki, but the Icelandic government is for the first time finding itself being accused of torturing an asylum seeker. Mohammad Askarpour, the
refugee in question, is currently hospi-

the Icelandic company Datacell offered
its services as a proxy though which
donations could be made to the site.
However, Valitor, which oversees Visa
and MasterCard in Iceland, blocked
cardholders from donating to Datacell.
This precipitated the lawsuit. Datacell
says Valitor is guilty of a breach of con-

“Trial fever spread to the Supreme Court, too, as
a man plans on taking his ex-husband to court
to gain custody of a cat. Reykjavík District already ruled that the cat in question, Ita, belongs
to the ex in question”
talised in Iceland, but his lawyer, Katrín
Oddsdóttir, claims that he was denied
medical and psychological attention,
despite telling authorities that he was
suffering from a severe sinus infection,
depression, and suicidal thoughts. The
suit against the state, Katrín admitted,
is intended to get the state’s attention
with regard to Mohammad’s condition.
Hopefully it’ll work.
Speaking of being taken to court,
the Datacell v. Valitor trial has begun.
In 2010, when credit card companies
were blocking donations to Wikileaks,

tract, contending that Datacell never
told them they were acting as a proxy
for Wikileaks. Datacell denies. The
truth of the matter? Well, we’ll probably
never know, but it’s definitely going to
be a historic trial.
Trial fever spread to the Supreme
Court, too, as a man plans on taking his
ex-husband to court to gain custody
of a cat. Reykjavík District already
ruled that the cat in question, Ita, belongs to the ex in question; they live together, and the cat is legally registered
to the ex. Although the court’s ruling

was final, and the plaintiff, Juan Carlos,
was ordered to pay his ex 200,000 ISK
in legal fees, Juan isn’t stopping there.
He’s started a fund to raise money to
pay the court order and to appeal the
matter to the Supreme Court. And you
thought you loved your cat.
In lighter news, Iceland’s first female bishop officially took over this
month. Rev. Agnes M. Sigurðardóttir
was ordained by former bishop Karl
Sigurbjörnsson at Hallgrímkirkja, before an audience including many bishops from abroad, Icelandic President
Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson and Prime
Minister Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir. Agnes said that the main mission of the
church should be to increase membership—said possibly in response to
church members leaving in droves over
the past two years due to a sex scandal
involving the previous bishop and his
predecessor, Ólafur Skúlason.
And speaking of the church, some
priests do seem a little worried that
separation of church and state
could be right around the corner, or is
already in the works. Article 19 of the
new constitutional draft, which gives
parliament the right to put the church’s
fate up for public referendum, was

PAUL FONTAINE

among the subjects at a recent clerical meeting. While theologian Hjalti
Hugason said he could see how Article 19 would open the door for such
a separation, Rev. Gunnlaugur Stefánsson believes the ball is already rolling in
that direction.

Trivia | What do you know?

Trivia Question!
Which crash-or-post-crash year
had the highest number of registered restaurants and mobile food
service activities in Iceland?
A.
B.
C.
D.

2008
2009
2010
2011

Turn to page 32 for the answer.
Hint: If you know your pylsur, then this
is obvious.

It’s not really summer.
It’s just winter with less snow.
In the middle of the ocean, south of Iceland, there’s an archipelago called the
Westman Islands. It’s the windiest place in Iceland and it gets lots of rain. In
the old harbor we opened the valves on the water mains, unleashing an artificial
downpour. When the ice-cold water came lashing down – it really made us think
of the Icelandic summer.

JÓNSSON & LE’MACKS

•

jl.is

•

SÍA

Keeping Iceland warm
since 1926
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Greenland | Independence

Iceland’s Neighbours Turn Up Heat On
Declaring Independence
Denmark still rules Greenland and Faroe Islands, but change could come as natural resources emerge

In her 2007 electro anthem “Declare Independence,” Björk shouted patriotic lyrics dedicated to Iceland’s neighbours—Greenland and
the Faroe Islands. “Start your own
currency! Make your own stamp!
Protect your language!” the Icelandic pop star cried.
But it’s not so easy.
Still part of the Kingdom of Denmark,
like Iceland was until 1944, the two
sparsely populated North Atlantic
countries are stuck on the edge of independence. Both have inched closer
to earning full sovereignty, but the Danish crown—and the economic subsidies
and security that come with it—has
been hard to shake.
“We feel that the same applies for
a country as it does for an individual.
There’s desire to be independent and
to make you own life. You grow up, live
with your parents, but at some point
you have to move out,” said Gunvør
Balle, a Member of Parliament in the
Faroe Islands.
Two countries could soon wean itself off Denmark’s annual pay checks
by finding their own treasure chests
of sorts. Arctic waters have warmed
1.5 degrees Celsius over the past halfcentury—a pace double that of the rest
of the world’s seas. That could pay off

Words
Cory Weinberg
Illustration
Faroese flag / Greenland flag

for Greenland and the Faroes, opening
up accessibility to oil, gas and minerals
as the ice melts.
And as the Arctic warms, the countries’ aspirations for independence are
also heating up. The outline of Greenland’s first constitution will be written
this year, and the Faroese Parliament
goes back and forth in drafting its own
first constitution, putting their futures
in flux.
“It’s no longer just the musicians singing songs about revolutions. It’s politicians setting an agenda. It’s the new
generation rising,” said Aleqa Hammond, a member of the Greenlandic
Parliament called Landsting.
We the (frozen) people
Greenland is the world’s largest island, but it might as well be the world’s
largest block of ice, too. About 57,000
people, most of whom are native Inuit,
live in the country that is more than
80% ice. The economy is based almost
entirely on fish exports, and social
problems like alcoholism and domestic
abuse have plagued the nation.
A self-government referendum in
2008 gave Greenland control over government functions like healthcare, education, police and courts. About 75% of
the country voted in favour of greater
autonomy. Denmark, however, still
dictates foreign policy, and Greenland
receives almost one-third of its $2.1 billion gross domestic product from Danish subsidies.
Up next, the country could create its
own constitution. Greenland’s parliament gave the green light last fall to
draft an outline for the guiding document, which Aleqa, the proposal’s au-

thor, called “one of the greatest moves
we’ve made that is concrete toward
creation of the nation of Greenlanders.”
The constitutional proposal will be forwarded to parliament on November 10.
Aleqa is leading the charge toward
Greenland’s independence as chairwoman of Siumut, the country’s social
democratic party, which is a minority
party in its parliament. She says both
the economic and nationalistic motivations are stronger than ever to declare
independence. “I don’t look like a Dane.
I don’t think like Dane. I don’t feel like
a sister of Danes. This is a question of

of future profitable resources in the
region. Greenland has started reaping
some of these benefits, selling licenses
to firms like ExxonMobil and Chevron
to drill for oil in its western Disko Bay.
“Suddenly, Greenlanders are of interest
to Danes not because they think we’re
great people to deal with, but because
of the riches of the Greenlanders,” Aleqa said.
Waves crash on the islands
In the Faroe Islands, scattered between
Iceland and Norway, enthusiasm for independence has come in waves since

“It’s no longer just the musicians singing songs about
revolutions. It’s politicians setting an agenda. It’s the new
generation rising”
seeing my own future in our own country,” she said.
Resistance to the resistance
But some are balking. The majority
party in parliament, the left-wing Inuit
Ataqatigiit, is not as eagerly jumping
toward independence, Aleqa said. The
IA party is also holding back Greenlandic autonomy in another way, she
added, with some ministers “speaking
Danish from the podium” instead of the
native Greenlandic.
Denmark would also likely challenge complete Greenlandic independence. The two countries’ prime
ministers both signed the Kingdom of
Denmark’s “Strategy for the Arctic”
through the next decade, which lays
out plans for making sustainable use

the country became self-governing in
1948, said Faroese MP Gunvør Balle,
a member of the left-wing Republican
party, Tjóðveldi.
Most recently, the Faroese faced severe
austerity measures from Denmark after
an early ‘90s banking crisis in the Faroe
Islands. With Danish leaders calling for
spending and wage cuts, 4,000 Faroe
Islands citizens emigrated, and a streak
of independence was formed, Gunvør
said.
“When it dawned upon us that socalled security had let us down, the
Faroese were angry and bitter,” she
added. “We always thought the Danes
would be there for us in a great crisis.
That created a huge movement [toward
independence].”

Stepping up onto the world’s
stage
Now, the parliament, Løgtingið, continues to debate over a new constitution,
a document that’s been in the works
for a decade. “The constitution is like
an egg, you’re afraid to carry it because
you might break it,” she said. “We’re
afraid of losing it all, and having to start
all over again.”
She said the country needs to take
the reins over decisions like immigration laws and to take control of its airspace to gain greater autonomy. And
with more responsibility, its politicians
will need to grow up, she added.
“We don’t have that impetus to be
prudent, be wise, and take all the responsibility needed for a country,” she
said. “We don’t need to be involved in
world politics and to have an opinion
on what’s going on in the world. When
we have a debate in our parliament, the
debate is narrow and limited.”
While independence may still be
decades away, the melting Arctic is
driving the conversation. In the Faroe
Islands, where whaling, fishing and
agriculture have ruled the economy, a
mineral industry is also burgeoning.
“The Danish interest in Faroese
and Greenland is obviously geopolitical
because the whole world is focused on
the Arctic region,” Gunvør said. “There
is a strong will to be independent economically, but what speed? [My party]
wants it to happen very quickly. We
have to make a decision and we have to
do it our way.”
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ATV ADVENTURES ICELAND

1-Hour ATV tour and all transport

Price: 19.900 ISK p.p two on each bike.
Add 3.500 ISK p.p for a single bike.

3 to 4-Hour ATV tour and all transport
Price: 24.500 ISK p.p two on each bike.
Add 5.000 ISK p.p for a single bike.

.Pick-up times 9:00/11:00/13:00 and 16:15
For no extra cost we can drop you off at the airport.
www.lavatours.is - atv4x4@atv4x4.is - +354-857-3001
facebook.com/atvtours
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Paul Fontaine thinks we don't need MPs anymore. And he was an MP, so he
should know! What do you think of his idea? Is it crazy? Or wonderful? Write
us about it. letters@grapevine.is

Society | Rape culture

Opinion | Paul Fontaine

Have Some Rape With Your Coffee, Guys Why Iceland Doesn’t Need

A Parliament (Anymore)

Dear Men,
I have reached my limit. I read yet
one more harrowing account of rape
and one more intelligent dissection
of the case and the reactions from
certain people and the reactions to
those reactions, and I can’t take any
more. I have reached the limits of my
rape quota. So I did what any normal
insomniac would do. I ranted.
Usually when the subject of rape comes
up, I change the subject. I do not want
to discuss how a woman was brutally
attacked a block away from my home
or how sick it is to show the picture of
an alleged victim on a popular website. I
am disgusted by the continuous underhanded references by mainstream media that the victim’s behaviour somehow
led to the rape in question. I am even
more sickened by their less than subtle
sympathy for the rapist. I really am afraid
that I have little energy left. I am so damn
tired of rape. I am tired of reading about
it and talking about it and trying to figure out why it occurs and how we should
prevent it.
I am amused at the novel ways
women come up with to get their point
across, like the Reykjavík Slutwalk (that
was clever). I am saddened by victims’
Facebook pages or campaigns against
rape where victims use their pain for the
good of others (I think you are amazing).
I am exhausted by endless debates by
intelligent people discussing rape and
arguing over its roots in society. The
discussions are complicated and circular to some extent. The participants
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in these discussions are most often
women. These are women who use their
experiences, intelligence, pens, time,
energy, care and education to somehow
make a dent in men committing violence
against women. For even braver women
who feel like sharing their story to help
others, I am in awe. For those who would
bring rape charges against a powerful
man, to then be raped again in the media, you deserve my fierce support, but I
have little left.

“We need YOU to help
us. We need men to talk
to their brothers, friends,
and sons.”
I have warned my daughter about
certain men and explained rape, sexual
abuse, and inappropriate touching despite the infringement on her innocence.
I have explained to my older girls why we
don’t leave our drinks on the table, why
we never go out alone, and that you can
say “no” at any time. I have forgiven and
released any anger, self-loathing, and
sorrow, which lived in my body for a long
time.
Although not everyone is open to
discussing it and many would not admit it, even to themselves, most of the
women you know have been or will be
sexually abused, sexually harassed,
raped, or find themselves the victims of
violence at some point in their lifetimes.
This violence will occur at the hands of
your cousins, your friends, your brothers
and your sons and yourselves. Swallow
that truth down.
When we think of those icky subjects we tend to feel uncomfortable, in
fact many have stopped reading by this
point, “rape… yada yada..women...yada

yada… feminists…yada yada… .zzzzz.”
We think of rape as a woman’s issue
when in fact it is the opposite. RAPE IS A
MAN’S ISSUE.
I do not feel that violence against
women will stop the way we are going
now. Women have organised, talked,
and become angry. We have calmed
down, discussed and intellectualised
the problem to death. We have started
programmes to educate and to help victims. We have to some extent created a
safer environment for victims to come
forward. We have established that date
rape is indeed rape. These are great
strides. Yet to progress we need something more.
We need YOU to help us. We need
men to talk to their brothers, friends, and
sons. We need the Rape Talk to be another one of those uncomfortable talks
dads have with their sons, not unlike
the Boner Talk or the Safe Sex talk. We
need men who at this point in time think,
“I’m not a rapist,” or even worse, “I don’t
want to get involved,” to understand
that there is a serious problem that YOU
need to handle. There is no way that all
this fucking raping and sickness is going
on inside a vacuum. Handle it!!!
Men, I appeal to you. I speak to you
on behalf of myself, my daughters, my
friends, your sisters, your mothers, your
daughters, your friends, and your partners. I think men are wonderful and I
love you. I know that you guys love us
too. I am sure we could count on you to
go kick some sick fuck’s ass, but that
isn’t how we handle problems in our
society; we have evolved. We need you
to actively, aggressively and without
shame or embarrassment do your part
to PREVENT further violence against us.
TAKE CARE OF IT! TAKE CARE OF US!
Sincerely, A. Woman

Presidential
elections
are coming up at the
end of this month, and
it’s arguably been the
most contentious one in
Iceland’s history. Among
the topics that have come up in public
discussion has been the question of
whether the office itself has become
obsolete.
While I think it’s interesting to consider, it limits the focus to the Office
of the Presidency, when I’d argue that
the entire government body should be
regularly reviewed within the context of
our modern lives.
One of the more striking things that
occurred to me during my brief time in
parliament was how small a role the
actual halls of parliament play in the
crafting of legislation. In fact, I’d argue
that the continued existence of parliament is based in part on some misconceptions as to what parliament actually does.
Contrary to popular belief, parliament does not create a lot of bills.
Rather, almost all the most important
bills come from the ministries. Work
groups assembled by the ministries
get together to examine and discuss
a particular subject, eventually crafting a bill, which is then submitted to
the f loor of parliament. That’s where a
great many of our laws come from.
But even after being submitted to
parliament, the fine-tuning of a bill
does not take place in parliament, either. Rather, it takes place in committee, the chairperson of which answers
to the ministry from whence the bill
came. It’s in committee that special interest groups are invited to share their
input, which is usually submitted electronically, and where committee members shape the bill into a more viable
form.
So what is it that parliament actually does, you ask? They discuss and/
or argue about bills—usually repeating
the same arguments they made in committee—and then vote on them. That’s
it in a nutshell. We are a nation of about
320,000 people. Surely, we can discuss/argue about bills—and then vote
on them—ourselves, right?
I think we can. I submit that we
abolish parliament altogether. I think
that doing so would not only increase
transparency and democracy; the functions of government would also not be
too much different from what they are
now. If I had to give this new structure
a name, I suppose it could be called
“ministerial democracy.” So here’s my
general idea of what a parliament-free
Iceland could look like:
People vote for ministers and their
alternates. This includes voting for a

SUPER JEEP & SNOWMOBILE TOURS

Mountaineers of Iceland • Skútuvogur 12E • 104 Reykjavík • Iceland
Telephone: +354 580 9900 Ice@mountaineers.is • www.mountaineers.is • www. activity.is

prime minister, who would serve largely the same function as before, only
without appointing the cabinet. Ministries would still assemble work groups
for crafting bills, only these would be
posted online for people to discuss and
argue about. After a nominal period of
time, the bill would be referred back to
the work group from whence it came,
where they would take the discussion
into consideration, re-work the bill, and
then post it again. Just as a parliamentary bill goes to committee three times
before a final vote, the posted bill would
be re-worked three times by its work
group before being put to an electronic
vote for approval or rejection.
Realistically, there would have to be
a way to conduct a discussion on said
bill, and vote on it, in an orderly and
civilised fashion. People could be re-

“Icelanders want direct
democracy, and if there’s
one country in the world
where it can be achieved,
it’s here”
quired to register on a ministry website
in order to participate, but they could
register for as many ministries as they
want—just as members of parliament
are often in many different committees. Not every single bill posted by the
ministries would be subject to requiring a national majority for passage. In
fact, most of them could simply require
say, a two-thirds majority of registered
users of a ministry’s website for passage. Larger issues—such as joining
the EU—would, however, be subject to
national referendum.
Certainly, there are other questions
that arise here—for example, could “ordinary” citizens submit bills of their
own, and how? Would there still be a
president? Would there even be political parties? And there would be practical aspects of this idea that would need
fine-tuning, but these could be worked
out on a trial basis: perhaps a ministry
could craft and post a “sample bill” on
its website to see how it goes, and work
out the procedural kinks.
But would our esteemed members of parliament, many of who have
hoisted their political careers aloft with
their zeppelin-like egos, allow for such
an experiment? Whether they like it or
not, I’d say the time has come to give
it a chance. Icelanders want direct democracy, and if there’s one country in
the world where it can be achieved, it’s
here.
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So, have you been trampling our nature while you were out admiring it? Or maybe it
was just the other tourists that left all those marks? No matter who it was, we should
all watch our steps. We don't want to trample nature to death, US Black Friday-style.
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Iceland | Tourism

Travellers Take Their Toll On Tourist Destinations
Are you loving Iceland to death?

The image of pristine wilderness is
one of Iceland’s main attractions,
but this resource may be in jeopardy as the environment around
some of Iceland’s most popular
tourist attractions and hiking areas
is gradually deteriorating. A growing number of visitors in environmentally sensitive areas, and a lack
of tourism regulations and strategic sustainable management, are
contributing to vegetation and soil
degradation and—in some cases—
irreversible damage to natural formations.
We sat down with Dr. Rannveig
Ólafsdóttir, associate professor in
Tourism at the University of Iceland,
who has been active in research on
the impact of tourists on the environment, to discuss the issue.
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Don’t stray off the beaten
path
Is unregulated pedestrian traffic
in sensitive areas an issue that deserves concern?
If something is sensitive it definitely deserves concern. The Icelandic nature is
by far the largest factor attracting tourists and, as such, the most valuable resource for the tourist industry.
What are the main consequences
of off-trail hiking around popular
tourist attractions?
It depends on the number of tourists
hiking off-trail, and also on the type
of environment such an impact takes
place in. But even in the most sensitive areas, one or two people hiking
off-trail should be okay. However, when
we start to get mass tourism in unsuitable areas it may lead to deterioration
of sensitive ecosystems and severe soil
erosion. Our soil is particularly susceptible to erosion due to its high content
of volcanic ash, which greatly reduces
its resistance to erosion. Wind and
water erosion are also very active processes here in Iceland once the vegetation cover has been damaged.
Is it likely that off-trail hiking, or
unrestricted access to sensitive
natural formations, could damage
the environment to the point that it

would adversely affect the quality
of visitors’ experience?
Mass tourism in the country’s most
sensitive areas could very easily cause
environmental decline to the point that
it would reduce the value of the areas
for tourism. So far, damage has been
met with increased infrastructure, such
as construction of hiking paths, wooden stairs, viewing platforms, larger
parking lots, service facilities and so
forth. Such development changes the
appearance of the landscape and thus
also the tourists’ experience. That’s the
dilemma of tourism. Too many visitors
can furthermore create a negative perception for tourists.
Dynamic, diverse, breathtaking and unique
Which areas are most sensitive, and
which natural formations are most
susceptible to permanent damage?
Moss-covered areas are particularly
sensitive to trampling. They are also
very uncommon outside of Iceland, and
thus a valuable resource. In moss-covered areas, it sometimes takes only one
step to make long-lasting damage. Areas covered with moss or moss heath
on dry, unsteady soil on steep slopes
are definitely among the most sensitive
areas. There is, however, a lack of a holistic overview of the country’s ecological sensitivity, so I cannot answer this

precisely. But right now I’m working on
a project that aims to map the country’s
ecological sensitivity based on a spatial
analysis of available data on vegetation,
soil and landscape characteristics. We
aim to finish it this summer and I hope
that managers and planners will find it
useful for future planning regarding nature tourism here in Iceland.
The most sensitive natural formations
are recent volcanic features, primarily pumice and slag craters that easily
break down. Examples of this are Laki
and the craters on Fimmvörðuháls.
Many tourists also have a special desire to take a bit of Iceland with them
back home.
Many popular tourist attractions in
Iceland are located within the volcanic zone where the soil is particularly susceptible to erosion, as
you pointed out. Do you think Icelandic landscapes are, in general,
more sensitive to traffic compared
to popular tourist destinations elsewhere in the world?
Icelandic landscapes are very dynamic,
diverse, breathtaking, and unique. That
is our resource. But yes, they are highly
sensitive, especially to external physical impact such as trampling, off-road
driving, etc. The most environmentally
sensitive areas are definitely more sus-

Accurate information on the number of
tourists visiting the most popular tourist sites isn’t even available. Tourism
in Iceland has been growing at an unprecedented rate during the past years.
Despite the economic importance of
tourism, studies focusing on the environmental impact of it have yet not received any financial support, at all.
Tourism carrying capacity is a complicated concept and depends on what
type of tourism is considered suitable
for each site. But yes, I would say that
some of our natural tourist attractions
have exceeded their carrying capacity.
Be aware, and enjoy
Which strategies do you think
would be most effective to minimize the impact of tourists and hikers on the environment?
In order to develop sustainable tourism,
we urgently need holistic planning and
management for tourism development
in this country, based on qualified research on the resources. In my mind,
the most effective and best strategy is
tourism management in such a way that
visitors will not realise that they are being managed. This can, for example, be
done by controlling accessibility and by
enhancing information and education
for tourists and hikers.

“Tourism carrying capacity is a complicated concept and
depends on what type of tourism is considered suitable for
each site. But yes, I would say that some of our natural
tourist attractions have exceeded their carrying capacity.”
ceptible to damage than many tourist destinations in other countries
that promote similar tourism as here.
However, the sensitivity is influenced
by many factors and is therefore very
different depending on where you find
yourself in the country; there are also
plenty of places in Iceland that can tolerate heavier traffic.
Exceeding the capacity
In tourism, carrying capacity is defined as the maximum number of
visitors that can travel within an
area without causing unacceptable damage to the environment or
reducing the quality of visitors’ experience. In your opinion, have any
tourist attractions exceeded their
carrying capacity?
We still lack the data on Icelandic tourism to be able to answer this question.

Do you think off-trail hiking should
be prohibited in certain areas?
Yes, I believe so. But such a decision
has to be based on reliable data and a
management plan pulled together by
active collaboration of all stakeholders. Tourism management is a complex
process, as there are many stakeholders involved with different and sometimes conflicting interests. Therefore,
collaboration of all stakeholders and
researchers is of vital importance when
it comes to zoning an area for different
activities.
Do you have any advice for environmentally concerned tourists visiting Iceland? How can they minimize
their impact on the environment?
Be aware of the sensitivity of your environment, take care, and enjoy!
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The Iceland EXPO opened on Thursday, June 28 in Silfurberg hall in Harpa. The
film will be screened every day for the next five weeks, or until August 6, starting
at 10:00 and with the last screening at 17:30. Admission is 1,500 ISK.
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DO YOU WANT TO GO SEE THAT CRAZY 360° EXPO THING FOR FREE? THE
FIRST TEN FOLKS THAT DROP US A LINE GET TIX FOR THEM AND A FRIEND!
LETTERS@GRAPEVINE.IS

Iceland | EXPO

News | Iceland in the international eye: June

Iceland Cubed

Everything But The
Goldfish Bowl

The question of how best to package Iceland for international consumption has long been a contentious issue, one that has no doubt
been on the minds and lips of private and public citizens alike since
well before the economic downturn
officially hit. But following the dramatic halt to Iceland’s financial
golden age, when we were called
out as the emperor with a hole in
his pocket, Iceland was forced to
scramble a bit for a new script and,
in the process, discovered we still
had a few things left to hold on to.
For one: we had our rich cultural
past and present. And second: we
still had our looks—our splendid
and celebrated natural beauty.
It was in January of 2008 that the government of Iceland made the decision
to take part in the 2010 World Expo in
Shanghai—a festival of sorts held every five years as an opportunity for the
countries of the world to showcase, in
individual pavilions, their unique features of choice. In December of that
same year, months into the economic
collapse, the government of Iceland
granted 140 million ISK to the project.
The following January, as part of
an open competition held by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs regarding the
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contract to the pavilion’s concept and
planning, project proposals were evaluated and a collaborative venture by Páll
Hjaltason, a partner in +Arkitektar who
would come to curate the exhibit, and
Sagafilm was chosen for the task of
bringing a piece of Iceland to Shanghai.
One component of that project, a
cube strewn with canvas, projecting a
video of Icelandic nature on each side
and above the viewer, is now available
for the first time to the Icelandic public,
for a fee, at Harpa.
The fifteen-minute film was recorded at five angles, four of the RED
cameras recording simultaneously,
hooked onto planes and helicopters
flying over the Icelandic wilderness.
INEVITABLE NATURE
Halldór Guðmundsson, the new Managing Director of Harpa who has seen
the film, hundreds of times in his capacity as Director of Iceland’s contribution to the Frankfurt Book Festival
last year—where a similar version of the
Shanghai Expo was on display—says
that the exhibit’s focus on Icelandic nature was inevitable.
“That which marks our unique position with regard to other European
countries,” he says, “is literature and
nature.”
“You can probably see in this all
sorts of clichés, but the fact remains
that when you walk into a cube, and the
image surrounds you on all sides and
above you, you get a stronger experience than even if you had on 3D glasses at the movies,” Halldór says. “It creates some sort of whole, which leaves
quite a strong impression.”

“A RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE”
Kjartan Þór Þórðarson, CEO of
Sagafilm, says that the idea of bringing the display to Iceland had been “on
the drawing board” since the first signs
of the exhibit’s success were visible in
Shanghai. When Harpa came into the
negotiations, Kjartan says, the idea of
bringing the exposition home became
a real possibility for the first time, particularly because of the “considerable”
cost of setting it up.
Halldór was instrumental in bringing the exhibit to Harpa, as well as
to the Book Fair in Frankfurt, where
Iceland was the Guest of Honour and
thus in particular focus. He says that in
Frankfurt he observed the impact of the
display first-hand.
“I was seeing, for example, German
visitors just laying on the floor,” says
Halldór,
“watching this thing as though it were a
religious experience.”
“The wilderness is what puts Iceland in a totally unique position,” Halldór says. “I think you can make a lit
theory argument for this connection
between nature and literature. The Icelandic sagas have to do with the genesis of Icelandic civilization. This society
begins with settlement, when man in a
sense conquers heretofore unutilised
areas. And if you come here as a visitor, one of the most interesting things
about Iceland is that 90% of the country
is uninhabited.”
“A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE FOR ANYONE”
The cost for the original expo project—
including design, set-up and operation—is estimated at around 210 million
ISK, according to the project’s website.
The project’s creative team included architect Páll Hjaltason, artist
Finnbogi Pétursson, graphic designer
Ámundi Sigurðsson, fashion designer
Steinunn Sigurðardóttir, photographer
Ragnar Axelsson and composer Hilmar
Örn Hilmarsson, who composed the
film’s original soundtrack.
Magnús Viðar Sigurðsson headed
production and the film was directed
and edited by Sævar Guðmundsson.
The idea was always to allow
people the experience of being able to
“walk into the country” says Halldór,
but even in Iceland the concept is not
entirely redundant.
“The Icelanders who have seen
it have not been any less impressed,”
says Halldór, “it is a unique experience
for anyone. But certainly not least of all
for tourists who come to Iceland when
it happens to be pouring rain the whole
time. They can at least see the nature in
Harpa.”

On June 12, after months of
relative international silence, Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir, Iceland’s Prime Minister, grants Reuters a rare
interview. Patting herself on
the back, she tells Reuters that struggling
Eurozone members should seriously consider taking leaves out of Iceland’s Economic
Repair Manual.
Here are some key DIY pointers: “We
believe and so does the IMF that our case
may be a role model from some of the countries in crisis now.” Apparently, “Iceland’s
mix of measured austerity and unorthodox
policies—such as private debt forgiveness
and defending welfare payments as much as
possible—could offer some lessons to Eurozone members.” Bold statements indeed!
Yes, as far as the IMF is concerned, and
as far as Statistics Iceland are concerned,
things are looking up. Unemployment is
down from 7.5% to 5.1%, GDP growth will
likely soon hit 2.7% (compared to ailing
Greece and failing Spain, that looks like a
bloody miracle)—but isn’t offering lessons
in “debt forgiveness, austerity and sovereign
default” a bit much?
And the boldness doesn’t end here: “Becoming more disciplined and lowering state
expenses, while at the same time keeping
the welfare system strong, is what needs to
be done to have wide support from the public for such measures.”
Remind me. What was that Kitchenware
Revolution? Why were eggs and skyr always
out of stock at Bónus? And: Why did two referendums take place?
Is all this praise in the international
media going to someone’s head? Either way,
Reuters seems to be swallowing everything
but the goldfish bowl.
Thankfully there are still a few international beacons of equilibrium this month.
Here’s Stefán Karlsson in The Christian
Science Monitor: “[Although] growth has recently been positive in Iceland, the absolute
level of output remains well below the previous cyclical peak.”
And: “And as long as output is below it,
we can clearly say that the current state of
the economy is unsatisfactory. […] The entire
slump in Iceland came after its currency
started to depreciate and its modest recovery
started only a long time later after its currency had stabilized.”
Or here’s Philip Aldrick in the Telegraph: “The country is not back in full
health by any stretch of the imagination […].
The public finances have been trashed […].
Last year debts were 65% of GDP.”
Granted, in Iceland, a very small “European” country, things have turned around
much faster than expected, and granted
there is reason for some moderate backpatting. But let’s not run before we can
walk—one would have thought we’d already
learned that lesson.
Now the biggest problem facing Iceland
in the near future is these stringent capital
controls (something that Greece—yes even
though they’re in the Eurozone—is now
considering even without giving up the
Euro).

In an interview with the Financial Times
(FT), University of Iceland’s Ársæll Valfells
explains the consequences of capital control: “Initially, the winners include the local
banking system. They can borrow in […] controlled currency, and use it to buy claims on
anything else […]. The problem comes when
the assets of the locals get so damaged due to
inflation and negative real rates that the real
liquidity in the system is reduced.”
And a recent IMF employee also told FT:
“There are no winners in capital controls.
But if banks and your economy are losing
capital, you may use them to stem the tide.”
So might we, by chance, just be stemming the tide?
Well, see what Ársæll has to say about
it: “Eventually the banks hit a funding problem, because inflation and devaluation offset the effect of money creation.”
And, don’t shoot the messenger, but
it appears an asset bubble may be about to
burst. According to Bloomberg, due to those
currency control measures “close to US$8billion in kronur are held by offshore investors unable to get their money out of the
country…funds are flowing into one of the
few longer-term investment options: real estate…The market is now ‘driving home-loan
debt higher.’”
Ásgeir Jónsson, a Reykjavík-based asset
manager, told Bloomberg that if this development continues “there’s a greater risk of
an asset bubble being created in an economy
that is closed off behind capital controls.”
And, if anything sounds like inflation is
running amok, listen to this: “The central
bank has raised borrowing costs four times
since August 2011.” Household debt is now
edging close to 270% of disposable income.
More interestingly still, according to
Bloomberg, “Bonds sold by Iceland’s Housing Financial Fund make up 68% of the
nation’s ‘liquid guaranteed debt market.’”
Doesn’t this sound like Katla is about to
blow?
A few days ago on The London Review
of Books’ blog, a level-headed Peter Geoghegan noted that (and here we come back to
Jóhanna’s earlier statement about so-called
“measured austerity”) “the Alþingi did indeed introduce a relief package for indebted
homeowners […]. Under the scheme, mortgage debt cannot exceed 110 percent of the
value of the property[…]. It is a reasonable,
well-intentioned policy. But it is not a Biblical
debt jubilee. Many Icelanders are still struggling under huge monthly repayments they
cannot afford.”
When asked by Reuters about the remaining debts of her citizens, the Prime
Minister said: “[…]no further large scale
debt-forgiveness would [be forthcoming].”
Three simple questions, then: 1) What happens when the real estate bubble bursts?
2) What happens when the banks hit their
next funding problem? And, 3): What happens when household debt exceeds 300% of
disposable income? I wonder if there will be
lessons for the Eurozone then?

marc vincenz
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Jón Bjarki Magnússon is a journalist for local newspaper DV. This story is
based on several reports he wrote for the newspaper regarding Tom Cruise’s
near-clashes with Icelandic sheep farmers.

Iceland | Maverick

Opinion | Eliza Reid

When Tom Cruise (Nearly)
Met The Icelandic Sheep Farmer
Farmers in the north of Iceland are unhappy with the film star
people want private security teams employed by the wealthy to be able to harass locals doing their daily work? Is the
supposed safety of one individual so
important that the rights of the public
can be slightly altered now and then?
The locals I spoke to did not want to
make a big deal of the matter. One person told me they were not upset with
Tom Cruise, that they were only angry
with his security guards. I did sense the
sincere will of everyone to live in peace
with the star. However, people seemed
to be interested in the activities of Tom
Cruise, with some noting that he should
be left alone, “like any other human being.”
What irritated them were the effects his visit was having on their own
lives. When I asked the farmer’s wife for
her name she was quick to answer: “No
thanks! I don’t want to be in the spotlight. We just live here, and we want to
do our jobs in peace and quiet.” She
did say she found it “weird how people need to act just because they are
somewhat famous.” Behind her I could
hear her husband screaming: “They
should be ashamed of themselves,
these men!”

For centuries it's been their territory, but that’s about to change.
The Icelandic sheep farmers of the
Eyjafjörður area in the north of Iceland have met their match: actor
Tom Cruise is back on the volcanic
rock, and he's settled down close to
a sheep farm. Security around the
star is tight and farmers in the area
are complaining to the media that
they are under surveillance, clearly
unhappy with the way they are being treated in their own backyard.

The actor is in Iceland for the filming
of a motion picture tentatively titled
‘Oblivion’ in an area called Hrossaborg in the northeast of the country.
The area is located about 25 km from
Lake Mývatn and is strictly off-limits
to visitors. Three scenes will be filmed
in the area and another two will be
filmed near Lake Þórisvatn. While filming, Tom Cruise resides in Hrafnabjörg
in Eyjafjörður, a luxury country retreat
formerly owned by one of Iceland’s
pre-crash tycoons, merchant Jóhannes
Jónsson (founder of the Bónus empire).

been rounding up sheep in Vaðlaheiði
and were on their way down an old
mountain road when they were met by
the film star’s security guards.
Until that day farmers in the area
had used the mountain road freely. With
tightened security in the area, things
have changed. The three men saw Tom
Cruise's helicopter flying above their
farm and wanted to stop by the open
road to see what was going on. They
were met by two security guards from
Öryggismiðstöðin, a private security
firm, who instructed them to evacuate

“The story has left the public pondering some moral
questions: Do people want private security teams
employed by the wealthy to be able to harass locals
doing their daily work?”
The villa is currently owned by Swiss
magnate Thomas Martin and comes
equipped with all your basic luxuries—
including a swimming pool. Tom reportedly even had his own furniture flown
in.
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Media circus
Observing the Icelandic media these
past two weeks, one couldn't miss the
endless stories about the Hollywood
star’s adventures in Iceland. Tom Cruise
arrived to Reykjavík on June 15 in a
private jet with his wife Katie Holmes
and daughter Suri. Every step the family took during their days in the capital
was heavily documented by local media, proving that the myth about foreign
stars living in peace with the locals in
Iceland is indeed a myth.
Tom later flew north via helicopter,
settling down in a villa in the quiet and
rural Eyjafjörður area. Few days passed
until he made the front page of local
newspaper DV, with farmers in the
area relaying ugly stories about the film
star’s security guards. “We were not allowed to be on the road,” one farmer’s
wife told me over the phone last week.
Her husband and two other men had

the premises. The farmer told me it was
hard to accept being harassed by security guards in an area surrounded by his
own fields, literally on his own land.
“He was obviously somewhat irritated by our appearance there,” the
farmer said, “but this is just a public
road.” Even though the farmer says he
doesn’t agree with these methods, he
did express some understanding for the
Hollywood-star. “Obviously, from our
point of view, all this fuss is unnecessary, but it's probably completely normal in their world out there.”
Moral questions
Öryggismiðstöðin spokesperson Ómar
Örn Jónsson tells me that the guards
can ask people to evacuate certain areas, but that it is up to each individual
to decide whether to follow a security
guard’s orders. “If we think that it
serves safety procedures to ask people
to leave, then we of course do that,”
he says. Although the security guards
didn’t have legal authority to close the
road, the farmers eventually evacuated
the premises rather than put up a fight.
The story has left the public pondering some moral questions: Do

“It's mine”
Tom Cruise's clash with the Icelandic
sheep farmers touches a nerve in the
local community. Many Icelanders are
worried about how their once wide and
open land with its mountains and lakes,
seems to be getting closed in the interest of private owners. Very recently
it was customary for anyone to be able
to tread anywhere they wanted, say
in pursuit of some blueberries or on a
hike. Anyone can tell you that it is getting increasingly harder. New private
owners, who’ll often live in the city,
using the land as summer resort, have
closed down roads and put up signs,
barring the public from entering. This is
new to many raised in the once wideopen countryside of Iceland.
In the last few months, DV has
been covering issues where people
are barred from entering private areas
that were once open to the public. For
example, people were prevented from
entering Kerið, a famous tourist attraction, whilst the Chinese premier Wen
Jiabao was on an official visit in April.
One of the owners of Kerið, Morgunblaðið publisher Óskar Magnússon,
explained that he wasn't a big fan of
either the Icelandic or Chinese governments and thus did not wish to grant
the party access.
Another example is how new landowners of Horn, close to the famous
mountain Skessuhorn in Borgarfjörður,
closed down a road leading to the
mountain. For a long time hikers have
used the road to get to the roots of the
mountain, but now that has changed. In
the aftermath, owner Ingibjörg Davíðsdóttir’s Facebook status about the
mountain has become infamous: “Such
beauty! It's mine!”
Closing off land to the public seems
to be the next big thing in the so-called
post-crash New Iceland.

Brownies For Þóra
My first presidential election as an Icelander
In June 1996, I drove from Buffalo, New York to Seattle with two
friends and a fake ID so I could
gamble in Vegas (I lost). I was
heading into my third year of university, contemplating law school and whether
Doug and Carol would ever get back together
on ER. Tweets were the sounds birds made.
The only thing I knew about Iceland was
that Reykjavík was its capital. I certainly did not
know that the same month I cruised up California’s Pacific Coast Highway, Ólafur Ragnar
Grímsson was elected Iceland’s fifth president.
Fast forward four World Cups, more than
a dozen Eurovision song contests, another Icelandic Miss World, and one major economic
meltdown, and here we are in June 2012.
I haven’t returned to Vegas and I never
went to law school. But early on in grad school
I encountered a tall, dark and handsome Viking; I’m now mother to three exuberant halfVikings and a citizen of Iceland.
Ólafur Ragnar is still president—for at least
a few days anyway.
This is the first presidential election in
which I will be voting and I’m as giddy as during Olympic hockey matches (I grew up in
Canada).
Saturday’s election is going to make history. Barring an incredible upset, either a sitting
president will have been re-elected for a record
fifth four-year term, or a sitting president will
have been defeated by the youngest person ever
to run for the office.
This campaign is also historic because it’s
the first time a sitting president has been seriously challenged. There is a choice: do voters
want to keep the same president for a generation or do they want a fresh one to steer it in a
new direction?
Full disclosure: I want the leading challenger, TV journalist Þóra Arnórsdóttir, to win.
This is a different country than it was sixteen,
or even six, years ago, and I believe it is time
for a different leader — someone with integrity
and an intelligent, contemporary vision—to
guide us.
So, to make my own tiny contribution to my
adopted homeland, I’m trying to help. I baked
brownies for the opening of Þóra’s campaign
office and cupcakes for the June 17 festivities.
I’m volunteering at her campaign office.
The experience is giving me a fascinating,
albeit narrow, glimpse into the world of political
campaigning, Iceland-style.
Þóra’s campaign HQ—and, I assume, the
others—is open daily to anyone who wants to
stop by for a cup of hot coffee and some homemade pancakes. There is plenty of campaign
material of course, but also friendly chat about
current affairs of all sorts.
Even after almost a decade here, I still can’t
follow all the conversation, but the gist involves
analysing the latest opinion polls and debates,
and the requisite discussion to uncover the
inevitable common acquaintance. Everyone
seems to know personally either a candidate or
one of his or her relatives.
They also want to know why an immigrant
would be so interested in the campaign.
I believe the campaign should intrigue
and be accessible to all of us new Icelanders.
Although we may not all be able to follow the
debates because of language barriers, two of
the six candidates have their websites in English (and other languages); there was even an
all-candidates meeting tailored to the immigrant community that was simultaneously interpreted into nine languages.
Maybe this access is why I’m so excited
about the campaign. There is a personal dimension to it that I would not find in my home
country. Never in Canada would I come faceto-face or be able to interact with, say, prime
ministerial candidates.
But here, I have met both Ólafur Ragnar
and Þóra on several occasions, and heard the
other candidates speak in person. I can shake
their hands and ask the questions I believe
most relevant to the campaign.
This means I can make a more informed
choice than I possibly could from reading manifestos alone.
In 1996, almost two decades ago, I never
thought I would be volunteering for an Icelandic presidential campaign. But with access
like this and the chance to be even a tiny part
of what I hope will be a ground-breaking election, I feel privileged and compelled to do so.
The country’s size means each individual can
have a proportionally larger impact, and that
our elected officials have more of an impact on
us.
As immigrants, we have a duty to get involved and to help mould this country for the
future. This is our chance to make a mark, to
exert our influence. Language barriers can be
a challenge, but should not be an impediment.
This election is about who we believe can unify
our country, about who will make us proud to
be Icelandic.
I know who I believe can do that. Do you?

Amazing Full Day
Adventure from
Reykjavík!

Vatnajökull Voyager
Express day tour to Vatnajökull National Park
from Reykjavík. Sightseeing, glacier walking on
the famous Falljökull glacier, lunch, boat ride on
Jökulsárlón glacier lagoon & waffle.
29.990 ISK per person.

Glacier Hike Ice Climbing Climbing

Cycling

Sightseeing Boat Trip

glacierguides.is | info@glacierguides.is | + 354-571-2100 | Book your trip with Arctic Adventures on Laugavegur 11 Open 8am–10pm
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Jennifer Karchmer is an independent journalist based in Seattle, Washington where she covers press freedom issues. She has served as a volunteer
correspondent for Reporters Without Borders-USA since 2010.

Iceland | Media

Two Years Old: IMMI Inches Through
Icelandic Parliament

When IMMI, the Icelandic Modern
Media Initiative, turned two years
old this month, supporters cheered
a few accomplishments it has made
toward protecting freedom of information. However, IMMI—a legislative proposal to re-position Iceland
as an information safe haven—is
still very much in the developmental stages and not yet a law on the
books, despite some cases of international press embellishing its
progress.
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But there is still much work to be done
on IMMI, which is now operated under
the non-profit organisation known as
the International Modern Media Institute, of which co-author, software developer and digital freedom advocate
Smári McCarthy is Executive Director.
“It is a common misunderstanding that our task is complete, or that
it has stalled,” Smári wrote in an IMMI
public status report published in April.
“Our original aspirations for completing
within a year were overly ambitious, but
it is clear that the project is going on
and has great momentum.”
That momentum started when the
Icelandic Parliament approved IMMI
as a parliamentary resolution on June
16, 2010, a fancy way of saying the Icelandic government could move ahead
researching ways to strengthen press
freedoms and protections for sources
and whistle-blowers.
Once the news of IMMI was out
and the international press jumped on
the story, some of the publicity made it
seem like IMMI had been adopted into
law.
The New York Times published an
article “A Vision of Iceland as a Haven
for Journalists” on February 21, 2010
which began: “Iceland, where the journalists run free.” Other international

headlines strengthened that notion
such as: “WikiLeaks and Iceland MPs
propose ‘journalism haven,’” (BBC
News, Feb. 12, 2010).
The impetus for IMMI
To appreciate the beginnings of IMMI,
let’s go back to August 1, 2009—a date

exposed a few days earlier.
Moments before airtime, Björn and
the RÚV team scrambled to rewrite
the 19:00 newscast, fearing that if they
didn’t abide by the injunction that they
would face monetary fines. “But we did
it in a way that was tenable to us to tell
the story, without telling the story,” he

“Media in Iceland is not free. Jón Bjarki is a
professional reporter ruined financially from
reporting a story. I'm a blogger driven to the
brink of personal bankruptcy after telling a story
I know to be true.””
that involves the news business, an injunction and WikiLeaks.
On that Saturday, five minutes before RÚV’s evening newscast, TV journalist Björn Malmquist found himself
“shocked and angry”—even “pissed
off,” he says. Björn shared his experience with me during an interview held
at RÚV’s TV studio in February.
Kaupþing bank issued RÚV an
injunction, forcing the national broadcaster to pull the lead story about insider loans—a story that WikiLeaks had

tells me.
As the top of the hour approached,
word of the ban got to anchorman Bogi
Ágústsson. Amid his pre-broadcast ritual of reviewing scripts, straightening
his tie and fitting in his earpiece that
connects him with the show’s director,
Bogi was informed of the embargo on
the bank story.
“I have been a newscaster for thirty
years. You know that in a live broadcast
‘shit happens’ as they say, but it’s important how you deal with it,” he says

when I meet him at RÚV’s studio. “If you
panic, then the audience panics.” By
this time, almost a year after Iceland’s
financial crash, the media was familiar
with covering it. Bogi went into ad-lib
mode:
“We are not allowed to present all
of the news that we were going to,”
Bogi said on air.
The suppression evoked public
outcry and members of the Journalists’
Union of Iceland and the RÚV News
Broadcasters’ Association criticised
the bank’s move to control the news.
“I remember thinking at that time
that this was a counterproductive move
by the bank, Kaupþing. It blew up in
their faces. It drew even more attention
to what they were trying to hide. It was
hugely damaging to the bank,” Björn
recalls.
This egregious instance of news
control over a WikiLeaks report thrust
the idea of freedom of information into
the news headlines and connected
WikiLeaks’ Founder Julian Assange
with the IMMI team.

Continues on page 32

The oldest house in Reykjavík
holds many modern treasures.

The best of Icelandic design and
delicious hand made chocolate.
Aðalstræti 10
Monday - Friday 9:00 - 20:00
Saturday 10:00 - 17:00
Sunday 12:00 - 17:00

i c e l a n d i c

d e s i g n

BEAUTiFUL BOOKS
ON ICELANDIC VOLCANOES AND 100 MOUNTAIN HIKES

Volcanic activity in Iceland | The anatomy of a volcano
Iceland’s volcanic systems | Eruptions in Iceland 1918-2012
The combined skills of award-winning photographer Ragnar Th. Sigurðsson and renowned writer and
geophysicist Ari Trausti Guðmundsson provide a unique insight into the fiery world of volcanic Iceland.
Ragnar’s own photos in combination with images taken by many other talented photographers bring nearly
a century of volcanism in Iceland to life. Vivid, lively descriptions by Ari Trausti explain the science behind the
stunning visuals in plain, easy-to-follow language.

Available all around Iceland and at Keflavík Airport –take a look!

100 mountain hikes and trails
– from very light to difficult
Iceland is a country of varied and interesting landscapes, including summits both high and low, glaciated
peaks, extensive ice caps and active volcanoes.
There are a large number of interesting routes in the mountainous regions to entice the hiker. Some are close
to towns and rural areas, while others are hidden in remote, uninhabited regions. This illustrated collection of
routes of all lengths and grades of difficulty has been compiled by one of the most experienced and knowledgeable mountaineers in Iceland, Ari Trausti Guðmundsson, writer and geophysicist.

Uppheimar Publishing | Tel.: +354 511 2450 | uppheimar@uppheimar.is |

www.uppheimar.is
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Putting The Green In Greenland:
Eric The Red Decides To Start Over
Surely Eiríkur Rauði, Eric the Red,
must be one of the more Viking of the
Vikings. Banished from Norway for
manslaughter in 960, he decided to
start over in Iceland, where he lived
semi-peacefully for over a decade
until suffering a relapse. In the early
980s, the Þing assembly at Þórsnes
found him guilty of several killings
and exiled him. Having run out of
known places in the North Atlantic to
move to, there was naught to do but
discover new ones.
Eiríkur heard of a place farther west
called Gunnbjarnarsker, named after
Gunnbjörn who claimed to have seen it.
Like many sociopaths, Eiríkur Rauði had
a gift for marketing as well as acquisition.
He claimed the country but, with little viable farmland, found it hard to convince
people to move there. Nothing a little
rebranding couldn’t fix.Gunnbjarnarsker
was renamed Greenland, and a fleet of
25 longships set sail. Many ships were
caught in a storm, got lost or turned back,
and only fourteen made it to this latest
earthly paradise. Others would follow, and
at its peak around 3,000 people of Nordic descent lived in Greenland, divided
among roughly 300 farms in two different
settlement areas.
Eric the Red loses his religion
Less homicidal than his father, Eiríkur’s
son, Leifur, nevertheless had the same
knack for exploring. He found his own
land still further west, but how could he
outdo the old man when it came to branding? What could possibly be better than
evoking the lushness of the colour green
in order to get people over? Well, wine,
of course, and so he decided to call his
country Vínland.
Leifur later brought Christianity to
Greenland on behalf of the Norwegian
king Ólafur Tryggvason, making an early
convert of his mother. Old Eiríkur would
have none of this “love thy neighbour”
business and stubbornly stuck to his
ways. His wife prayed for his soul, and,
more drastically, refused to go to bed
with a pagan, but all for naught. Leifur
also asked Eiríkur to come with him westwards, but when Eiríkur fell off his horse
on the way to the ship, Leifur took this as
a bad omen and stayed at home. It would
take another 500 years before people
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arrived who combined the missionary
zeal of Leifur with the homicidal-ness of
Eiríkur, and could claim the new continent
as their own.
Are Greenlanders
green, then?
The Vikings may only have stayed in North
America for a couple of winters, but the
settlements in Greenland spanned some
500 years. Unlike what the Viking Age
equivalent of brochures may have said,
the climate was too cold for growing corn,
but the south was adequate for grazing
cattle and sheep. They also seem to have
occasionally sailed to what is now Canada
for timber, something that was always in
short supply.
The main accounts of Medieval
Greenland come from ‘Eiríks saga Rauða’
(“The Saga Of Eric The Red”) and ‘Grænlendinga saga’ (“The Saga Of The Greenlanders”), both of which deal with the
founding and settling of the country. The
following centuries are less well documented, but around a century later, in
1076, Adam of Bremen says that the people there live much like the Icelanders do,
except they are more hostile and known
for plundering ships in the area. Were
these the genes of Eiríkur Rauði kicking
in, or perhaps just economic necessity?
Then again, Adam says that the people
there have green-coloured skin due to
the salt water, and so his account should
be taken with a grain of, well, salt.
Later stories tell of adventurers going to Greenland to procure polar bears,

which made an excellent present to the
medieval Norwegian monarch who had
everything. The last reliable account of
the Greenland colony comes from the accounts of the crew of a Norwegian ship
en route to Iceland, which was blown off
course. This was in 1406, and after that
the Norse in Greenland slipped out of history and into myth.
Whatever Happened to the
Greenlanders?
Almost in the vein of mythological places
such as Atlantis, the disappearance of the
Norse colony in Greenland has led to all
manner of possible explanations. Some of
the most popular are:

1. It was climate change, of course
In this day and age, with melting glaciers and lonely polar bears set adrift
on ice floes, it is tempting to blame climate change for previous calamities in
Greenland as well. In fact, it may have
been rising temperatures in the century
between the settlement of Iceland and
that of Greenland, which is the reason
for the discrepancy in names. Iceland
may indeed have been icy when people

came there, but a 100 years later, things
had warmed enough for Greenland to be
called green. By 1200, the average temperature was declining, and even if it went
slightly up again by the year 1500, this
may have been too little, too late, to save
the Greenlanders.
2. Blame it on the King.
Greenland came under the Norwegian
king in 1261, a year before Iceland did,
and the Iceland-Greenland sailing route
ceased to exist. Norway itself went into
decline in the 14th century, due to competition from the Hansa and the destructiveness of the Black Plague. The Icelanders
had been promised six ships a year bringing supplies, but the Greenlanders had to
make do with one. When the ship sank in
1369, no new ship was commissioned and
Greenland was, for all intents and purposes, cut off from the outside world.
3. The Mongols did it.
Some have suggested that the main
reason people ventured this far north to
begin with was an effect of the Arab conquest of the Middle East. When Europe
was cut off from oriental ivory, a market
opened up for walrus tusks from the far
north and even narwhal horns, which are
probably the inspiration behind all that
unicorn imagery. When the Mongols took
over much of Asia in the 13th century,
making Asian trade safe again, those who
had banked on northern tusks went out
of business.

4. Because they were fashion victims. Literally.
An excavation in Ikigait in 1921 showed
that as late as the 15th century, people in
Greenland kept abreast of the latest Parisian fashions, rather than adapt to the
climate. No one who has seen Icelandic
girls in mini-skirts in the middle of winter will be surprised to learn that people
sometimes choose haute couture over
comfort. This may also have applied to
people preferring European style timber
houses over, say, Inuit igloos. Attempts to
maintain a life standard not sustainable in
the far north may well have spelled their
doom. Again, modern day parallels are
glaring.
5. It’s the bloody English, again.
English ships were so frequent in Icelandic waters in the 15th century that historians have often dubbed it the “English
Century.” Most came to trade, but some
to raid. In her historical novel ‘Hrafninn,’
Vilborg Davíðsdóttir suggests that the
remaining settlers, already in decline,
were carried off by English pirates. No
accounts of this exist, but then again, nor
do accounts of anything else, so why not?

7. They became gods.
Some have chosen to interpret finds of
Norse artefacts among Inuit as evidence
that they interbred, and that the Norse
may even have disappeared into the Inuit
tribes. Others have searched farther west,
suggesting that they moved to Canada.
The quest for a blond Inuit tribe has so
far not yielded results, but the prospect
remains tempting to those who want to
make as much out of the Nordic presence
in North America as possible.
The most fun theory in this category
is no doubt that some members made it
as far down south as present day Mexico,
where one of them became worshipped
as the white, bearded god Quetzalcoatl.
For this to make any sense, it would have

6. They were killed by Inuit.
Not very politically correct to say these
days, it is nonetheless possible that the
settlers were massacred by the Inuit. In
fact, the Inuit first arrived in Greenland
in ca. 1300, having made their way from
Alaska. They displaced the earlier Dorset
culture and are the forefathers of today’s
Greenlanders. Unlike the Dorset, the Inuit had bows and arrows and might have

“The most fun theory in
this category is no doubt
that some members
made is as far down
south as present day
Mexico, where one of
them became worshipped
as the white, bearded god
Quetzalcoatl.”
been better placed to attack the declining
Norse settlements. Some archaeological
evidence of conflict has been found, and
Inuit folklore speaks of their ancestors
driving away the giants who previously
occupied the land, but whether this refers
to the Norse or the Dorset is impossible
to say.

to have taken place close to the settlement period, as he seems to have been
worshipped there from around 900. The
Mormons claim old Quetzal to have been
Jesus Christ himself, but perhaps he was
a Viking after all.
Ironically, the worship of the god made
the job of plundering the Aztec Empire
that much easier for the Spanish. When
Cortez arrived, beard and all, he was mistaken for the deity and welcomed by the
unsuspecting population.
8. They drowned on the way back
home.
Less sexy than being worshipped by
lost empires, but perhaps more likely, is
that sometime in the century after ships
stopped arriving, the inhabitants may
have tried to get back to Iceland through
perilous, ice infested waters in boats that
in no way were intended for ocean sailing.
It wouldn’t even take a Titanic style iceberg to ruin such a venture. In any case,
not much evidence exits, and Leonardo
DiCaprio is unlikely to star in a hit movie
about it. Sadly.
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AH35 South Coast & Jökulsárlón Lagoon Dar wrote: Sunday, April 22, 2012:

AH101 Reykjavík to Keflavík Airport - One Way Begg wrote: Wednesday, June 06, 2012

“I enjoyed this tour a lot! Taking in not only
beautiful waterfalls and Jökulsárlon, but also
the landscapes of southern Iceland.”

“We booked this company for ride from our hotel
to the airport. It was perfect - they showed up
exactly when they said they would. We made a few
pick up stops & went straight to the airport. I would
not hesitate to recommend them. Everything went
smooth as ICE. ”

AH12 The Golden Circle Classic VanEaton wrote: Tuesday, April 24, 2012:

Hvítárvatn

“If you only have two days in Iceland this is the
tour to take. Don’t miss your chance to see it.”
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Book online and receive a 5% discount

Visit our sales office downtown at Lækjartorg square (
Like-yar-torg),
call (+354) 540 1313 or go to www.grayline.is
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Flights to Constable Point provided by Air Iceland. Constable Point is the nearest airport to Ittoqqortoormiit. Book flight at www.airiceland.is or call +354-5703000. Helicopter flight provided by Air Greenland. They
offer helicopter flights from Contable Point to Ittoqqortoormiit. You can book flight with them at www.
airgreenland.com or call +299 34 34 34. They also fly from Keflavík to Nuuk Greenland.
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I LEFT MY HEART IN
ITTOQQORTOORMIIT
The Grapevine spends three days in a remote city of East Greenland
Located at the mouth of Scoresby
Sund—the largest fjord system in the
world—Ittoqqortoormiit is so cut-off
that supply ships can only reach it two
months of the year, in July and August,
when temperatures rise to 5˚C and the
eastern Greenlandic sea ice melts.
Otherwise the city’s 475 inhabitants rely Air Iceland’s small Fokker 50
planes, which fly into Constable Point—
home to little more than a landing strip
and hotel—once a week during winter
and twice a week during the summer. From there, Ittoqqortoormiit—“the
place with the big houses”—is another
40 kilometres northwest by helicopter
or snowmobile.
Wearing everything that might
stand up to the -15C temperatures typical of April, Grapevine photographer
and I journeyed to Ittoqqortoormiit to
spend three days with Nonni Travel’s
Árni Valur Vilhjálmsson. The easy-going
Icelander in his early thirties welcomed
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us into his family’s home just outside of
town in Kap Tobin. We would wind up
spending a fair amount of time there,
drinking Slovenian brewed coffee and
staring out at the expansive frozen-over
fjord with its multiple storey-tall iceberg conveniently planted just outside
the house this year.
Come August, the ice will have melted enough for sailing and Árni—who
goes back and forth to Akureyri—will
return, but this time to spend an entire
year there to take on a larger role in the
company that his mom started sixteen
years ago with local Ole Brønlund, who
Árni affectionately refers to as his older
brother.

A BIT OF A LOVE STORY
The story of how Árni’s mom, Helena
Dejak—an Icelander from Slovenia—
wound up with a home and a company
in remote east Greenland is an interesting one. “In a way it’s a little bit of a love
story,” she begins to tell me over coffee
back in Reykjavík.
“In 1990, I was flying over Greenland with my husband—who is a pilot—
on our way to the national park when
suddenly I saw some houses. At first I
hardly dared to ask him if it could be
true because it seemed so unrealistic
that anybody could live so far away

from civilization, but I’m a courageous
woman, so I asked, ‘Siggi, is it possible
that I see houses?’ And he said, ‘yes.
This is Scoresby Sund.’ I said, ‘I don’t
believe it. I don’t believe that people
can live so far away from civilization.’”
That moment, she said something
happened: “I say it’s a love story because something happens in your body
and your soul, which tells you that you
just have to pursue it. I didn’t know
how, I didn’t know when, but at that
moment, I knew it would happen.”
When she got to the national park,
she met a hunter who came to her one
day with a rabbit. Though they couldn’t
communicate, she happily cooked it,
and continued to have him over for
dinner every evening for the week that
they spent at the park. When they were
getting ready to leave, she told him that
she would see him again.
And sure enough, four years later
she had made her first visit to the houses that had once seemed so far away
when she flew over in 1990, and sitting
by the harbour was the hunter.

NO TO TOURISM
With experience running a travel agency in Iceland, Helena says she wanted
to share the knowhow with the town,
which she saw as an opportunity,

something that hunters could do during
the offseason. It would, however, take
her another three years to convince the
town that tourism might be something
worth trying. The mayor wouldn’t hear
it.
“I told her that I had a travel agency

“It took a lot of persuasion, a lot of
soul, crying, and smiling,” but in the
end they understood me. I told them,
‘be yourself.’ I said, ‘I’m not asking you
to be in polar bear trousers or a seal
outfit. Just be yourself, and this is what
people will come and see how can you

“At first I hardly dared to ask him if it could
be true because it seemed so unrealistic
that anybody could live so far away from
civilization”
in Iceland, that my husband had often
flown over the village and that something in my heart was telling me that I
had to be here, that it was not because
I wanted something from them, but
the mayor said, ‘if you’re talking about
tourism, we don’t want it,” Helena recalls. “And I told her that I understood
because tourism can spoil people and
bring corruption.”
Finally she said she was able to
convince a group of hunters that they
could in fact make a business introducing their land and country to foreign
people by dogsledding in the winter
and kayaking and taking boat trips during the summer.

survive here with the conditions as they
are.”
Now, sixteen years later, Helena
says the company is 80% owned by locals, and that it employs some twenty
hunters who are able to make a living
where making a living is tough.

A BREATH OF FRESH AIR
Nanu Travel remains the only tourism company in town, which has no
restaurants, cafés or gift shops selling
stuffed animal polar bears. This was a
breath of fresh air to discover about Ittoqqortoormiit, having just arrived from
downtown Reykjavík, which seems
to increasingly cater to tourists with
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stuffed animal puffins.
We woke up to a sunny morning, but
immediately upon stepping outside the
-15˚C air bit at my fingers through my
two layers of gloves. The photographer
and I walked down a path evidently
carved out by heavy snowmobile tracks
and I popped into Nanu Travel to borrow a big red snowsuit, which proved
invaluable on the rest of the trip.
An ex-hunter called Scoresby
picked us up on a snowmobile and
took us down to the fjord edge where
Åge Uugi Pike was roping up dogs for
our first taste of dogsledding. After he
lined up the dogs, we climbed on the
sled and the dogs took off—much like
horses, taking care of their business on
the run. While difficult to talk with the
wind in our faces, our driver Åge turned
around and told me that he had won the
town dogsledding competition the day
before.

LOOKING FOR POLAR BEARS
We were heading to Kap Tobin on a
mission to see a polar bear. We had
heard that this would be our best
chance to see one. Scientists had left
their outpost there where they had
been taking samples from the hunted
polar bears to measure toxin levels.
As the world’s trash gravitates to the
poles, seals and polar bears, which are
both part of the Greenlandic diet—have
shown increased levels of toxins.
Åge tied up the dogs, put his gun
over his shoulder, and we walked to a
lookout over the ice edge, scanning in
the distance, hoping to spot the majestic creature. There were three polar bears left of the east Greenland’s
annual quota of 35 and two had been
spotted wandering not far off from Kap
Tobin a day earlier. Nothing.
We walked back to the dogs where
we ran into Ejner Hammeken, known as
Abaaba. We asked him if he had hunted any polar bears, and he traced the
number 109 in the snow, and then added 1981, which we took to be the year

Accomodation, trips and guidance was provided by Nonni Travel. Nonni Travel operates
service from Ittoqqortoormiit. More info at www.nonnitravel.is or call +354-4611841.

he killed his first bear. We later found
out that he is one of the best hunters in
town.
By the time we got going again the
cold had found its way through my fur
lined boots and wool socks. It was a
forty-minute ride back to town, where
we met Árni, who then took us straight
back to Kap Tobin via snowmobile this
time, and twice as fast.
Árni’s home is cosy and the fjordfront view is unreal. We went out onto
his porch into the brisk air, and enjoyed
a couple of shots of whisky and Opal—
Icelandic black liquorice vodka—that
we had unknowingly smuggled into the
country. As of January of this year, it is
illegal to bring strong spirits into the
country—a government effort to curb
drinking and the corollary abuse, murder and suicide.
After enjoying a nice meal, Árni took
us up to America Mountain, where an
old American radio tower once stood,
but now lays knocked over. Then he
showed us a hot spring—which was far
too hot for bathing—but could potentially be developed.
We spent the rest of the evening
sitting around a fire, chatting about realities of life in this town, drinking tea
and eating cake until the sun had gone
down. “You really have to plan in advance. If people want a sofa set, they
have to plan it a year in advance, and
to make sure it gets on the ship or they
won’t get it, and that goes for everything,” Árni told us. “They always run
out of something, like mayo or canned
tomatoes or ketchup.”

MODERN CONVENIENCES
We woke up the following morning
after having slept a good ten hours.
We were in Ittoqqortoormiit, but there
was no stress to go anywhere or to do
anything. We didn’t have a checklist of
attractions to see. We were just there,
and part of the beauty of being there
was being able to slow down.
Árni doesn’t have internet, and he

powers the house with a generator,
which he affectionately calls Genny. He
doesn’t have a shower and the toilets
are essentially glorified bags that you
sit on—aptly named “bag toilets.” In
fact—and they need to be taken out,
much like you take out the trash.
Taking out the trash in Greenland
means dumping it in designated piles,
which I would later catch a glimpse of—
suspicious looking black bags picked
up from the pile and scattered about
by the wind. I was surprised to learn

Ole’s wife Serena had prepared a musk
oxen feast for us, which we spent hours
feasting on while listening to Ole tell
stories.
Although it was the town’s designated ‘no alcohol week’, Árni was sure
the bar would be open. It was Friday
after all and bar is only open on Fridays
between the hours of 22:00 and 3:00.
We were amongst the first to get there,
but it wasn’t long before more trickled
in—people of all ages, not unlike at Icelandic bars in the countryside.

“Nobody feels stuck, but people feel
forgotten,” the Mayor told me”

A FROZEN WONDERLAND

On the way home I was thankful for
the snowsuit, the air whipping against
my face. I closed my eyes and let the
sound of the motor drown out my
thoughts. The reality of having to catch
the helicopter a few hours later didn’t
seem to matter. Finally, after many delays, during which time we watched
‘Idiocracy’ and I caught a much-need
shower, the flight was officially cancelled and the three of us went back to
Kap Tobin.

After spending that early afternoon
lounging about inside, the sky cleared
up and we decided to go on Árni’s
planned adventure for the day—exploring the surrounding areas by snowmobile.
We rode to town to meet Ole Brønlund, who would be my experienced
driver for the day, racing us up and
down snowy passes, crossing down
into the ice-covered Lillefjord (“Little
Fjord”) and climbing back up to an incredible lookout over to the ice edge.
We stopped to have a Coke and a Kit
Kat, a few items that often run out at
the general store before the supply
ships come again.
Finally we headed back to town,
with Ole stopping every now and then
to plot points on his new GPS system.

If a handful of politicians from Nuuk
hadn’t been in town for an annual
meeting, I may have been stuck for a
few more days, but the Constable Point
airport opened for us on a Sunday. In
the small airport waiting room I talk to
Mayor Asii Chemnitz Narup and other
members of the municipality about the
meeting and the future of the city. I had
heard rumours in town about there
being discussion of closing the town
down, but they denied that this was
true.
They were pleased with the turnout—50 people, which seems like a
lot considering the meeting was conducted in West Greenlandic, quite a
bit different than the East Greenlandic

that the trash has been piling up for 87
years, not once being removed.
“Before ships started bringing in
plastic wrapped food, cans and bottles,
the Inuit used nearly everything, and
what they didn’t use would be picked
up by birds and ravens,” Helena would
later tell me. “Today, cans and bottles,
this stuff doesn’t disappear, so can you
imagine?” she asks.

THE FUTURE OF THE CITY

spoken in town.
“Nobody feels stuck, but people feel
forgotten,” the Mayor told me, pointing
out that the area of this municipality is
equal to the size of France and Portugal
and that there are 21,000 people living
there, and 16,000 of them are Nuuk.
They discussed the future of the
town and ways to boost tourism, such
as moving the Constable Point airport
to Ittoqqortoormiit, making it easier for
people to come and go.
But as they discussed these opportunities, I couldn’t help wondering if
making it easier to get to this remote
town would not also ruin much of its
charm. In many ways East Greenland
reminded me of Iceland’s not too distant past, before tourists began trampling the country. Are we losing what
it is that makes Iceland special? Is Ittoqqortoormiit in danger of the same
thing?
Photographer Ryan Parteka had
stayed behind a few more days would
leave on a more grim note, witnessing
the body of a 21-year-old boy being
taken into the church—the third suicide
in the town this year. All of them were
young boys in their twenties.
“We talk about civilization, but
what have we given them,” Helena
said. “Maybe we took them from an
igloo into a house, but they lost their
soul. They don’t know where they come
from; they do not know where they are
going. They are confused; It’s so sad to
see that. And I believe that tourism, if
they build the infrastructure and move
the airport, then this village could support itself, but it has to be done slowly,
over the next twenty to thirty years.”
“It’s not enough to give people money. We need to teach people to be independent. It brings so much back, gives
people the feeling that you are doing
something from your heart,” she says.
“Don’t give them the fish. Teach them
how to fish.”
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Nuuk Posse, Sume And Other Great Bands!
What’s going on in Greenlandic music?
who ran ULO Records and released
much of Greenland’s most popular and
renowned music through the years.
He’s now a reporter for Greenland Radio (KNR).

I’m guilty of not tapping into Greenland's culture. Hell, my brushes
with this great island’s pop culture
have been hurried, few and far between. And let’s face it, rarely does
Icelandic media, or any other media
for that matter, pay attention to our
friendly neighbours and their music.

Words
Birkir Fjalar Viðarsson
Photography
Ludovic Hirlimann

Last time I checked in with Greenland
was when I watched their latest and
most successful feature length film
‘Qaqqat Alanngui’ (“The Shadows In
The Mountains”). It portrayed the legend of a murderous spirit that loves
killing drunk and horny teenagers who
party in the wilderness. I was surprised
by how Americanised its stylistic approach was, but why wouldn’t it be?
Almost everything, everywhere, is influenced by the big bald eagle. So it is
fair to assume current Greenland rock
and pop is too. Right? No?
To help me find out and enlighten
me about other aspects of Greenland’s
music I was joined by Karsten Sommer,

Driven by independence
“Modern music plays a big role in
Greenlandic society,” Karsten tells me.
“Its presence and impact started way
back in 1973, when the first ever Greenlandic LP was released. The group was
Sume (English: Where?) and the LP
was called ‘Sumut’ (English: Where
to?). Danish record label Demos, which
was a part of the Vietnam anti-war
movement, handled its release. We got
the idea to find a Greenlandic group,
mainly because we were "anti-colonialists" and saw Greenland as a symbol
of Danish colonialism,” Karsten says.
His is a firsthand account, for he produced the album. “Sume made songs
in Greenlandic about being proud of
Greenlandic culture, urging people to
have self-confidence, and expressing
respect for the forefathers.”
So it was rock for change—more
than just music—a quality prevalent in
some of today’s Greenlandic bands,
especially those of the hip hop variety.
Take hip hoppers Prussic for example.
Their raps don’t shy away from taking an inward and honest look at their
people’s problems: namely substance
abuse, broken families and adult role
models and their effect on the youth,
be it good or bad.
Sume (who are still active) helped
unify Greenland’s people and provided
the soundtrack for “home-rule” in opposition to the Danish one. Quickly,
rock ‘n’ roll sung in the native tongue
had a purpose beyond storytelling and
entertainment. “At that time no one was
tempted to sing in English or Danish,”
Sommer says, adding: “Music was a
way of keeping our big country together, and telling others about your feelings. During the late ‘70s and ‘80s, lots
of LPs (later CDs) were released. We’re
50.000 people up here, yet many of the
releases sold 7,000–10.000 copies!”
However, much like everywhere
else, album sales have recently plummeted due to downloading.

Youth gone wild
Greenland’s youth has embraced Internet and smartphone technology in spite
of the cost: “It’s very expensive up here:
15Mb cost 1,000 Danish kroner [about
$170] a month,” Sommer says.
Greenland is the least densely pop-

most beloved and respected figures
and an integral part of Greenland’s
tapestry—their Dylan/McCartney if you
will. Simon Lynge’s pretty voice and
cosy acoustic guitar strumming will
bring even the most cold-hearted of us
around the campfire. Torluut! assem-

“As it stands, hip-hop is probably the strongest
wave running through Greenlandic pop these
days.”
ulated country in the world, so let’s not
underestimate how internet access has
revolutionised the way music is consumed and how artists and fans alike
engage. “The Internet is a gift from
‘God.’ It opens the world. Especially for
the young ones.”
Indeed, not-for-profit festivals like
Nuuk Underground (which has the
goal of “creating an open space for
the alternative culture in all of Greenland”) and the Katuaq—Nordic House,
(a prestigious and beautiful cultural
venue that hosts and produces a variety of culture / art events and concerts,
and houses a cinema) reach out to
people online. Clearly, Greenland’s music scene is thriving and producing acts
that fall under a variety of genres. Lets
name-check a few that haven’t been
mentioned already.
Greenlandic folk, indigenous
hip-hop, alternative rock
Nanook and Nive Nielsen’s international appeal should not be lost on
anyone. The former came forth with
a successful and likeable blend of
pop and rock, sometimes light on its
feet and other times emotional and
thoughtful. The latter has gained international renown, being released
by a prominent German label, touring
globally and becoming quite the sensation stateside. KEXP video instalments,
appearances at festivals like SXSW and
Iceland Airwaves, to name but a few
of the hotspots she and her band have
hit, have done nothing but increase her
popularity.
Legendary folk singer Rasmus Lyberth is by now one of the country’s

bles at least nine members on stage
at any given time and their loud, playful and theatrical shenanigans go well
with their rock-hybrid. Denmark-based
Small Time Giants’ socially conscious
melodic and atmospheric alternative
rock has quickly garnered a loyal following.
As it stands, hip-hop is probably
the strongest wave running through
Greenlandic pop these days. “When
we were active in ULO, Greenlandic
hip hop was what we exported most,
mainly to the US, Canada and Japan.
The hip hop music is kind of ‘open’.
Fans love to hear their music sung in
other languages than English,” Sommer
says. And this trend has further evolved
and spread wider via social networking. Seminal ‘90s hip-hop group Nuuk
Posse helped pave the way for acts
such as Prussic and Peand eL’s. The
latter’s Aftermath Records-inspired hip
hop recently found its way onto The
Discovery Channel’s ‘Flying Wild Alaska’, a new reality TV series.
This article is not intended as a
comprehensive guide to pop music’s
development in Greenland and its current state. Look at it as a quick introduction to a largely untapped source
of unique artists—who are also earnest
students of Western pop culture—now
you should seek out their sounds online. Thanks to Jens Guðmundsson for
his assistance.

the golden circle
We’ll take you there!
our most popular tour has just got better!
We take you to three of iceland’s bestloved sites: the geysir geothermal area,
the spectacular gullfoss waterfall, and the
geological and historical wonder that is
Þingvellir national Park. in addition to the
geysir multimedia show we are proud to
include two brand-new stops on this tour:
the eldhestar horse riding centre, where
we have a date with the icelandic horse,
and the idyllic Friðheimar greenhouse
cultivation centre, where we see and learn
how icelanders are using geothermal
energy to grow vegetables in hothouses.
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You can catch Botnleðja at Besta Útihátíðin on July 5–8 (www.bestautihatidin.is) or/and at the Eistnaflug festival in Neskaupstaður on July 12–14 (www.
eistnaflug.is).
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Tight Like A Bumblebee’s Ass

SUMMER SOLSTICE FILIGREE FOLK

Botnleðja’s long-winded, yet triumphant return

What was supposed to be an anal, sharp
and critical review of Botnleðja’s first
comeback show at Gaukurinn quickly
turned into an open fan letter. You object? That’s probably because you just
don’t get it. And I’ll spare you the history lesson. Just be aware that this country’s love of rock trio Botnleðja is not to
be played down. The same goes for the
group’s constant, enduring influence
over Icelandic rock music ever since
they won Músíktilraunir (Battle Of The
Bands) in 1995. Everyone has a Botnleðja story to tell. The band has been
present in one form or another during a
lot of our lives’ pivotal moments. At any
given day, you can find the most unlikely of heads willing to debate which
of their albums is the best one, or which
of their songs is the most excellent one.
Their crossover appeal was, and still is,
immense. At this show in question, I
wasn’t really surprised seeing 38-yearold punks-turned-businessmen getting
their rock on alongside twenty-year-old
art-students-in-a-band. There’s something to be said about that.
Anticipating a late night and a long
set from Botnleðja, I opted to skip
openers Nolo and gorge on anti-aging
powder at home instead. As the originally announced Saturday comeback
show quickly sold out, Friday night’s
bash was a ‘second show’ and turned
out to be not as packed to the rafters.
The turnout was still great, and in hindsight I am glad I didn’t go to the soldout one, because I soon found myself
engaging in shenanigans reminiscent
of what my friends and I pulled at Botnleðja concerts in the mid and late ‘90s.
Those moves would have definitely

been harder to pull off in a packed Gaukurinn, where one couldn’t move.
An epic set—too many hits to
mention
Without warning, like the ‘90s never
happened, we were singing along,
jumping up and down, drooling over
everyone and trying to sneak in some
crowd-surfing. Such is the power and
nostalgic magic of Botnleðja’s music.
Mugs and bottles got broken, and at

“Fuck it. The band played a
set of 31 songs. Bloody hell! ”
some point an idiot pulled out his rotten
penis in front of the stage and proceeded to urinate on the floor. That son-ofa-turd-bucket got thrown out. Fucker.
Highlights included hearing ‘Óbyggilegi heimur’ again and going mental
as a result and ‘Rassgata 51’ (Botnleðja’s meanest song), when ex-members
KGB and media personality Andri Freyr
Viðarsson got on stage to give it that
extra oomph and grit. People lost their
shit.
Fuck it. The band played a set of 31
songs. Bloody hell! I cannot review shit
like that. Was the show too long? Sure.
Did I give a shit? No. Not a single shit
was given. Everything you needed was
there. Even dumb numbers like ‘Húsi.’
Bass player Raggi carelessly swayed
and stumbled like his vintage self all
the while nailing some of the best bass
licks ever recorded. Drummer Halli took
it upon himself to engage the crowd

with words and contorted facial expressions. Beat-wise he was on point.
Guitarist/vocalist Heiðar seemed a bit
subdued. Maybe he was too busy anchoring everything with the instantly
recognisable and classic riffs. His voice
in top shape, reserving energy was
maybe wise. But sod it. He can easily afford a bit of recklessness, ’cause
rarely has Iceland seen a band so subconsciously and instinctually in sync.
The unspoken connection, man. That
was one of their calling cards since
the band’s inception and still is. Tight?
Tight like a bumblebee’s ass, son.
Back to the future
When asked to compare this show to
the era when the band was active, Halli
had this to say: “We still feel the same
things when on stage. But we didn’t play
much material from the first two albums
during the latter-day era. Back then we
wanted to play new material but when
so much time has passed we’ve grown
to appreciate the oldest material more
and that’s actually more fun to play. The
difference is that tonight we are more
comfortable performing and sharing all
the stuff compiled through the years.
The crowd is and reacts almost exactly
the same after all this time. But I was
surprised seeing a lot of young faces.
Tonight’s audience emitted a great
atmosphere, which energised and encouraged us.”

birkir fjalar viðarsson
Mareva Nardelli

Ólöf Arnalds and Skúli Sverrisson at
Sumarsólstöðutónleikar on June 21

The first time I heard Ólöf Arnalds
play live was at the Aldrei fór
ég suður music festival in 2010.
Though I had been a fan since first
hearing ‘Við og við’ when it came
out in 2007, I was not instantly taken
by her live performance. It quickly
dawned on me, however, that it was
the situation and not the performer.
Her light, delicate vocals and down
to earth presence were somehow
awkward in the rocky, claustrophobic crowd in Ísafjörður and it was
that which made me feel a bit indifferent about her set there, rather
than her performance as such.
Remembering this first impression
made me realise how appropriate a
venue Café Flora is for the Ólöf Arnalds Sumarsólstöður concert series,
held in celebration of the summer solstice. With her voice warbling, bird-like
amongst the flowers, lucent in evening
sunlight, it seemed as though this music was meant to be heard amidst the
greenery and life of the Grasagarður
botanical garden. There was a moment
where I could hear birds chiming in,
singing in the trees outside and there
was a feeling of almost unbelievable
synchronicity. It was almost too well
timed.
In this atmosphere there was a
natural quality to the show; a quietness
in the air not usually found in a concert. To call it exciting would be way off
the mark, but despite a lack of ‘action’
there was a definite pulse amongst us.
It must be the always-complementary
combination of music and plant life, or
something.

THE NUMBER 1 MUSIC STORE

IN EUROPE ACCORDING TO

LONELY PLANET
SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍG 15, 101 REYKJAVÍK AND HARPA CONCERT HALL

In matters more musical, Ólöf played
a good mixture of old and new material, giving us a taste of her upcoming
album ‘Sudden Elevation,’ which is due
out in autumn. But she also played old
favourites, like ‘Klara,’ in honour of her
sister, which always makes me a bit
misty, and ‘Englar og dárar’ about none
other than her venerable accompanist
Skúli Sverrisson on bass.
Her performance style and interaction with the crowd had a comfortable,
off-the-cuff feeling. Though she was
dressed head to foot in sparkling sequins and beads, there was no diva in
her. It was just two old friends, playing
to a crowd. No drama, just midsummer
sunshine.
If her performance on Friday night
is anything to judge by, ‘Sudden Elevation’ promises to be in a similar vein to
her two previous full-length albums.
They can best be described as filigree
folk (yes, that is a made up genre), with
her delicate guitar and ethereal voice
winding together to create something
dreamy, yet somehow earthbound. All
in all, ‘Sudden Elevation’ is something
to look forward to.
Sumarsólstöður is a follow up to a
winter solstice concert series she did,
which I didn’t see. If the atmosphere in
the murky depths of winter is anything
like the quiet calm, which prevailed in
Café Flora, then the midwinter equivalent will definitely be worth checking
out.

bergrún anna hallsteinsdóttir
Mareva Nardelli

Listvinafélag Hallgrímskirkju 30. starfsár
Hallgrimskirkja's Friends of the Arts Society 30th season

The International Organ Summer
in Hallgrímskirkja 2012
June 16 – August 18

Helgartónleikar lau. kl. 12-12.30 / sun. kl. 17-18
Weekend Concerts Sat. 12 - 12.30 pm / Sun. 5-6 pm

ONE OF 25 WONDERS

16. júní kl. 18 / June 16 at 6pm
17. júní kl. 17 / June 17 at 5pm

OF THE WORLD
National Geographic

20. júní kl. 12 / June 20 at 12 noon

Hörður Áskelsson og
Inga Rós Ingólfsdóttir

James David Christie

21. júní kl. 12 / June 21 at 12 noon
23. og 24. júní / June 23 and 24
27. júní kl. 12 / June 27 at 12 noon
28. júní kl. 12 / June 28 at 12 noon
30. júní kl. 12 / June 30 at 12 noon

1. júlí kl. 17 / July 1 at 5 pm
4. júlí kl. 12 / July 4 at 12 noon
5. júlí kl. 12 / July 5 at 12 noon
7. júlí kl. 12 / July 7 at 12 noon
8. júlí kl. 17 / July 8 at 5 pm
11. júlí kl. 12 / July 11 at 12 noon
12. júlí kl. 12 / July 12 at 12 noon
14. júlí kl. 12 / July 14 at 12 noon
Willibald Guggenmos 15. júlí kl. 17 / July 15 at 5 pm
18. júlí kl. 12 / July 18 at 12 noon
19. júlí kl. 12 / July 19 at 12 noon
21. julí kl. 12 / July 21 at 12 noon
22. júlí kl. 17 / July 22 at 5 pm
25. júlí kl. 12 / July 25 at 12 noon
26. júlí kl. 12 / July 26 at 12 noon
28. júlí kl. 12 / July 28 at 12 noon

ANTON&BERGUR

Roger Sayer

Eyþór Ingi Jónsson og Lára Sóley Jóhannsdóttir

29. júlí kl. 17 / July 29 at 5 pm
1. ágúst kl. 12 / August 1 at 12 noon
2. ágúst kl. 12 / August 2 at 12 noon

Andreas Warler

Kári Þormar

4. ágúst kl. 12 / August 4 at 12 noon
5. ágúst kl. 17 / August 5 at 5 pm
6. ágúst kl. 20 / August 6 at 8 pm
8. ágúst kl. 12 / August 8 at 12 noon
9. ágúst kl. 12 / August 9 at 12 noon
11. ágúst kl. 12 / August 11 at 12 noon
12. ágúst kl. 17 / August 12 at 5 pm
15. ágúst kl. 12 / August 15 at 12 noon
18. ágúst kl. 15 / August 18 at 3 pm

ORGELFOSS / Opening Evening
Hörður Áskelsson, Hallgrímskirkja
Inga Rós Ingólfsdóttir, selló
Schola cantorum,
kammerkór Hallgrímskirkju
Laszlo Petö, Stykkishólmskirkja
No concert
Schola cantorum
Steingrímur Þórhallsson, Neskirkja
Björn Steinar Sólbergsson,
Hallgrímskirkja Reykjavík
Björn Steinar Sólbergsson,
Schola cantorum
Kári Allansson, Háteigskirkja
James David Christie, Bandaríkin
James David Christie, Bandaríkin
Schola cantorum
Tómas Guðni Eggertsson, Seljakirkja
Kári Þormar, Dómkirkjan í Reykjavík
Kári Þormar, Dómkirkjan í Reykjavík
Schola cantorum
Jón Bjarnason, Skálholtskirkja
Roger Sayer, England
Roger Sayer, England
Schola cantorum
Friðrik Stefánsson, Seltjarnarneskirkja
Eyþór Ingi Jónsson, Akureyrarkirkja
Lára Sóley Jóhannsdóttir, fiðla
Eyþór Ingi Jónsson, Akureyrarkirkja
Lára Sóley Jóhannsdóttir, fiðla
Schola cantorum
Sigrún Magna Þórsteinsdóttir,
Akureyrarkirkja
Willibald Guggenmos, Sviss
Willibald Guggenmos, Sviss
Mótettukór Hallgrímskirkju, Reykjavík
Schola cantorum
Haukur Guðlaugsson
Andreas Warler, Þýskaland
Andreas Warler, Þýskaland
Schola cantorum
SÁLMAFOSS/FESTIVAL OF HYMNS

Hádegistónleikar á miðvikudögum kl. 12

Björn Steinar Sólbergsson

Hádegistónleikar á fimmtudögum kl. 12
Lunchtime concerts on Thursdays at 12 noon

Félag íslenskra organleikara
Icelandic Organist Association
AÐGANGSEYRIR / ADMISSION

www.bluelagoon.com

Hádegistónleikar / Lunchtime concerts: 1.500 ISK
Kvöldtónleikar / Evening concerts: 2.500 ISK
Listvinir fá frítt inn á orgeltónleika sumarsins

Lunchtime concerts on Wednesdays at 12 noon

Schola cantorum
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Logn
Í fráhvarfi ljóss, myrkrið lifnar
við
www.myspace.com/lognmusic
Growing pains
‘Í fráhvarfi ljóss, myrkrið lifnar við’ is
the debut album from grindcore dudes
Logn. They’re a precociously talented
bunch, but unfortunately this is not
always readily apparent on this release.
For example, drummer Ægir is an
impressively tight whirlwind of limbs
normally, but on the opening track
“Klofnun sakleysis,” the blast beats are
a little sloppy and should have been
re-done.
Furthermore, “Klofnun sakleysis”
probably shouldn’t have opened the
album; the sonic whip crack of “Vítishungur” would have better started proceedings. And the interlude track “Salt
í sárin” should really be a quarter of its
length, being that it is seven minutes
long with minimal development.

Awareness of these sorts of
“mistakes” come with maturity and
experience though, so hopefully Logn
will build on this in the future. There are
some killer tracks on this album and in
many ways Logn are far ahead of a lot
of bands, but they have some maturing
to do.
- clyde bradford

Hildur Guðnadóttir
Leyfðu ljósinu
www.hildurness.com
The beat goes on (and on and on
and on)

Heavenly pizzas!

In an age where the proliferation of
home recording tools means everyone’s
a musician at the push of a button, it’s
nice to see a bit of ambition. Classically
trained and able to hang with the cool
kids (Animal Collective, múm, Throbbing Gristle), cellist Hildur Guðnadóttir
brings a level of sophistication back
to the art. As though capturing a
continuous stream of thought, Hildur
recorded ‘Leyfðu ljósinu’ live to tape
at the Music Research Centre at the
University of York, and presented it as a
continuous 40-minute-long track. This
would be well and good if Hildur had
anything to say, but are we really at the
point where we’re ready to honour the
mere absence of editing as a sign of
sophistication?
No. Sorry.

Subtle to the point of sleepy, there’s
very little payoff for those willing to
wade through the entirety of Hildur’s hypnotic refrains. Hints of cello
sprinkled through a sea of ethereal
voices, ‘Leyfðu ljósinu’ is minimalism at
its most minimal. Nothing approaches
melody—but then again, nothing has
to. This isn’t just background music; it’s
sonic wallpaper. And as anyone knows,
by the time you’ve started discussing
the wallpaper, the party is officially
dead.
- laura studarus

Opening hours:

Home delivery

See our menu at www.gamlasmidjan.is

mon-thu 11:30-23
fri 11:30-06
sat 12-06
& sun 12-23

Klezmer Kaos
Froggy
www.klezmerkaos.com
Don't listen to this whilst
exercising; you'll end up dead
Get ready to dance! And possibly cry.
And then to say, “Hang on, how come
this band is now playing excerpts of
Nintendo game themes?”
Therein lies the chaos; this supreme
set of musicians grab the Jewish roots
of this most insistent music, blends it
with some jazz licks and lets it loose
when it needs to. Take “Froggy Kaos 2”
as an example—half the time it sounds
like a horse is playing in the woodwind

www.gamlasmidjan.is

tel. 578 8555

Lækjargata 8

section. Then some noises that sound
like what you get when Tom gets twatted
on the head by Jerry. Then a frog croak
from a cello.
This is superb, silly, brilliant stuff,
which is waiting for some bizarre Eastern
European black and white animations, or
the Beatles to add visuals.
- joe shooman

Trivia question answer from page six:
At the end of 2010, there were 757 registered restaurants and mobile food service organisations. The year
2011 was only slightly behind with 753. In 2009, there were 740, and in 2008, the year of the crash, there
were only 696.
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Make
it’s El sure
ding!

Call us on +354 555 3565
or visit www.elding.is

Japanese Super Shift And
The Future Band
Futatsu
www.gogoyoko.com/artist/jss
So many likable elements but the
songs don’t stick.
What a trip down memory lane this
Japanese Super Shift And The Future
Band (JSS&TFB) album is. It’s like the
late ’90s/early ’00s never happened.
Remember that wave of US “real deal”
emo and indie rock bands? The lines
between those genres were so blurred
that The Jazz June, Les Savy Fav, Owls,
and Bats & Mice would all have a home
on the same mixtape. JSS&TFB reminds
me of those days. Right there, they are
on my good side.
The vibe is there, but ‘Futatsu’
leaves a lot to be desired. The vocals
quickly become tedious. The double
tracking doesn’t help. And for some
reason, although quite dynamic,
‘Futatsu’ is like a muggy blur where
nothing really stands out. I find it hard
to get excited about specific songs as

they fizzle by without much impact.
Each song has a redeeming quality but
more often than not, it’ll also feature
some kind of turn-off.
That’s not to say these guys are void
of ideas. There’s a lot of intricate guitar
work, somewhat complex arrangements, shifts, blasts and calm. Synths
seem to be making quite a comeback
and JSS&TFB are ballsy in incorporating those into their fuzzy guitar rock. It’s
a risky move and a troubled marriage,
often corny as hell but sometimes
nostalgically fitting.
I find it hard to put my finger on it,
but something doesn’t gel on ‘Futatsu.’
Despite all its promise, ingredients and
manpower, I doubt it will make repeated
returns onto my playlist.
- Birkir Fjalar Viðarsson

ELDING WHALE WATCHING
from Reykjavík
Take part in an adventure at sea with an unforgettable
trip into the world of whales and sea birds all year round.

ENNEMM / SÍA / NM51116
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Elding Whale Watching schedule – all year round
EL-01 / EL-02 / EL-03

Jan-Mar
13:00

Apr
9:00

May
9:00

Jun
Jul
Aug
9:00
9:00
9:00
10:00 10:00 10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00 14:00 14:00
17:00* 17:00
17:00
17:00
20:30** 20:30 20:30**

Sept Oct-Dec
9:00
13:00

13:00

17:00*

* From 15 May to 15 September
** From 15 June to 15 August

Other adventures at sea
Puffin Watching 15 May - 15 August at 9:30 and 15:00
Sea Angling 1 May - 30 September at 11:00
Environmental Award
Icelandic Tourist Board

Tilbury
Exorcise

Tour Operator

Authorised by
Icelandic Tourist Board

www.elding.is

www.facebook.com/Tilburymusic
Immensely confident and capable,
but a bit flat down the middle.
When I heard Tilbury was a supergroup
of sorts (with members from Skakkamanage, Jeff Who? Moses Hightower,
Valdimar and Hjaltalín) flaunting a Belle
and Sebastian fixation, I imagined the
outcome would be uninspired and
pretentious dog shit. Indeed, the attention this band so quickly generated
condemns it to high expectations.
What strikes me first is how amicably complete and fully-fledged the band
are on their first release. Their sound
and tone are fully realised and they
are their own, although, yes, there are
faint nods to Belle and Sebastian (that
cinematic feel) and, to a larger extent,
latter-day Mercury Rev.
I like how the dreamy pop meets the
wistful, cold synthesizers and electronic beeps and pops, which gives the
whole album an underlying dark and

foreboding edge. The performance on
‘Exorcise’ is flawless and the production plays into the sparse and stripped
down arrangements, thus all the
record’s parts are out in the open for
you explore. This makes for a rewarding
headphone experience.
My gripe with the album is its flatness. It’s too controlled and disciplined.
I need more rise, conflict and collisions.
I started longing for some excitement,
gusto or change of pace after the third
number, the brilliant “Slow Motion
Fighter.” Thankfully “Picture” comes to
the rescue and we’re off to the races
again, all the way to the end.
Although not without its faults,
‘Exorcise’ fascinates and deserves your
attention.
- birkir fjalar viðarsson

unique experience
Icelandic Feast
Amazing 6 course menu which combines
Icelands best produce withJapanese,
Peruvian and Brazilian cuisine.
Starts with a shot of icelandic
nacional spirit "Brennivin"
Place Ceviche
Dried maize, sweet potato, coriander, chili,
passion sauce

Subminimal
Microfluidics EP

Minke whale tataki
Fig jam, wakame, mushrooms, soy glaze

www.facebook.com/Tilburymusic

Icelandic Salmon roll
Salmon, avocado, asparagus, jalapeno mayo

A perfect little Interzone floor filler
if ever I heard one...

Spotted cat fish "mojito style"
Grilled spotted cat fish, pea purée, bacon,
mojito foam

ar
ga
ta

Lamb ribs
Chili crumble, "Skyr" mint sauce, celeriac fries
Icelandic Skyr "Flan"
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Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
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substance, but in the case of ‘Microfluidics,’ it actually works out really well.
This is down to the menacingly
textured sounds accompanying those
beats. Sci-fi dark ambient sounds
whoosh past your ears, while echoing
drips, pops and splashes give this EP a
spacious, almost eerie presence. It feels
like ‘Microfluidics’ lurks and skulks in
dark corners of abandoned spaceships
off Solaris, waiting for people to go, “Hey
we should split up and explore this place
separately,” before it attacks and lays its
young in your brain or something.
- bob cluness

st.
rðu
vö
óla
Sk

In purely drum and bass terms ‘Microfluidics,’ the second EP from Reykjavík
producer Subminimal, does not re-invent
the wheel. It’s too in lockstep with the
likes of ’90s artists such as Source Direct
and Photek to be considered anything
like ground breaking. BUT, that doesn’t
mean we don’t have a fully accomplished
listening experience going on here.
The beats produced across its five
tracks are incredibly restrained, with
a clinical laser etched finish to them.
There’s not a trace of grime or techstep
in-yer-face aggro contained within.
Normally this would mean a slight lack of

sushisamba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is
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The Decisive Moment
Ari Sigvaldason is a doting admirer of ugly duckling Reykjavík
Ari Sigvaldason has the relaxed,
unhurried sense about him of
someone who decides his own
working hours. As the owner of
Fótógrafí—the only fine photography gallery of its kind in downtown
Reykjavík—Ari is in the relatively
rare position of making a living, for
the most part, off his art.

But Ari is also in the unique position
of being a doting, resident street photographer to Reykjavík—scouring the
city’s public spaces, alleys and back
gardens with the wanderlust of a Romantic poet.
In his shop on Skólavörðustígur—
originally opened in 2007 at a slightly
larger venue down the same street—
Ari sells his photographs alongside
those of fellow local legends Jóhannes
Frank, Friðþjófur Helgason, Stígur
Steinþórsson and Gunnar V. Andrésson, among others.
“I often get people in [the shop]
who say that they think Reykjavík is
kind of cool,” Ari says. “They find it
funny, running into the same people
again and again. And for a weekend
trip I think it’s ideal—you’re able to see
the entire city in three days. But for me,
that’s just a challenge. I’ve been taking pictures of people in Reykjavík for
the past twenty years or so. And I walk
around every day and try to imagine
that I’m in a foreign city, try to check
out all the back-streets and gardens—
to never walk the same way twice. And
I’m always finding something new.”

Words
Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir
Photography
Alísa Kalyanova / Ari Sigvaldason

SWEET ON REYKJAVÍK
The most recent product of Ari’s unabated curiosity is ‘Shot in Reykjavík,’ a
book of his black and white photography shot between the years 1987–1991
and 2004–2012. The book is a reflection of what Ari does best: recording
the city’s impromptu moments, moods
and faces—resulting in a collection of
photographs which, although imbued
with the distinct spirit of his city-muse,
are often hard to locate in time.
“In black-and-white, you see no
difference,” Ari says. “When you take
the colour away, it becomes timeless.
It can be whenever. Unless you see

something that is clearly not in use
anymore, like a car. But if it’s just people, then everything is still the same.
There is no basic difference.”
“I have always been sort of halfinvisible,” Ari continues. “I try to capture people without their noticing and
putting up a face. I always have my
camera with me, whether I’m at the
dentist or out walking or at the mall.
In my photographs there is nothing
that is staged or arranged, there is
just what happened naturally. Most of

A DOCUMENT FOR CHANGING
TIMES
But though Ari’s photographs may
capture Reykjavík with a certain degree of timelessness, there are some
things, like the city’s commercial landscape, which have in fact changed.
“It’s a different reality now,” Ari
says. Five years ago, when he opened
his shop, Ari says, he was selling prints
for three to ten times the prices he is
selling at now.
“Before the crash people bought

“It’s interesting that portrait photographs don’t really
sell. There’s something about not wanting to have faces
of strangers up on the wall, people are very shy about
that. Which I think is strange, but it seems that if it’s not
pop-stars or relatives, people don’t want pictures of them
on the wall.”
them are from 101, because I am there
the most, but they can just as well be
taken at the bar as at the daycare. And
anywhere there in between.”
The book blends some of Ari’s personal favourite and best-selling photographs, something that, after five years
of selling his prints, he knows a little
something about.
“I have very little tolerance for photographs that just hang around years
on end without selling,” Ari says. “It’s
interesting that portrait photographs
don’t really sell. There’s something
about not wanting to have faces of
strangers up on the wall, people are
very shy about that. Which I think is
strange, but it seems that if it’s not
pop-stars or relatives, people don’t
want pictures of them on the wall.”

much more expensive photos, and it
was mostly Icelanders,” Ari says. “Back
then we were selling photographs for
many hundreds of thousand króna. So
I had to change course, it was either
that or quit.”
The change in course meant selling smaller prints, and selling them
for cheaper, alongside gift items like
postcards and photography books—
now including Ari’s. One of the biggest
unanticipated changes post-crash,
however, had to do with the shop’s
reliance on tourism, as Ari estimates
that as much as 80% of the customers
who frequent his shop today are nonlocals, the exact opposite, he says, of
how it was the year he opened—the
folkloric year 2007.
Although his livelihood depends on
patrons with foreign currency, Ari’s is

not a tourist shop—a label he adamantly resists.
“I’m careful to have certain rules,”
Ari says, “because there are so many
stores in Iceland that are full of puffins
and wool sweaters and ash in bottles.
So I decided that there would be nothing in here which was reminiscent of a
volcanic eruption or anything like that.
No puffins. Nothing tourist-y. I try to
have the store a little bit scruffy, maybe
not too staged. I want this to be a little
bit different.”
FREE FROM THE GRIND
Instead, Ari’s shop has a vintage feel,
with second-hand furniture, old LPs
for sale and analogue cameras littering the shop—one even serving as a
door-stop.
“The beauty of it is the freedom,” Ari
says. “I am somehow never stressed; I
just do this on my own terms. And if
I have to do something today, it just
says ‘closed today,’ or ‘opens at 17:00.’
To me that is incredibly rewarding, because I worked for so long doing shiftwork: working from 08:00 until 20:00,
always stressed out about everything.
It’s just so much freedom to be able to
decide yourself what you’re going to
do today. Good for the nervous system.
And the temper. It’s sort of a dream
job, in that way.”
“And anyway, I would much rather
sell more for cheaper. It means my
photos exist all around the world. It’s
pointless to take photos if they are just
going to be stuck in the drawer.”

Buri

One of earth’s most
spectacular lava tube caves
spectac

A challenging day trip to the beautiful
cave of Buri which has spectacular lava
formations. The cave is only an hour
drive from Reykjavik. An adventure
never to be forgotten.
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Hvitarvatn
Hvi
Hvit
tarrvatn
vatn
atn Glacier Lake
Lak

Day tour out of Reykjavik that includes
the famous Golden Circle (Thingvellir Gullfoss - Geysir), driving in the highlands, a boat tour on Hvitarvatn glacier
lake and hiking on Langjokull glacier.

Afternoon S
Aft
Super-Jeep
J
ttour

Get close to Hengill volcano, enjoy
geothermal natural bathing, visit a
geothermal power plant and learn
about energy, cross the volcanic active
rift zone and cross rivers in a super-jeep.

All-in-o

In just on ne
e day!

Duration: About 8 hours. Price: ISK 16,000
Pick up: Reykjavik hotel pickup between
9:00 - 09:30. Included: Guide, transport, hotel
pickup, flash light, gloves and a helmet.
Note: Bring with you warm clothes, provisions
and good hiking shoes. Difficulty: 3 out of 5.

Duration: About 11 hours. Price: ISK 29,900 per
person. 50% discount for children (10-15 years).
Pick up: In Reykjavík from hotel or guesthouse at
08:30. Included: Transport in a mini bus, guiding
services, boat ride, glacier gear and safety equipment. Note: Bring warm clothing, rain gear and
hiking shoes. Hiking shoes can be rented. We can
provide raincoats and extra clothing, just ask us
when booking the tour. Minimum age: 10 years.
Difficulty: 2 out of 5.

Duration: 5 hours Price: ISK 16,000 per person.
50% discount for children (0-15 years).
Pick up: 12:30. Tour starts at 13:00 and you will
be back at your accommodation place around
18:00 Included: Guide, transport in a superjeep, hotel pickup and the entrance fee to the
Hellisheidi geothermal power plant. Note: Bring
with you a bathing suit and a towel, camera and
some kind of hiking shoes.
Difficulty: 1 out of 5.

Book online

www.extremeiceland.is

E-mail: info@extremeiceland.is Tel. (+ 354) 588 1300

Where you book your activities in Iceland

Reykjavík’s
Largest
Shopping
Centre
At Kringlan you will discover more than 150
quality shops, a wide range of restaurants and
services such as banks and a multiplex cinema.
All major international brands are represented,
as well as Icelandic designs and souvenirs.
Claim your tax-free cash
refund at our service desk for
a refund of up to 15% of the price.

Free rides to Kringlan
Departures monday – saturday at 11 AM and 2 PM
from the Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2

Monday to Wednesday 10–18.30, Thursday 10–21, Friday 10–19, Saturday 10–18, Sunday 13–18
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Two Years Old: IMMI Inches Through Icelandic Parliament

ó h á ð

d a g b l a ð

13.–14. júní 2012

„Hef þurft
„Börkur
að stela og
stunda vændi“ tók kærn Jenný Bára missti forræði yfir börnum sínum

11

This sentiment of pressure on the
press has been documented in a 2010
report by Birgir Guðmundsson, a University of Akureyri Associate Professor of Media and former journalist and
editor: “Icelandic courts have in the last
decade tended to pass tougher sentences in libel cases against the media
than before.”
Additionally, layoffs and cuts to
resources affect journalists doing their
profession. “We’ve had to meet more
demands because the people want better media and better coverage,” Sigga
Hagalín Björnsdóttir, RÚV’s deputy
head of national news, tells me. “IMMI
is a great idea, and I sincerely hope it
becomes reality,” she says.
While the Kaupþing bank injunction
lambalæri Forsetakosningar
á grillið

EM 2012

miðvikudagur/fimmtudagur
miðvikudagur

Loksins
blómstrar
Steven
Gerrard.
FóTBolTi

MaTur og Vín 40

18

ustuna sem
tryggingu“

Fólkið á bak við
frambjóðendur og
hernaðaráætlanir
þeirra.

Lærðu að
grilla besta
kjöt í heimi.

úTTEKT

tom Cruise
til Íslands

Henný Árnadóttir

henny@365.is

512 5427 Jóna

María Hafsteinsdóttir

jmh@365.is

512 5473 Þórdís

Hermannsdóttir

thordish@365.is

512 5447

með
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7060 - Opið
mánud-föstud.
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Hrefna Björg
Gylfadóttir
á litríkan fataskáp
jóðlar í einrúmi. og

skoðun 18

VERÐLÆKKU
Allar vörur

N!

á útsölu

Hrefna Björg
Gylfadóttir,
nemandi í
ir í frístundum
Breiðholtsskóla,
sínum. Hún
er á kafi í
hefur gaman

tónlist auk
„Ég á til dæmis
af fötum og
þess sem hún
heldur úti
tekur ljósmyndbúning, afrísk kólumbískan þjóðtískubloggi
á Lookbook.
og tek ljósmyndir
föt og mexíkóska
skyrtu í fataskápnum.
bæði á filmu
digital.“
litrík útlensk
Mér
og
af notuðum
föt heillandi finnst
Kjóllinn sem
frá slavneskum
og föt
grúska á fötum segist Hrefna
Hrefna klæðist
myndinni
löndum finnst
fatamörkuðum
mér til dæmis
er fyrsta notaða
á
skemmtilegum
sem hún keypti
eftir
flíkin
Hrefna Björg mjög falleg,“ segir
engan uppáhaldsflíkum. Hún eigi
sér og fékk
í gegnum
Fréttablaðið Gylfadóttir þegar
hann
netið frá Bonnie
hönnuð og
ekki í einni
hnýsist í fataskápinn
versli
„Ég held
búð frekar
Jean.
hennar.
að þetta sé
„Ég fer inn
en
hann er allavega
barnakjóll,
í allar búðir annarri.
Hrefna er
eitthvað skemmtilegt.
mjög
á kafi í tónlist
og finn
fékk hann
spilað á píanó
frekar ódýrt.stuttur. Ég
og
bara fimmtán
En ég er
í sjö ár. Hún hefur
ið sem ég
Hálsmení kór og er
er
syngur
svo ég versla ára og frekar blönk
að kenna
Afríku en með keypti mamma
sjálfri sér
gítar þessa
lítið á Íslandi
við
í
segir hún
á
dagana. „Ég
núna,“
ég var lítil.“ bjuggum þar þegar
hlæjandi.
þegar ég er
Í sumar
ein,“ segir jóðla líka
Hrefna heldur
andi og viðurkennir
hún hlæjturnvörður vinnur Hrefna sem
úti tískubloggi
Lookbook
í Hallgrímski
að hafa alltaf
nóg að gera
þótt hún
á
hún
kj
É
f
i

n Glæsihúsið Hrafnabjörg leigt
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Jónmundur Guðmarsson
Segist hafa tapað sparifé sínu

 VIÐTAL

Í boði náttúrunnar
Guðbjörg Gissurardóttir er
ritstjóri nýs árstíðabundins
tímarits.
tímamót 24

Auðkýfingaeinelti

Tom og Katie

Veður
í verkefnum
í Frakklandi.
ViðTal

24
Hjón á þrítugsaldri, búsett í reykjavík, standa
nú frammi fyrir þeirri erfiðu ákvörðun hvort
fækka fóstrum sem konan gengur með, um

4

fimm lifi. Þetta er í fyrsta sinn á Íslandi sem
kona verður barnshafandi af fimmburum

algjört áfall.

enda er slíkt afar fátítt á heimsvísu.

121771
SÍA

DægurMál

Garðar
Unnið í samvinnu
 Hver aGer

við Garðyrkjufélag

Hjartnæm
Garðablóm
Hjartablóm hafa
verið í ræktun hérlendis um áratuga
skeið og aldrei
hefur neinn heyrst
hallmæla þessum
plöntum enda forkunnarfagrar.

Íslands

 bls. 2
Helgin 22.-24. júní

ði SýninG Um
HelGina

2012

Vökvið mikið í
kjölfar vorhrets
og þurrka
Ýmsar reynitegundir
og
rósayrki fóru illa í
vor.

 bls. 2

Hluti af svæði sem

félagar í GÍ skreyttu

árið 2010.

Velkomin á Blóm

Þ

að er okkur Hvergerðingum
sérstök ánægja
tækifæri til að
að bjóða
sjá hið
velkomna á Garðyrkju- gesti
blómaframleiðendum.besta frá íslenskum
og blómasýninguna „Blóm
sýning á garðplöntum Á útisvæði er vegleg
í bæ“ sem nú er
þar sem virða
haldin í
sér sumarblóm,
berjarunna, matjurtirmá fyrir
Tugþúsundir gesta fjórða sinn í Hveragerði.
fjölæringa. Allar
hafa sótt hátíðina
og
skreytingar í bæjarfélaginu
fjölbreyttrar sýningar
og notið
eru í höndum atvinnuá öllu því sem tilheyrir
græna geiranum
og áhugamanna
blómaskreytingar
auk þess sem skreytingar
um
blómaskreyta í
sem leggja nótt
bæjarfélaginu
fyrir sýninguna
við
hafa vakið
svo skreytingarnar dag
mikla athygli fyrir
bestar.
verði sem
frumleika og fegurð.
Þema sýningarinnar
Hvergi gefst betra
í ár er „sirkus“
munu skreytingar
tækifæri til að
það helsta sem
á sýningunni taka og
í boði er í garðyrkju kynna sér
því. Alls konar
kynjaverur sirkusins mið af
í bæ í Hveragerði.
en á Blóm
í blómum og myndum
Ýmislegt
lifna við
afþreyingar, blóma-bingó verður síðan til
og litagleðin tekur
völd. Í beðum og
öll
verður með reglulegu millibili hátíðardagana,
kerjum má sjá
marglit blóm
af ýmsum gerðum
örfyrirlestrar,
fræðslugöngur,
sem
garðaskoðun, ljóðablómabreytileika náttúrunnaröll minna okkur á fjölstaurar, plöntupúl
og gæði íslenskrar
framleiðslu. Aldrei
og
bæjarbúa er meðal garðasúpa í görðum
af afurðum græna hefur jafn mikið magn
þess fjölmarga
skrá verður þessa
sem á daggeirans verið til
á einum stað. Í
helgi. Á laugardeginum
íþróttahúsi bæjarinssýnis
fagnar Norræna
félagið í Hveragerði
glæsileg sýning
messu og reisir
afskorinna blóma hefur
Jónsmiðsumarstöng
blóma verið sett
og pottameð tilheyrandi gleðskap
upp og þar gefst
í Lystigarðinum.
gestum
Auk þessa alls
verða leiktæki
og uppákomur
fyrir yngstu

í bæ!

kynslóðina og
sýningar og markaðir
allan bæ þannig
út um
að engum ætti
að leiðast.
Sýningin hefst
næstkomandi föstudag
klukkan 12 en
henni lýkur á sunnudeginum
klukkan 18. Setningarathöfn
verður á föstudag klukkan 14
og mun ráðherra
landbúnaðar og sjávarútvegs
setja sýninguna.
Um leið og Hvergerðingar
og fagfélög
græna geirans
bjóða alla landsmenn
komna til að njóta
velþess besta sem
garðyrkja býður
íslensk
uppá bendum við
á að nánari
upplýsingar er
að
finna á heimasíðunni
www.blomibae.is
Aldís Hafsteinsdóttir
Bæjarstjóri Hveragerðis.

Betri gæði á

Viltu skipta á
plöntu?
Það má býtta á plöntum
ekki síður en frímerkjum
og
servéttum.

 bls. 5

Garðagöngurnar eru
sívinsælar

Ýmist gengið á millli
einkagarða eða opinberir
garðar
skoðaðir.

 bls. 6

góðu verði

Rúm, dýnur, hægindasófar,

svefnsófar, gjafavörur
og fleira

Garðar

síða 14

•

n Milljarðaskuldir afskrifaðar

eftir yrðu – eða hvort þau eigi að feta braut
áhættusamrar meðgöngu og treysta á að öll

og ég fékk
11

62

kvæma flókna fóstureyðingu á þremur
fóstrum til að auka lífslíkur hinna tveggja sem

væru fimm

árgerð 2001 og ekinn 215 þúsund
kílómetra, kostar 320 þúsund á
bílasölu.
Fréttablaðið bar saman verð á
bílaleigubílum á Íslandi og í Danmörku og kom í ljós að verð er frá
50 prósentum til þrefalt dýrara á
Íslandi en í Danmörku.
Eftirspurn eftir bílaleigubílum hrynur á veturna og þá lækkar verð töluvert. „Uppistaðan af
okkar leigjendum eru ferðamenn.
Við erum að keyra á 300 til 400
bílum á veturna en allt upp í þús-

und á sumrin. Þetta gengur út á að
eiga bílinn óhreyfðan í tíu mánuði
á ári og hala síðan inn tekjurnar
á þessum skamma tíma yfir sumarið. Það er ástæðan fyrir þessu
verði,“ segir Sigfús Bjarni Sigfússon, framkvæmdastjóri hjá
Hertz.
Hjálmar Pétursson, framkvæmdastjóri hjá ALP-Avis bílaleigu, segir að bílaleigurnar lifi á
sumarmánuðunum. Verðið í febrúar geti hins vegar verið það lægsta
í heimi.
- mþl / sjá síðu 16

Nýtt íslenskt fyrirtæki:

Aðstoða íslenska hönnuði

Opna breska hefst í dag
Tiger Woods getur unnið
sögulegan sigur á St.
Andrews-vellinum.
golf 40 og 42

veðrið í dag
14

14
11

í miðju FrÉttatímans

VÍÐA BJARTVIÐRI Í dag verður
hæg norðaustlæg eða breytileg
átt. Víða bjartviðri einkum S- og
V-lands en hætt við stöku skúrum
inn til landsins. Hiti 10-18 stig,
hlýjast SV-lands.
VEÐUR 4

Ný

EndurbæƩ
Egilshöll

námskeið

byrja þann 19.júlí

Hlíðasmára 1
| 201 Kópavogur
| Sími: 554-6969
| www.lur.is

Gamla, góða sumarið

FRÉTTASKÝRING

NEYTENDAMÁL Vikuleiga á bílaleigubíl yfir hásumarið á Íslandi getur
kostað hundruð þúsunda. Ódýrustu
bílarnir fást fyrir rúmlega hundrað þúsund krónur á viku en fjöldi
tegunda kostar margfalt það.
Sá sem hyggst leigja bíl í þrjár
vikur ætti líklega að hugsa sig
tvisvar um, því að fyrir um þrjú
hundruð þúsund krónur má fá
ágætan notaðan bíl. Þannig kostar 292.600 krónur að leigja nýlegan Opel Corsa hjá einni af bílaleigunum en bíll af sömu tegund,

frá fornu fari,“ segir Guðmundur
Ingi Þorvaldsson leikari.
Guðmundur leikur í nýjasta
myndbandi
hljómsveitarinnar Iron
Maiden við
lagið The Final
Frontier sem
var frumsýnt á
vefsíðu hljómsveitarinnar í
gær.
GUÐMUNDUR INGI
„Það var
ofboðslega gaman að taka þátt
í myndbandinu. Mjög fært fólk
kemur að því,“ segir Guðmundur.
Leikstjóri myndbandsins, Nick
Scott, fann Guðmund í gegnum
umboðsfyrirtæki hans, Olivia Bell
Management. Eftir að hafa kynnt
sér Guðmund í gegnum heimasíðu
hans var honum boðið að koma á
fund.
- ls / sjá síðu 46

Tilboð á mánaðarkorti
á 5.990 kr. sem gildir
til 1.september.

HLÆJANDI Í HÁLOFTUNUM Börnin skemmtu sér konunglega í tívólítækjum Húsdýragarðsins í gær, en Atlantsolía efndi til hátíðar og ókeypis var við innganginn fyrir unga sem aldna.
FRÉTTABLAÐIÐ/ANTON
Jón Ásgeir ætlar að áfrýja alheimskyrrsetningu eigna sinna í London:

Segir engar eignir hafa verið fluttar
DÓMSMÁL Jón Ásgeir Jóhannesson
þvertekur fyrir það að hafa flutt
eina einustu eign af eigin nafni á
nafn eiginkonu sinnar, Ingibjargar
Pálmadóttur, í viðtali við Fréttablaðið í dag. Slitastjórn Glitnis hefur gert því skóna að ýmsar
eignir sem Jón Ásgeir segir eign
Ingibjargar séu í raun hans og
hafi verið fluttar á nafn hennar til
málamynda.
„Þetta er bara alrangt,“ segir

Jón Ásgeir. Eina eignin sem hafi
verið „flutt“ á milli þeirra sé fasteignin við Hverfisgötu sem hýsir
Hótel 101 vegna þess að hún hafi
fyrir mistök verið skráð á hann.
Jón Ásgeir segir að einkaneysla
hans undanfarinn áratug, sem
nam tugmilljónum á mánuði, sé
ekki svo mikil þegar hún sé skoðuð í samhengi. Helmingurinn hafi
farið í skatt, hann hafi rekið heimili og fjölskyldu í þremur löndum

TÍSKA „Við fundum ekki neitt fyrirtæki sem sérhæfir sig á þessu
sviði,“ segir Hjalti Rúnar Sigurðsson, viðskiptafræðinemi við
Háskóla Íslands.
Hjalti stofnaði fyrirtækið
Kikali Designers
Agency í síðustu
viku ásamt vini
sínum, Birni
Björnssyni. FyrHJALTI RÚNAR
irtækið hefur
það að markmiði SIGURÐSSON
að aðstoða íslenska hönnuði við að
koma vörum sínum í framleiðslu
og á markað.
„Það virðist vera til svo mikið
af hæfileikaríkum íslenskum
hönnuðum og okkur fannst vanta
stuðning við þá til að koma vörum
sínum á framfæri.“
- mmf / sjá Allt

Opið til 21

Utsalan

Njóttu þess að vera úti í sólinni með Gamla apótekinu

í fullum gangi

Fylgstu með okkur á Facebook / www.gamlaapotekid.is

Veljum íslenskt

Eftir Örlyg Stein Sigurjónsson
orsi@mbl.is

Ljósmynd/Jonas Ekströmer

Það kvað vera fallegt í Kína
SIGFÚS Sigurðsson smellir rembingskossi á Ólaf Stefánsson eftir frækilegan sigur á Svíum, 29:25, í Wroclaw í Póllandi í gær. Þar með varð ljóst
að Íslendingar keppa á Ólympíuleikunum í Kína í sumar.
Svíþjóð ekki. Svíar unnu Íslendinga
hins vegar örugglega á EM í Noregi í
byrjun þessa árs og „Grýla“ var þá
aftur á allra vörum en í gær snerist
dæmið enn við. Nú væri réttast að
grafa Svíagrýluna endanlega en
blása lífi í Íslendingagrýluna!
Þetta verða sjöttu Ólympíuleikar
íslenska landsliðsins og, ef allt fer að

Morgunblaðið/Árni Sæberg

Sönggyðja Denyce Graves tekur við blómvendi í Háskólabíói.

2–3

Fréttatíminn

Fréttablaðið

Leikhúsin í landinu

LANDSPRENT EHF. mbl.is

Þurfa að loka
tugum húsa
 Fylgst með neysluvatni sem sótt er
í jarðskjálftablettinn við Ingólfsfjall

óskum, þeir fjórðu sem Guðmundur
Guðmundsson landsliðsþjálfari tekur
þátt í. Hann var leikmaður í Bandaríkjunum 1984 og Suður-Kóreu 1988
og þjálfari í Aþenu 2004.
Handboltakeppni Ólympíuleikanna hefst laugardaginn 9. ágúst.
 Íþróttir

Einn hápunktanna á Listahátíð

og þá hafi hann gefið mikið til góðgerðarmála.
Þá upplýsir Jón Ásgeir að hann
ætli að áfrýja alheimskyrrsetningu eigna sinna, þrátt fyrir að
áfrýjunarbeiðni hans hafi verið
hafnað, á grundvelli þess að slitastjórnin hafi afvegaleitt dómarann
með röngum upplýsingum, meðal
annars um bankainnistæður sem
komið hefur í ljós að voru í eigu
Iceland Foods.
- sh / sjá síðu 8

Dauðasyndirnar
auðasyndirnar >> 33
33

MÁNUDAGUR 2. JÚNÍ 2008

Eftir Skapta Hallgrímsson
skapti@mbl.is
ÍSLENDINGAR eru meðal þeirra
tólf þjóða sem taka þátt í handboltakeppni karla á Ólympíuleikunum í Kína í sumar. Aðeins tvær
Norðurlandaþjóðir verða með; Danir
tryggðu sér sæti á ÓL þegar þeir
urðu Evrópumeistarar fyrr á þessu
ári og „strákarnir okkar“ í gær með
glæsilegum sigri á Svíum í Wroclaw í
Póllandi. Svíar sitja því eftir með sárt
ennið, aðra Ólympíuleikana í röð, og
Norðmönnum mistókst líka um
helgina að komast á leikana.
Sex þjóðir höfðu þegar tryggt sér
keppnisrétt í Kína í sumar:
 Gestgjafarnir, Kínverjar.
 Heimsmeistararnir, Þjóðverjar.
 Álfumeistararnir: Danir, Brasilíumenn, Suður-Kóreubúar og
Egyptar.
Sex til viðbótar komust um helgina
á ÓL þegar keppt var um sætin í
þremur fjögurra liða riðlum:
 Pólverjar og Íslendingar komust
upp úr riðli sem fram fór í Wroclaw í
Póllandi en Svíar og Argentínumenn
sátu eftir.
 Frakkar (6 stig) og Spánverjar (4)
fara áfram úr riðli sem leikinn var í
París. Norðmenn og Túnisar fengu
aðeins eitt stig hvor þjóð.
 Króatar (6 stig) og Rússar (4) fara
úr riðli sem fram fór í Zadar í Króatíu og lauk í gær. Japanir fengu tvö
stig en Alsírbúar ekkert.
Íslendingar hafa í gegnum árin átt
mjög erfitt uppdráttar gegn Svíum,
enda þessir frændur okkar um árabil
með eitt besta handboltalið heims.
Oft var talað um hve mjög Íslendingar hræddust Svíagrýluna; þótt íslenska liðið væri gott félli það oft á
prófinu vegna ótta við Svíana. Margir töldu björninn unninn þegar Alfreð
Gíslason stýrði íslenska liðinu til sigurs í Stokkhólmi í júní 2006 og þrátt
fyrir eins marks tap í Laugardalshöll
viku síðar – á þjóðhátíðardaginn –
komst Ísland á HM í Þýskalandi en

Öll leikhúsin
á sama
sama st
stað

ER VATNIÐ AÐ VERÐA
AÐ GULLNÁMU?

Guðmundur Guðmundsson á leið á fjórðu Ólympíuleikana

Verð á bílaleigubílum sveiflast mikið milli árstíða. Á sumrin eru bílar rándýrir
og eingöngu leigðir af ferðamönnum en á veturna standa þúsundir óhreyfðar.

14

fyrir rúmri viku og hafa í kjölfarið sveiflast
fram og til baka; hvort þau eigi að láta fram-

mér að fóstrin

80 milljóna
sumarhöll

VIÐSKIPTI >> 13

Er Svíagrýlan
loks öll?

•

Fisklykt í Garðinum

VATNS ER
ÞÖRF

DAGLEGT LÍF >> 19

Ódýrara fyrir túrista Guðmundur
berst við Eddie
að kaupa bíl en leigja

14

fimmbura. Hjónin fengu þessa sláandi frétt

PIPAR \ TBWA

Ostborgararnir
ódýrastir
ÍÍBúar
úar geta ekki
á Bíldudal
opnað glugga

Búðabandið varð vitni
að Benz-einelti á Hótel
Búðum í góðærinu.
fólk 46

Kántrídrottningin
sækir Ísland heim.

þrjú! Konan er gengin tæpa þrjá mánuði með

Eðlileg
viðskipti

n SpKef lánaði 370 milljónir án veða
n Breyttu lánareglum í eigin þágu
n Steinþór var leppur sparisjóðsins

Shania Twain

þau eigi að fara að ráðleggingum lækna, og

Hún sagði

Sími: 512 5000

FÓLK „Ég er Iron Maiden-aðdáandi

Ljósmynd/Hari

Þeir mjólkuðu

MEST LESNA DAGBLAÐ Á ÍSLANDI

Í myndbandi Iron Maiden:

Barði Jóhanns

Steinþór Jónsson
Lánaði sjálfum sér

sparisjóðinn
„

SPARAÐ Í
FRÍINU

STOFNAÐ 1913 149. TBL. 96. ÁRG.

FIMMTUDAGUR
15. júlí 2010 — 164. tölublað — 10. árgangur

úTTEKT 28

DV

Sérverslun

FÁKAFENI

9HMZR\[S\Y
MYLSZPVNUûPYTN\SLPRHY
,PUMHSKHYxUV[R\UVN
OHNR]¤THYxYLRZ[YP

ENN MEIRI Oftast í litríkum fötum

20

Ísland á kort hinna
frægu á ný.

18–19

Sölufulltrúar

Skór & töskur
í miklu úrvali

www.gabor.is

í Fréttablaðinu
Allt

payment or if I cannot pay, I might have
to declare bankruptcy,” he writes to me
via email.
Meantime, blogger Andrés Helgi
Valgarðsson has just ended his libel
case on the same story. Andrés was
sued for quoting publicly available records about the neighbour dispute
happening in Aratún.
“My case is over, the bad guys
won,” he said in an email. The Supreme
Court ruled that it would not hear his
appeal, saying it did not qualify. He
could take the appeal to an international court of human rights, however that
would mean even more legal fees and
he said he’s already spent more than
two million ISK (15,500 USD/12,321
Euro) defending himself. That’s sepa-

BERUM SAMAN VERÐ
– LÍKA Í ÚTLANDINU

Eiga von á
fimmburum

n DV gerði verðkönnun á 18 vegasjoppum á landinu

GÓÐUR SVEFN

gerir meira fyrir
um að gera
útlitið en margt
að nota sumarfríið
annað og
til þess að hvíla
er ekkert betra
sig vel. Það
en að leyfa
sér að sofa
fegurðarblundi
út og fá sér
við hvert tækifæri.
svo styttri

SÉRBLAÐ

22.-24. júní 2012
25. tölublað 3. árgangur

n Parið kærir n Segist hafa verið
„kálfur“ hjá ofbeldismanninum 12–13

Geirmundur Kristinsson
Stýrði tveimur sparisjóðum í glötun

underscored how news control plays
out behind the scenes in broadcasting,
print journalists have been under fire.
DV reporter Jón Bjarki Magnússon is in
the midst of appealing the 2011 ruling
by the Reykjavik District Court, which
ordered him to pay a source 500,000
ISK for his story about a custody battle
he wrote in DV, a tabloid known for investigative work.
Believing that he was doing his
job as a solid, ethical journalist should,
Jón is fighting the ruling and is appealing to the Supreme Court. The case is
expected to resume later this year, he
says. “If worse comes to worst and they
decide to sentence me, I might have
to pay a fine that is a big chunk of my
yearly salary. If I decide not to make the

FRÉTTABLAÐIÐ/ARNÞÓR

F r j á l s t ,

w w w.d v.is

Much work to be done
Still, two years later, Smári tells me
IMMI faces challenges because it is run
by a handful of volunteers, with no centralised office or paid staff, and lacks
funding needed to hire international
libel law experts to write policy protecting freedom of speech and information.
Language is also a sticking point,
as the proposal will pull from existing laws in countries from around the
world, including Belgium, Estonia, Norway, Sweden and the U.S. “We’ve hit a
wall where volunteers are useful but
we need to start paying for specialists'
knowledge,” he says.
Smári, a self-described “information activist,” has been travelling
around the world attending conferences and speaking on news programs
about IMMI. Smári explained on the
Russian Alyona Show on May 25 that
Iceland could become an attractive location for companies that house data.
With geothermal energy and reliable
Internet connectivity, he said, Iceland
could also offer the benefit of strong
freedom of information protections to
a company willing to move or establish itself. That interest could boost the
nation’s economy, which is recovering
from the 2008 crisis.
“We’re kind of out of the slums.
We’re not quite there yet. But we’re
definitely doing a whole lot better than
most of Europe at the moment, which
is a bit ironic I guess, but we’re getting
there,” he said.

Facing Icelandic realities
Jóhann Hauksson, a 57-year-old
award-winning journalist who has been
in and out of the news profession since
1986 and now works in public relations
for the government, knows the pressures of the news business and how
nepotism and cronyism contributed to
the financial crash. He has written an
entire book on this topic: ‘Þræðir valdsins: Kunningjaveldi, aðstöðubrask og
hrun Íslands’ (“Threads Of Power: Nepotism, Abused Positions and Iceland’s
Collapse”).
“You can’t change values that have
supported nepotism. You won’t change
them over night or in one week. Change
is slow. It takes many, many years,”
Jóhann tells me.

67. tbl. 102. árg. leiðb. verð 429 kr.
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Morgunblaðið

BANDARÍSKA óperusöngkonan
Denyce Graves hélt tónleika í Háskólabíói í gærkvöldi. Á efnisskránni voru verk úr ýmsum áttum
en þó aðallega eftir amerísk tónskáld. Graves er meðal þekktari
messósópransöngkvenna og er hér
á landi í tengslum við Listahátíð í
Reykjavík. Hún hefur á undanförnum árum sungið víða um
heim og hlotið lof gagnrýnenda.
Að sögn Jónasar Sen, gagnrýnanda Morgunblaðsins, sem var á
tónleikunum, var nánast húsfyllir í
Háskólabíói en stemningin á tónleikunum og viðtökur áhorfenda
engu að síður nokkuð undir væntingum.

BÆJARSTJÓRINN í Árborg var á
íbúafundi í gær spurður að því hvort
bæjarstjórnin hefði engar áhyggjur
af vatnsuppsprettum á miðjum jarðskjálftaupptökum við Ingólfsfjall og
hvort fylgst væri með högum einstæðinga eftir jarðskjálftana á
fimmtudaginn. Sjö íbúðarhús hafa
verið metin óíbúðarhæf í Árborg, að
því er kom fram á fundinum.
Um neysluvatnið sagði bæjarstjórinn að mjög gott vatn kæmi úr uppsprettunum en fylgjast þyrfti með því
hvort vatnslindirnar þar spilltust.
„Við höfum verið að bora fleiri holur þarna og ætlum okkur að sækja
vatn þangað fyrir þessa byggð. Þetta
er helsta neysluvatnssvæði okkar en
það er eitt fjölmargra verkefna okkar
í kjölfar þessara náttúruhamfara að
fylgjast vel með,“ sagði bæjarstjórinn
Ragnheiður Hergeirsdóttir.
Hún sagði að ekki væri fylgst kerfisbundið með einstæðingum en hins
vegar væru allar ábendingar um fólk
sem býr einsamalt vel þegnar
Upplýst var á fundinum að Viðlagatrygging Íslands bætti ekki tjón á
innbúi nema húseigendur hefðu innbústryggingu. Viðlagatrygging nær
hins vegar yfir húsnæðið sjálft þar
sem brunatrygging á húsnæði er lögbundin. Sjálfsábyrgð er að lágmarki
85 þúsund krónur.

Girða af fjölda húsa
Björgunarsveitarmenn voru í gær
við störf á jarðskjálftasvæðunum og
girtu af hús sem lýst hafa verið óíbúðarhæf. Sjö íbúðarhús í Árborg falla í
þann flokk sem fyrr segir og viðbúið
að fleiri eigi eftir að bætast við. Tvö
hús á Eyrarbakka eru óíbúðarhæf og
auk þess hefur 16 húsum í Ölfusi verið
lokað. Starfsmenn Viðlagatryggingar
hafa forskoðað um 40 hús og aðallega
er um að ræða sprungur í innveggjum.
 Gríðarlegt | 4

Morgunblaðið/Golli

Framtíð Íbúar Árborgar sækja upplýsingar á fjölmennum fundi.

Tilfærslan um
hálfur metri
TILFÆRSLA í jarðskorpunni þar
sem stóri jarðskjálftinn átti upptök
sín síðastliðinn fimmtudag gæti hafa
verið um hálfur metri, samkvæmt
fljótlegri athugun á Veðurstofu Íslands. Áætlað er að brotalengd meginjarðskjálftans sé 14 kílómetrar.
Nú er talið næsta víst að Suðurlandsskjálftinn á fimmtudaginn var
hafi byrjað með skjálfta sem varð
fremur grunnt undir Ingólfsfjalli.
Ekki er ósennilegt að hann hafi verið um 5 að styrkleika, en erfitt er að
fullyrða það vegna þess hve atburðarásin var hröð. Sekúndubrotum eða fáeinum sekúndum síðar
hrökk misgengi nokkrum km vestar
og olli það stóra jarðskjálftanum
upp á 6,3.
Eftirskjálftavirkni hefur verið á
meginmisgenginu en einnig teygt
sig vestur eftir Ölfusi. Ólíklegt er
talið að hún valdi stærri skjálfta. | 6
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rate from the 950,000 ISK in damages
he was ordered to pay.
“Media in Iceland is not free,” Andrés said. “Jón Bjarki is a professional
reporter ruined financially from reporting a story. I'm a blogger driven to the
brink of personal bankruptcy after telling a story I know to be true.”
A perfect press?
Despite libel suits, journalists in Iceland
say they work in relative safety with
generally good access to politicians
and sources—an atmosphere much different from their news counterparts in
repressive regimes like China, Cuba,
Mexico, Pakistan and Russia. “We in
the Western world including Australia
and New Zealand, live in enviable societies that are pretty safe,” Bogi says.
Sigga, who has lived and worked
in the US, earning a master’s degree
from the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism in New York,
acknowledges that Icelandic reporters
enjoy a high level of freedom relatively
speaking, but “there is no such thing as
perfect press freedom.”
Valgerður Jóhannsdóttir, a longtime journalist who has worked at RÚV
and now teaches news writing and
broadcasting in the masters of journalism programme at University of Iceland,
says the profession is in “a crisis.”
“Our media was badly hit by the
crash,” she tells me, referring to the effects of downsizing and concentration
of media ownership. At RÚV alone, almost one quarter of the news staff has
been slashed since the financial crash,
and employees are being asked to do
the same amount of work amid lack of
public trust.
That lack of public trust may come
from the fact that the largest media
conglomerate in Iceland, 365, which

runs TV, radio stations, and magazines, as well as one of Iceland’s daily
papers Fréttablaðið, had been owned
by Baugur Group until 2008. Baugur,
an Icelandic investment house, applied
for bankruptcy protection in 2009. Its
former CEO, Jón Ásgeir Jóhannesson,

“In 2009, career
politician Davíð
Oddsson was appointed
editor of Morgunblaðið”
is being investigated for fraud. Today,
the Icelandic telecommunications company Dagsbrún runs 365.
In the meantime, Árvakur has
owned Morgunblaðið, another Icelandic daily newspaper, since 1913. In
2009, career politician Davíð Oddsson
was appointed editor of Morgunblaðið.
Davíð served as the longest running
Prime Minister of Iceland during an era
of liberalisation policies that many attribute to Iceland’s financial crisis, not
to mention he was head of the Central
Bank during the collapse itself.
Progress not perfection
While IMMI supporters say progress is
slow, they have made strides in a few
key areas. For instance, the protection
of sources is a critical point for journalists, and Smári notes that Article 25 of
Iceland’s new media law instituted in
2011 guarantees sources anonymity if
requested. Iceland’s proposed constitution also ensures source protection.
“Journalists who are asked to keep
sources anonymous have a legal obligation not to expose the source,” he
said.
Access to public records is also

important. Currently, under Iceland’s
Freedom of Information Act of 1996, if
a journalist or citizen wants access to
government documents, he or she has
to go through a complex and time-consuming process to obtain the information.
With the influence of IMMI, the law
would change to “publish by default”
putting all public documents in an online database. Documents held back
for national security or privacy issues
would be the ones listed with an explanation and FOI requests can be made
for those documents specifically, Smári
says. “This change is the most important alteration of many,” he wrote in the
status report.
Going forward, IMMI is trying to
pick up steam and gain interest on a
global front trying to establish a “global
inter-parliamentary group on the subject of freedom of information, expression, speech, media and privacy,” Smári
said in the April status report.
Additionally, IMMI representatives
have been in touch with groups in Germany, Ireland, Italy and Spain that wish
to adopt some of IMMI’s goals, he said.
“While this collaboration has started
slowly, due to time and budgetary constraints, it shows much promise,” he
went on to explain in the report.
And despite only gradual progress on making IMMI a law, Birgitta
Jónsdóttir, a free speech advocate and
Parliamentarian co-sponsoring and coauthoring IMMI said to me in an email,
“Everything is moving a lot slower than
I would prefer,” but she is optimistic on
its progress to date.
“We’ve got one more session to go
next fall to put this all into place,” she
added, referring to parliament taking
up IMMI at its next session that begins
October 1.

Iceland Has High Press
Freedom, Relatively
Speaking
For ten years Iceland has steadily
ranked among the top countries in
the world regarding the freedom of
its press. The accolade, however, does
not indicate the quality of journalism
or newsgathering that occurs in Iceland. The honour measures violations
happening against newsgatherers and
media outlets, and relatively speaking,
Iceland is pretty free.
At least two well-known press
freedom indexes—Freedom House and
Reporters Without Borders (RWB)—
place Iceland high in their rankings.
The US-based bi-partisan organisation known as Freedom House,
which researches and monitors democracy and freedom around the
world, listed Iceland as “Free” in its
2010 Map of Press Freedom, noting at
that time, “despite enduring problems
associated with the global financial
crisis of late 2008, the Icelandic press
is still among the freest in the world.”
The report went on: “Freedoms of the
press and expression are protected
under Article 72 of the constitution,
and the government generally does
not interfere in the independent media's presentation of a wide variety of
views.”
Meantime, another organisation
that protects and defends press freedom, RWB, has consistently ranked
Iceland among the top ten countries
(out of more than 170) in its Freedom
of the Press Worldwide Index. In 2002,
RWB began this as a tracking tool
of press freedom violations. Using a
44-question survey sent to journalists and partner media organisation,
RWB gathers information on violence
and threats affecting journalists and
netizens, including murders, physical

Who needs oil
when you have rain?
Landsvirkjun is one of Europe’s leading renewable energy companies.
This summer, three of our power stations are open to the public:
Búrfell Hydro Power Station - Interactive exhibition
10am-6pm, June-August
Krafla Geothermal Station - Visitor Center
10am-4pm, June-August
Fljótsdalur Hydro Power Station - Visitor Center
10am-5pm, June-August

visit.landsvirkjun.is

threats and attacks, harassment, abusive treatment and censorship. There
are also questions regarding violations
on the free flow of information via the
Internet.
While the RWB index does not
measure quality of journalism, it reflects the degree of freedom that
journalists have and the efforts of that
country to respect and protect press
freedoms.
Over the years, Iceland has held
the RWB number one position eight
times (often tied with Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway and
Sweden among others). There have
been a few fluctuations with Iceland
moving to number nine in 2009, most
likely reflecting effects of the financial
crash, and moving back up to number
one in 2010. In its most recent figures
published in January, RWB places Iceland number six in terms of press freedom.
The slight movement downward is
mainly due to “the impact of the economic crisis on this small and quite
isolated information market,” Olivier
Basille, Acting Director of RWB, said
in an email correspondence. Additionally, reports of libel cases like Andrés
Helgi Valgarðsson’s and Jón Bjarki
Magnússon’s, the journalists being
handed fines for alleged “violation of
private life,” influenced Iceland’s position, Basille added.
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‘Bastard,’ co-written by Hollywood screenwriter Richard LaGravenese and Vesturport frontman Gísli Örn
Garðarsson, had its world premier at the Reykjavík City Theatre on June 1, with an additional showing
on June 2. The upcoming tour includes shows in Malmö on July 28 and August 19, and Copenhagen on
September 7 and 23, concluding with yet-to-be-announced dates in Washington DC in 2013.
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Bastard Love
Vesturport performs ‘Bastard—A Family Saga’ at Reykjavík City Theatre on June 2.

We are not entirely lost to ourselves.
Our gaping wounds and ghastly inadequacies do not escape us, though in
the untrained eyes of others the possibility of inscrutability remains—at
least for a time. Especially if we lie.
Especially if we run.
‘Bastard’—a transnational theatre project
assembled under the auspices of the Vesturport theatre collective—is a love story in
no traditional sense of the term. Though
the narrative motif is Oedipal—Mikael,
played by Ólafur Darri Ólafsson, wants to
kill his father and marry his (in this case,
soon-to-be step-) mother—the story’s
embroiling of familial loyalty and romantic
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Whale-Watching Tour

dependence is wholly and at times uncomfortably unconventional.
With unflinching candor, ‘Bastard’
presents us with the grotesque products
of the lies we tell ourselves: characters
on the run—literally sprinting across the
stage—from themselves and the people
wanting to love them. What their desperation reveals is a rather painful, but all too
recognisable truth—that in love we often
seek an accomplice to our self-deceit:
someone willing to nurse our wounds
even while pretending they aren’t there.
The plot centres around a reunion between the children of an emotionally abusive father who invites his herd back to the
estate where they grew up on the occasion of his surprise wedding to a former
sweetheart of one of his sons. The details
of the family’s dysfunction blossom forth
within the other-worldly stage decor—an
intricate natural setting which stands in
eerie compliment to the conflict on stage.
Alain de Botton, in his novel ‘Essays
in Love,’ says “we locate inside another

a perfection that eludes us within ourselves.”
“We fall in love,” he says, “hoping that
we will not find in the other what we know
is in ourselves—all the cowardice, weakness, laziness, dishonesty, compromise
and brute stupidity.”

‘Bastard’ is in this sense a story of how
natural things spoil, and in the course of
the play, everything does indeed begin
to break down, revealing the rot at each
character’s core. Marriages are shattered,
loyalties destroyed. All is revealed and yet
no one is willing to tell the truth, least of all

“With unf linching candor, ‘Bastard’ presents us with
the grotesque products of the lies we tell ourselves”
What is perhaps most disconcerting about ‘Bastard’ is the way in which it
makes an existential hero out of its most
despicable character. Although he is no
doubt loathsome—nearly inhuman in his
cruelty—the father figure Magnus, played
by Waage Sandö, manages to make his
children seem even more disgusting for
their humanness. In some sense, the children all strive to be as unfeeling as he, and
it is in this unwillingness to embrace their
fragility that they destroy themselves on
his behalf.

to themselves.
What was a beautiful natural setting
at the play’s opening—moist green grass
bathed in ethereal light—is by intermission
littered with the remains of conflict. We
murder to dissect, said Wordsworth; we
do not the better understand ourselves by
virtue of our self-scrutiny. Instead, cursing
our fragility, hating our humanness, we
bleed to death under the watchful eye of
those we pretend to love—and who pretend to love us, but who we do not allow to
know us.

The play’s cynical suggestion is that
this is perhaps inevitable: that no matter
how good it may feel, the sun is bound to
burn us, to turn our supple skin dry. But
there is also a kind of beauty in the gore.
There is the promise of salvation in selfrevelation. The characters willing to relinquish their illusions of themselves may,
very well, have achieved salvation by the
story’s end. But for the ones who ran, we
have no reason to hope.
But perhaps there is no reason, either
way, to hope. Perhaps there is no alternative to selfish-love. Perhaps we are alone,
abandoned, bastard children to an indifferent human family. Or perhaps we’re just
not doing it right. Perhaps.

Duration: 3 hours

The tour includes a stop by Puffin Island 15th May - 20th August
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ADULTS: 47€ / 7.500 ISK
CHILDREN: 7-15 22€ / 3.500 ISK
CHILDREN: 0-6 FREE

Other Tours
Puffin Island Tours Duration:1-1,5 hours
15th May - 20th August Every day
10:00 | 12:00 | 14:00
ADULTS: 3.800 ISK• CHILDREN: 1.900 ISK • CHILDREN: 0-6 FREE

Sea Angling and Grill Duration: 3 hours

May - September Every day
17:00

ADULTS: 10.500 ISK • CHILDREN: 5.000 ISK • CHILDREN: 0-6 FREE
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OPIÐ ALLA DAGA
OPEN EVERY DAY
12:00 – 22:00
HÁDEGIS TILBOÐ
*
DAILY LUNCH OFFERS

Western Union

money trAnsfer
in minUtes*

Always close.
Always convenient.

Send and receive money with Western Union
at any Landsbankinn location across Iceland.
Western Union | landsbankinn.is | 410 4000
*Funds may be delayed or services unavailable based on certain transaction conditions, including amount sent, destination country, currency availability, regulatory issues, identification requirements, Agent location hours, differences in
time zones, or selection of delayed options. Additional Restrictions may apply. See Send form for details.
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Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
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Snoop-Around is a photo/interview website that visits creative people at
their homes, work or studio spaces and brings you a unique view of their
lives. Visit them at www.snoop-around.com

Fashion | Interview

The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

.name

tel:
692-0564
www.banthai

BanThai

Ban Thai is the finest Thai restaurant in Iceland

BanThai

Laugavegur 130, ofan við Hlemm

1/10 The Best Restaurant in Iceland

the
best thai food
year 2009, 2010 and 2011
the best goddamn restaurant 2011

www.yummy.is
......................................
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we recommend.......

yummi yummi

Thai Fusion Food

tel:588-2121

Hverfisgata 123 við Hlemm

www.yummiyummi.net

Fashion Inspired By Art Brut
And '60s New Wave Films
Snoop-Around visits fashion newcomer Sævar Markús Óskarsson at his studio
Sævar Markús Óskarsson’s first
line, a small collection of silk accessories inspired by Romanian
folklore, sold out in a fortnight.
Now he’s getting ready to debut his
men’s and women's wear collections this fall, which feature androgynously tailored pieces mixed with
silk dresses for women and printed
shirts with detailed patterns for
men. We met the fashion designer
at his studio on Laugavegur to find
out more about this work and how
his background as an artist shapes
his designs.
You studied art before going
into fashion?
Yes, I originally studied art and art history. However, I became interested in
fashion when I went to Paris to work
with a group of visual artists. They were
doing a lot of multimedia art and some
performances, and I was making costumes. It was really through collaboration with the fashion house Agnés B,
when I was working in their space and
going through their fabric collection,
that I really decided to go into fashion.
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Does your background in art
come into play when you’re
designing?
It does, as my field of interest is so
broad. I really enjoy researching and
finding inspiration from a wide variety
of sources, such as literature, antiques,
art or films. I like grabbing bits from

How would you describe your
design, is there a singular
concept?
I would say it’s very classical, at least
the cut. I like classical tailoring and
want garments to be well made and
cut. This collection was mostly inspired
by art, but next summer I will be work-

“I like grabbing bits from here and there, like a moment in a film, just a few seconds, that makes you
go, ‘Wow, that’s something.’”
here and there, like a moment in a film,
just a few seconds, that makes you go,
‘Wow, that’s something.’ In the end all
this research comes together in a big
database that I can then work from.
Did something in particular
inspire your new fall/winter
collection?
I was inspired by Art Brut, where artists
that may not be traditionally educated
often work from a naïve perspective. I
was also deeply inspired by Czech and
British new wave films from the '60s.
The cut of the garments is mostly androgynous; the classic tailored pieces
are sized to fit both sexes. Some things,
like the dresses and ladies shirts, are
extremely feminine though and are
made from feminine fabric like chiffon.
One dress in particular is dedicated to
the singer of Broadcast, Trish Keenan,
whom I’ve always felt a strong connection to.

ing with florals and Finland for example.
It’s mainly classic looks, but is heavily
infused with what I’m inspired by at that
moment.
What’s it like to start your
brand in Iceland?
The market is small and it is a lot of
work. It’s expensive to import fabrics
and you can, at most, hire a seamstress
to help out when it’s really busy. You
have a lot on your plate at any given
time. But I’m just starting out, so all the
work is on me at the moment. However
the good thing about working here is
that you can try things out, taking one
step at a time. And in the end, you never
know what’s going to happen!
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The ‘Inside the Volcano’ tour was provided by 3H Travel. Travellers should note that though previous hiking
or climbing knowledge is not required, a trek of around 45 minutes is necessary to reach the Þríhnúkar area,
across uneven terrain of rock lava and moss. More information can be found at www.insidethevolcano.com
or by calling +354-863-6640
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Belly Of The Beast

Einar Stefánsson is the kind of man who
whistles while descending into the mouth of
a volcano.
I’m standing in an open elevator system with
him and two other strangers, dangling—it
would seem—above the 120-metre deep
magma chamber of a dormant volcano.
Feeling the sharp, numbing waves of panic
start to lap over my upper neck and temples, I
close my eyes and try to think about anything
other than the reality of the situation.
‘If you’re going to die somewhere,’ I muster,
reassuringly, to myself, ‘it’s probably best
that it be inside a volcano.’
I had just been standing in the sunshine—warm,
delusional, happy—with a spectacular view of
Reykjavík from one of the three mounts of Þríhnúkagígar, on the Reykjanes peninsula. Björn
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Ólafsson, one of a number of the dazzlingly
tanned, robust-looking and all-around trustinducing mountain guides accompanying us that
day, had just been pointing to a wood carving of
the volcano’s inner recesses.
He did say plenty about “descent.” He did say
something about the chamber being longer than
the Statue of Liberty. But it wasn’t until Björn had
harnessed me to the railing and I had begun walking the plank stretching across the ominous, gaping free-fall below that it dawned on me:
I was about to go. Down there. Into that.
Einar hooked another clip to my harness before
releasing me from the railing, and I stepped inside
the metal basket.
“Are you scared?” says Einar—a man who, I
would later learn, has climbed Everest.
“Yes,” I said.
“It’s better if you’re scared,” he says, and begins our squeaky, downward descent.
WITHIN THE WALLS
As we move down the slim tube of the upper crater—the neck of the bottleneck—Einar points out
the icicle-shaped smears of lava on the wall an
arm’s length away—thin-flowing basaltic magma
that had spread in layers during the eruption 4,000
years ago; “like butter on bread,” Einar says.
The way down is a little crooked, and at one
point we have to guide the elevator down at a

slight diagonal by pressing against the wall. No
natural light follows us down. The voices from our
group below echo in such a way as to sound to be
coming from within the damp walls.
Near the end of the upper tube, the walls start
slanting away from us. Despite the scattered voices there is an eerie quiet below: the sound of water dripping; someone stumbling over a rock. Then
we descend fully into the lit-up magma chamber.
Words cannot describe the magnificence, the
illustrious expanse of the elfin temple of doom that
came into view. We were being ushered into the
mausoleum of a prehistoric monster. It was better
than Jules Verne’s wettest dream. We were at the
gates of hell, the centre of the earth; the beast had
swallowed us whole.
As the basket touched ground, I moved quickly
out of the ‘drop zone’ beneath the opening, as the
guides insisted. The air was cold and entirely still.
Like everyone else, I turned my face and my eyes
upwards, towards the expanse above, and didn’t
say a word.
ELFIN TEMPLE OF DOOM
“For 4000 years, this dripping has been the only
sound,” our third guide Jón Gauti says.
The entire thing seems eerily implausible. The
magma chamber itself was, for one, never meant
to be. Caverns such as these, where lava seeps
in from fissures and collects in preparation for an

eruption, tend to close up following the inevitable
eruption, once the lava begins to cool and harden
to rock at the opening. But in the case of Þríhnúkagígur, the magma must have either hardened
within the chamber or simply drained out of it,
back into the depths of the earth. Making the fact
of my being able to be here a bit spooky. Making
the whole premise a bit super-natural.
No bones, not even of animals or birds, have
yet been found inside the cavern, which sat untouched and unseen until 1974, when Árni B.
Stefánsson—the aforementioned Einar’s brother—
first touched the chamber floor after descending,
ahem, the depths of darkness harnessed to a rope.
As the elevator brings the last of our group
down, Jón Gauti begins to sing, demonstrating
the echo off the rocks burned with a violent, dark
rainbow of colours. Another five people from our
group board the elevator and it begins to ascend,
meaning I have about another fifteen minutes.
Right before he disappears from view, Einar begins to sing as well in chorus with Jón Gauti. The
walls stand indifferent to the warmth of the human
voice. Stately. Immovably silent.

our very best price is always onl
highly seductive offers to all our destinations
iceland, greenland or the faroe islands
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This trip was sponsored by Eldhestar. It can be booked by calling +354
480-4800 or emailing eldhestar@eldhestar.is.
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Travel | Horses

Calmly Tölting Mordor

The fog was exceptionally low. The rain hung
heavily in the sky, the greyish tones blanketing Reykjavík. As we drove out of the city,
the southeast was even foggier and rainier
than the capital. Raindrops raced across the
window as we followed road 1 towards Hveragerði. We were about to find out if Icelandic
horses were really as docile as they are made
out to be, even in these conditions.
After a twenty-minute drive, we pulled up to the
farm, Eldhestar, which has 350 horses working
during the peak summer season, taking roughly 80
horses on trips each day. At the stables, we put on
riding helmets and large neon-orange waterproof
pants and coats, which would turn out to be pretty
useful ‘costumes’ in the murky fog.
We all climbed onto our horses, which in my
case was Skufur, named after the tassel of the traditional Icelandic headdress, and our French guide
Flo gave us a short introduction to riding before

Words
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we set off on our six-hour journey through the
Hveragerði countryside.
Geothermal energy and CUCUMBERS
Traversing lava fields and moss-covered paths,
we arrived at Hveragerði, one of the most active
geothermal areas in Iceland. From the foot of the
Hveragerði mountains, we could barely make out
the town below us through the fog. The area is
home to many of the island’s greenhouses, which
Flo told us grow a range of produce from tomatoes
to cucumbers.
As we rode up the mountain, we were completely exposed to the elements and the rain
soaked us. Skufur, however, bravely and patiently
rode on. This patience intrigued me. As an experienced horseback rider, I felt that in these conditions it would have been normal for the horses to
show signs of agitation. But they didn’t.
The horses are modern-day descendants of
the Scandinavian ponies, which settlers brought
to Iceland in the ninth and tenth centuries. They
have been famous for their placid characters ever
since, almost never argumentative or grumpy. And
they will probably remain this way, as Icelandic
law has forbidden the importation of other types
of horses onto the island since 935, Flo said.
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The horses are
modern-day descendants
of the Scandinavian
ponies, which settlers
brought to Iceland in the
ninth and tenth centuries

Steam, hooves, fog and hot rivers
As we rode up the hill, the horses showed us another one of their typical traits: not only do they
walk, trot and gallop like other horses, but they
also ‘tölt’. Unlike the bumpy trot, the tölt is a comfortable and smooth ride, which allows us to sit
back and relax.
The smell of sulphur grew stronger as we got
closer to our lunch-break destination, the hot river. The foggy landscape around us looked more
and more like something out of a Lord of the Rings
film—I wouldn’t have been surprised to see Gollum
come out behind one of the hills.

While the rain turned into hail, the beauty of
the landscape was not compromised. On a regular
day, swimming in the hot river would have been
perfect, but that day the idea of getting out of the
river and changing in the rain was enough to keep
me from taking a dip.
Forests, cake and tea
After having warmed up a bit, we tölted back to
the stables, crossing a protected forest area,
which Flo explained is a rare sight in Iceland. The
island, she said, is facing erosion because many
centuries ago settlers heavily exploited the trees
for firewood and the sheep they brought ate all the
remaining saplings.
Finally, after dismounting and saying emotional
goodbyes to our horses, we had a well-deserved
cup of tea and a slice of cake in the hotel next to
the stables. Exhausted soaked yet happy, we drove
back to Reykjavík.
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Sander is a wilderness and outdoor photographer based in Iceland, Germany and Canada
with a focus on environmental issues and Natural History. To view the whole series of photos
on this story, please visit: www.sanderjain.com

Iceland | Dead whale

A New Journey To The Centre Of The Earth

Snæfellsjökull—which Professor Lidenbrock, his
nephew Axel and their guide Hans descend into in
Jules Verne’s “Journey to the Centre of the Earth”—
is probably one of the most well known volcanoes
on earth. In the 1864 science fiction classic, Li-
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Photography
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denbrock and his team face hazardous conditions,
including encounters with prehistoric creatures,
on their way to their destination, before the Earth
eventually throws them out again through the
Stromboli volcano in southern Italy.
In April 2012, the rugged shoreline of Snæfellsnes National Park was the scene of another extraordinary event. As if the volcano had spit out a
creature from Jules Verne’s novel, one of the most
fascinating and mysterious ocean creatures of our
times could be found and marvelled at in close
proximity to the attractively incandescent volcano.
The carcass of a male sperm whale had washed

ashore along the rugged coastline, at the foot of
Snæfellsjökull.
Male sperm whales can grow up to twenty
metres in length and weigh more than 55 tonnes.
Their species is the largest living toothed animal
and the deepest diving mammal on earth. On their
hunts, which can take sperm whales on dives as
deep as three kilometres, they are primarily after
squids, including giant and colossal squids whose
existence had long been considered a myth. White
scars on many sperm whales’ heads are believed
to be the result of fights with some of these large
deep-sea dwellers.

The clicking vocalisations of these whales are
by far the loudest sound produced by any animal
and although sperm whales are rather abundant
and their range covers all world oceans, their
anatomy and behaviour still hold many secrets.
The reason for the enormous size of their heads
compared to the lower jaw, for example, is not yet
well understood.
Regardless of what led to the end of this
whale’s journey, visitors to the Snæfellsnes Peninsula this spring were given the rare opportunity to
have a close look at a magnificent ocean creature,
right by the entrance to the centre of the Earth.

Taste the best of Iceland
in one amazing meal

Icelandic
Gourmet Fiest

Restaurant for over 30 years

Our famous Icelandic menu
includes Brennivín
and 7 delicious tapas
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennivín
Smoked puffin with blueberry
“brennivín” sauce
Icelandic sea-trout with peppers-salsa
Lobster tails baked in garlic
Pan-fried monkfish with lobster sauce
Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
White chocolate "Skyr" mousse
with passion coulis
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Icelandic Cuisine
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Bankastræti 2 - 101 Reykjavík - Tel. 551 4430 info@laekjarbrekka.is - laekjarbrekka.is

The only kitchen
in Reykjavík open

23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

to

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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Did you get a woollen sweater at one of those puffin shops? Did it set you back ONE
MILLION DOLLARS ? Was it 'Made in China'? Is China the new Vík í Mýrdal? What will
the people of Vík í Mýrdal do for sustenance now? Tourism, probably. Right?
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Opinion | Jessica Emory

Iceland | Wool

The Destruction Of An Icelandic
National Treasure

Lopapeysa For Everyone!

From the Vikings' landing in 871 to
the modern day, the sheep permeates
Icelandic culture. The wool is known
throughout the world for being one of
the most luscious, luminescent, lovely
fibres available to work with. To a fibrenut, Iceland is a sort of Mecca for wool.
As the Icelandic sheep is a national
treasure, the health of the flock is of
prime importance. Animal import laws
make it extremely difficult to bring in
livestock because of the isolated, disease-free nature of the island’s animal
populations. The vast majority of wool
shorn in Iceland is processed in one
main spinning mill, Ístex. This mill buys
up nearly 100% of the wool generated
in Iceland, and processes it into a line
of yarns ranging from very lightweight
to bulky.
From the outset, the wool processing procedure is questionable. Because
a premium is paid for white wool, the
mill actually selects out genetic diversity in the sheep population. As the
mill selects for white, genetic diversity drops, but this is “nothing to worry
about” in the company’s opinion. Once
the wool is purchased, it is scoured in
Blönduós before being dyed.
After being scoured, the wool is
carded and dyed. Ístex provides both
natural and mixed colours. According to Hulda Hákonardóttir, a marketing manager at Ístex whom I spoke
with, the natural colours produced
by the mill are only dyed “a little bit.”
This includes dyeing blacks and greys.
Yes, they are dyeing the wool a natural
colour so that the mill can sell wool in
‘natural colours.’ It is understandable to
dye white wool to make magenta, blue,
yellow, green, or purple, but to dye nat-

It’s hard not to miss the Icelandic sweater or ‘lopapeysa’ on your
visit to the country. This wool is not
only so resistant because it comes
from arguably the best sheep in the
world, but also because it is not
spun, which makes it light but solid.
Made from Icelandic wool, or ‘lopi’,
it is perfect for Icelandic weather
conditions, keeping you both warm
and dry.

ural colours?
Hulda tells me that they dye the
wool in order to be able to produce
consistent colours among the different
batches of yarn. Perhaps on the surface
this makes sense. Consider that Icelandic wool comes in spectacular whites,
greys, browns and blacks. To over-dye

“Quit hiding behind
empty claims of small
business challenges and
processes that damage a
national treasure”
these colours with chemical dyes damages the integrity of the fibres, and
ruins the natural variety that exists in
wool.
Ístex emphasises that it wants to
keep the process as 'green' as possible,
yet they continue to take a spectacular
natural product, with wonderful natural
variation, and use European chemical
dyes and an energy-expensive process
(dyeing occurs at high temperatures)
to make a more uniform, lower quality product. Thinking about the luxury
products that can be found on markets
across the world, it is clear that knitters
everywhere are always on the lookout
for the unique, natural, back-to-basics,
exotic yarn. Before the dyeing process,
this is exactly what Ístex has. Instead of
marketing an authentic, glorious product, they ruin it in the name of consistency.
Ístex explains, “The market for Icelandic wool is very small and for a little

spinning factory like ours, it would be
too expensive to produce quality like
this for the market. Like all producers
we concentrate on production for the
majority.” It is important to remember
that this mill that has a near-complete
monopoly on a product in international
demand. Change is never easy, but
such shallow-minded dismissal is an
insult to Icelandic wool, its history and
the artists around the globe that use it.
To change and use un-dyed natural coloured wool would not only lead
to more revenue for the company, but
also a more environmentally friendly,
farmer-supporting, Icelandic heritageperpetuating process. Iceland's sheep
have always been multicolour, knitters
have always worked with diverse greys,
whites, peat reds and blacks; lopi-lovers always prefer non-scratchy sweaters.
Quit hiding behind empty claims
of small business challenges and processes that damage a national treasure,
Ístex. Stop being satisfied with a subpar product that is a laughable excuse
for Icelandic wool, fibre enthusiasts.
ENOUGH with contentment for the way
things have always been! Get with the
program and start celebrating Icelandic
wool and the way it was meant to be!

Alísa kalyanova

Searching for the perfect Icelandic sweater

While you might guess that the lopapeysa
has been around for hundreds of years as it
seems to be such a traditional and practical
garment, the Icelandic sweater only dates
back to around the middle of the last century.
Some believe that the design was inspired by the traditional costumes worn in
Greenland, Bryndís Eiríksdóttir from the
Handknitting Association of Iceland tells
me, while others believe that the pattern is
related to designs from southern Sweden.
“You would think that because the sweaters
only date back to the 1940s that somebody
would remember how they developed, but
nobody is sure,” Bryndís says.
The traditional shades in which the lopapeysa is knitted are brown, black, grey, white
and beige as those are the natural colours
of the sheep. But you can find wool in any
colour imaginable. “We mostly sell sweaters to foreigners, as Icelanders still like to
knit their sweaters themselves,” Bryndís
explains. “Tourists have been buying a lot of
wool too though, and we have been selling
much more to them since the crash and the
fall of the króna.”
Sweaters at the Handknitting Association of Iceland are handmade, and you can
get them in the traditional or more colourful
shades. They come in different styles, such
as jackets with a zipper, hoodies and sleeveless vest ponchos. Prices range from 20,000
to 35,000 ISK.
If your budget is limited, however, you
can go to the weekend f lea market, Kolapor-

tið. Apart from the second-hand sweaters you
can find on offer in lots of the booths, Soffía
Jónsdóttir sells new handmade sweaters for
around 13,000 ISK. She and three other
women knit the sweaters during the week

“The Icelandic sweater
only dates back to
around the middle of the
last century.”
and then come to Reykjavík to sell them over
the weekend. One of the ladies still knits at
the remarkable age of 102.
Soffía Jónsdóttir explains that there are
a variety of patterns that come from different traditions. She heard that it was Iceland’s
esteemed writer Halldór Laxness and his
wife who travelled to Greenland and brought
back the typical design featured on sweaters
nowadays, but nobody is entirely sure.
Another cheaper option is the Red Cross
second-hand shop on Laugavegur. They always have some Icelandic sweaters for sale,
at reasonable prices starting at 4,000 ISK.
If you are in Iceland for an extended
time, you can also get your sweater knitted
according to your wishes. Jóhanna Gunnlaugsdóttir, who learnt to knit when she was
five years old, is so passionate about knitting
them that she only charges for material used.
You can get in touch with her via Facebook
(www.facebook.com/prjona.skjona).
In any case, whether you buy the sweater
new, used or specially ordered, the lopapeysa
is a piece of clothing that lasts for a very long
time, as it is not only robust but also timeless.

Lynn klein
alisa kalyanova

The Green Choice

Premium Quality Vegetarian Food

• Vegetarian dishes
• Vegan dishes
• Bakes and soups
• Wholesome cakes
• Raw food deserts
• Coffee and tea
Grænn Kostur is the perfect downtown choice
when you are looking for wholesome great tasting meals.
Grænn Kostur | Skólavördustíg 8b
101 Reykjavík | Sími: 552 2028
www.graennkostur.is

Opening hours:
Mon - Sat. 11:30 - 21:00
Sun. 13:00 - 21:00

1.590
kr.
Vegetarian Dish of the Day

Húsavík

WhaleWatching
and
LakeMývatn

Day
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to nur from
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and ík

Visit Húsavík, the whale watching capital, and witness the natural wonders of North Iceland

90€
3
per person

Departure: Departure from Reykjavík at 09:30 on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday - Duration 11.5 hours. What’s incluDeD: Return flights to Húsavík, english
speaking driver/guide, all bus transport, sightseeing, whale watching tour, admission to the whale museum in Húsavík and 10% discount at Restaurant Gamli
Baukur. What’s not incluDeD: Lunch, dinner, refreshments and admission fee to Mývatn nature baths. Discount: Children 11 years and under receive 50% off.

Book
now!
online: eagleair.is
call: +354 562 2640

For other adventures via air, land and sea, please visit our websites | eagleair.is | northsailing.is | fjallasyn.is

Angist At Dodge City Atrum Beneath Blood Feud Botnleðja Börner Carpe Noctem Celestine Dimma Dr Spock
Elín Helena Endless Dark Gone Postal Gruesome Glory Hellvar Hljómsveitin Ég Hylur I Adapt
In the Company of Men Innvortis Logn Moldun Momentum Morðingjarnir Muck Norn Oni Ophidian I
Otto Katz Orchestra Plastic Gods Saktmóðigur Severed Crotch Synarchy (FO) Skálmöld Sólstafir
Strigaskór nr 42 The Vintage Caravan Vicky Wistaria

Egilsbúð Neskaupstað July 12th to 14th Tickets available on www.midi.is
www.eistnaflug.is

www.cheapjeep.is

Your essential guide
to life, travel and
entertainment in Iceland

info@cheapjeep.is
+354 562 6555
Hverfisgata 89
101 Reykjavík
Every Day
Summer

08:00 - 22:00

STUFFED WITH STUFF
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“I have been a newscaster for thirty
years. You know that in a live broadcast
‘shit happens’ as they say, but it’s important how you deal with it. If you panic,
then the audience panics.”
Bogi Ágústsson uses the word ‘shit’ on record,
and we delve into the need for and slow progress of the Icelandic Modern Media Initiative.
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PAGE 26

“Though she was dressed head to foot
in sparkling sequins and beads, there
was no diva in her. It was just two old
friends, playing to a crowd.”
It was all midsummer sunshine, birds and
synchronicity when Ólöf Arnalds and Skúli
Sverrisson played Grasagarðurinn.

PAGE 30

“In black and white, you see no difference. You take the colour away and it
becomes timeless. It can be whenever.”
Ari Sigvaldason, owner of the unique Fótógrafí
on Skólavörðustígur, has been in love with
Reykjavík for over two decades.

PAGE 38

“Feeling the sharp, numbing waves of
panic start to lap over my upper neck
and temples, I close my eyes and try
to think about anything other than the
reality of the situation.”
We sent our Journalist into the heart of a
dormant volcano. She came back alive.

PAGE 34

“What their desperation reveals is a
rather painful, but all too recognisable
truth—that in love we often seek an accomplice to our self-deceipt: someone
willing to nurse our wounds even while
pretending they aren’t there.”
Shit gets grotesque in the latest Vesturport
production, ‘Bastard’, at Borgarleikhúsið

PAGE 8

“The constitution is like an egg, you’re
afraid to carry it because you might
break it. We’re afraid of losing it all, and
having to start all over again.”
Iceland is a trendsetter. Many in Greenland
and the Faeroe Islands also want independence from Denmark, including Gunvør Balle,
member of the Faeroese left wing party
Tjóðveldi.

Arctic Rafting offers rafting trips on the Hvítá River, only 10 minutes from the Geysir area. The
trips start at 9.990 ISK and a variety of combination tours are availble every day.
We can also pick you up from your hotel or hostel in Reykjavík. Call us on +354-571-2200,
meet us at Laugavegur 11 at Fjallakofinn outdoor store or ask for us at your hotel or nearest
tourist information center.

Rafting

Canoeing

Sightseeing Super-Jeep Whale Watch Horse Riding ATV

Snowmobile Hot Spring

Swimming

www.arcticrafting.com | info@arcticrafting.is | +354-571-2200 | Downtown Reykjavík Sales Office at Laugavegur 11
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Amber waves of grain
at Rauðasandur Fest
Songs from Low Roar, Snorri Helgason and Lay Low will echo through
the Westfjords on July 6 and 7 for the second Rauðasandur Festival – a
weekend of music, beach games and hiking in a hidden paradise.
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concerts & nightlife in July

Iceland2do.com
& The Language School Skoli.Eu
Iceland2do.com

Prescribing music
with love for your
live experience
How to use the listings
Venues are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues or to add your
own listing,
visit www.listings.grapevine.is

Borgartún 1

Hlemmur

Walking Tours
Enjoy the History of Iceland and
Reykajvík with a Storyteller
Icelandic for One Day
Language and Culture
Icelandic Pancakes and Fun
Iceland2do.com - The Language School Skoli.Eu

Borgartún 1 (close to Hlemmur)
tel. 551-7700, 821-7163
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Amsterdam
01:00 DJ Tommi
B5
00:00 DJ Einar
Bakkus
23:00 DJ KGB
Bar 11
21:00 Saktmóðigur and Otto Katz
+ live DJ
Bar 46
18:00 Pub Quiz
00:00 DJ
Boston
22:00 DJ CasaNova
Café Rósenberg
21:00 Carpenters tribute -Regína
Ósk
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Live music
Dillon
23:00 DJ Andrea Jónsdóttir
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Faktorý
23:00 DJ Housekell
Gamli Gaukurinn
22:00 Heavy metal concert with
Dynfara and more
Glaumbar
22:00 Egill
Hemmi Og Valdi
22:00 DJ Elvar (RVK
Soundsystem)
Hressó
21:00 Stuðkvartet Gunna Óla
from Skítamórall
Kaffibarinn
23:00 Alfons X
Kaffi Zimsen
23:00 DJ Narly
Prikið
23:00 House Band and DJ Danni
Deluxe
Thorvaldsen
22:00 DJ night
Vegamót
23:00 DJ Gunni Stef
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Reykjavík Midsummer Music.
In Harpa 17, 18 and 19 June 2012
Iceland's finest musicians.
Iceland's brightest summer nights.
Not to be missed.
Tickets online at www.reykjavikmidsummermusic.com

FRI

Tilbury Flying High
Kex Hostel
July 12, 20:00
1.500 ISK
It’s been a pretty good year for Tilbury. Their debut album ‘Exorcise,’ released in
May, has been averaging four-star reviews and making several radio stations topfive lists. They have been playing all over town for the past few months, including
a solid performance at the legendary NASA for the Reykjavík Music Mess.
As one of the up-and-coming musical gems of the city – they describe
themselves as ‘dramatic folk pop’ – they’re composed of members from the bands
Sin Fang, Amiina and Valdimar. Þormóður Dagsson initially started a solo project
entitled Formaður Dagsbrúnar in 2010, but then subsequently gathered keyboarder Kristinn Evertsson, bassist Guðmundur Óskar Guðmundsson and drummer
Magnús Tryggvason Eliassen to form the quartet. Grapevine’s own Cory Weinberg
has described them as "displaying a versatile mix of breezy tunes made for relaxing on a patio."
Your next chance to catch them live is at Kex Hostel on July 12, as part of the
Gogoyoko Wireless concert series. Now, we really like Kex (we gave them five
stars in our bar guide, oh-oh!) and we like good music. This event combines both!
What more could you ask for? Get your tickets at www.midi.is or at the door on
the night. SP
Hemmi Og Valdi
22:00 DJ Benson Is Fantastic
Hressó
21:00 Spútnik
Kaffibarinn
22:00 President Bongo & CasaNova
Kaffi Zimsen
23:00 DJ Narly
Prikið
22:00 DJ Hunk Of A Man with old
school hip hop
Thorvaldsen
00:00 DJ night
Vegamót
21:00 DJ Jay-O

01

sun

Den Danske Kro
21:00 Live music
English Pub
21:00 Live music
Faktorý
21:30 Live jazz session
Hallgrímskirkja
17:00 Björn Steinar Sólbergsson
Harpa - Kaldalón
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
ObLaDi ObLaDa
16:00 DJ Andrea Jónsdóttir

sat

Amsterdam
01:00 DJ Skúli
B5
00:00 DJ Jay-O
Bakkus
23:00 DJ Hashi
Bar 46
00:00 DJ
Bar 11
21:00 Saytan and Caterpillarmen
+ live DJ
Boston
23:00 DJ Benni
Café Haíti
21:30 Jazz Quartet: Busy Doing
Nothing
Café Rósenberg
21:00 Carpenters tribute – Regína
Ósk
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Live music
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Faktorý
22:00 DJ Danni Deluxe
Gamli Gaukurinn
22:00 Amy Winehouse tribute
Glaumbar
22:00 DJ Seth
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 Björn Steinar Sólbergsson
Harpa - Kaldalón
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song

Pipe Dreams At Hallgrímskirkja
Hallgrímskirkja
Saturdays at 12:00 & Sundays at 17:00
1.500/2.500 ISK
If you've spent even a day in Reykjavík, chances are you've seen the glimmering,
immense Klais organ at Hallgrímskirkja. It is, after all, the largest musical instrument in Iceland. But have you heard it? The International Organ Summer has just
begun for this season and this year is particularly special as it marks the organ's
twentieth anniversary.
Hallgrímskirkja's organist Björn Steinar Sólbergsson will play the pipes on
June 30 and July 1, selecting pieces by J.S. Bach, Karg-Elert, Páll Ísólfsson and
Jón Nordal.
The following weekend, on July 7 and July 8, James David Christie, an internationally acclaimed musician and organist for the Boston Symphony Orchestra will
play pieces by Guilmant, Barié and Duparc. EJP
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WHALE
WATCHING
EXPRESS
Make the most
of your day!

„That was marvellous!
We saw many whales
and dolphins. Fantastic.“
-Samantha

Spend more time whale
watching and less time
waiting.

Takes
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Eistnaflug—Summer Party For Heavy Metal
Neskaupstaður
July 12 -14
Presale tickets 8.500 ISK; 9.500 at the door
Once again, the metal asylum will let loose in northeastern Iceland. On July 12 begins a three day death metal festival,
Eistnaflug, which will see wailing and drunken moshing reverberate around Neskaupstaður —a much-loved national holiday
for the country’s rock heavy metal devotees.
At Eistnaflug, music is a contact sport.
This year’s festival, held for its eighth consecutive year, in Neskaupstaður, features 42 bands, including metal favorites
Sólstafir and hardcore rockers I Adapt. There’s also Muck, Innvortis and Severed Crotch. Festival organizer Stefán ‘Stebbi’
Magnússon said signing the alternative band Botnleðja to play was also a highlight. “I’ve been trying for two or three years
to get them and come and play,” Stefán said. “I was really excited for them to come.”
Neskaupstaður, home to around 1,400 people, is roughly a 700-kilometre roadtrip from Reykjavík, but you may well need
those 10 hours to mentally prepare for a musical thrashing. An estimated 1,200 people are expected to swarm the isolated
fjord, piling into two camping sites—the “party camp” and the “family camp.” Music goes into the morning’s wee hours, and
includes a closing set by DJ Töfri that goes on until 5:00 on Sunday.
The festival also offers Iceland’s budding rock bands a shot to impress the country’s biggest metal fans. “Eistnaflug is
giving a typical metal band in Iceland the thought of: ‘If we go and practice a lot, we can play Eistnaflug,’” Stefán said. “This
is the one thing every year where bands can come play for lots of people. You could maybe do it in Reykjavik somewhere,
somehow, but it would never happen like this.”
Presale tickets for the whole festival are 8.500 ISK, and they’re 9.500 ISK at the door. A day pass is 5.000 ISK. Attendees
must be at least 18 years old. CW
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mon

Café Rósenberg
21:00 KK and Maggi Eiríks
English Pub
21:00 Live music
Harpa - Kaldalón
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Skúli Agnarr

03

Tue

Bakkus
22:00 Katla
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Pilsner
KEX Hostel
20:30 Live Jazz

04

WED

Bakkus
22:00 Einar Sonic
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 Schola Cantorum
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Paul Evans
Thorvaldsen
22:00 R&B night

05

thu

Bakkus
22:00 DJ Discoczech

Bar 11
21:00 Reykjavík! and
Why Not Jack
Café Haíti
20:30 Kyle Harrington
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Live music
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Hallgrímskirkja
21:00 Kári Allansson
Kaffibarinn
21:00 HúsDjús – Alfons X
Kaffi Zimsen
21:00 Live music
KEX Hostel
19:00 Barber and Beer
Lebowski Bar
22:00 Lebowski House Band
Thorvaldsen
20:00 Salsa lesson followed by
Salsa Night

WHALE WATCHING TOURS
APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEPT

OKT

10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00
14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00
18:00 18:00 18:00

SPECIAL

TOURS

HOW TO BOOK

Call us
+354 892 0099
or book online
specialtours.is
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Vegamót
22:00 DJ Gunni Stef

06

Monster Mash!
Hljómskálagarðurinn
July 7, Doors at 18:00
Free
Yeah, you read that right, folk-pop sensation Of Monsters And Men are playing a
free outdoor show in Hljómskálagarðurinn by the pond. Whether you defend the
hype and love them, or are a bit sceptical like our music reviewer Bob Cluness, it's
hard to pass up this opportunity to catch the chart-topping band in their homeland.
According to the band's Facebook it'll cost you “nothing but a smile on your lips.”
Of Monsters And Men first gained national fame after winning Iceland's battle
of the bands in 2010. After their album 'My Head Is An Animal' was released
worldwide this past spring, they've become international sensations, topping charts
in Europe and the US.
They've yet to play a show in Iceland this year, and are about to hit the festival
circuit for the summer. Their next scheduled performance here isn't until Iceland
Airwaves late in the Autumn. But they weren't about to set out on a world tour
without giving a free concert to the country which raised and supported them. And
if you can't catch the event in person, you can tune into a live broadcast on the
radio station Bylgjan, starting at 20:00. EJP

fri

Amsterdam
01:00 DJ Tommi
Bakkus
23:00 DJ KGB
Bar 11
21:00 Trust The Lies
Bar 46
18:00 Pub Quiz
00:00 DJ night
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Live music
Dillon
23:00 DJ Andrea Jónsdóttir
English Pub
21:00 Live music
Faktorý
22:00 Legend Album Release
Concert
Kaffibarinn
23:00 Frímann & Sean Danke
Kaffi Zimsen
23:00 DJ Seth
Lebowski Bar
23:00 DJ Anna Brá
Thorvaldsen
00:00 DJ night
Vegamót
22:00 DJ Jay-O

07

sat

Amsterdam
01:00 DJ Sesar
Bakkus
22:00 DJ Pilsner
Bar 46
00:00 DJ night
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Live music
Dillon
23:00 DJ Andrea Jónsdóttir
English Pub
21:00 Live music
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 James David Christie
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
Hljómskálagarðurinn
18:00 Of Monsters and Men
Kaffi Zimsen
21:00 DJ Seth
Lebowski Bar
23:00 DJ Anna Brá
Thorvaldsen
00:00 DJ night
Vegamót
22:00 DJ Benni B Ruff

08

sun

English Pub
22:00 Live music
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music

Retro Stefson and Muck Combine Forces
Faktorý
July 5, 22:30
1.500 ISK, tickets available on midi.is and at the door (if there are any left)
Put European electronic disco, South American rhythm, African beats and North
American funk into a glass full of North Atlantic ice cold cool, whiz in a machine
and you’ll get a fresh smoothie in the tasty form of Retro Stefson. Young, goodlooking and fun, this band is a must see if you're in love with Iceland's music scene.
Singing in Icelandic, English, French and Portuguese, they remind those of us who
have oft frequented hostels of much loved Manu Chao's warm, engaging lyrics in
languages that we wish we understood and probably will (at least a little) by the
time we've got their catchy tunes out of our heads. Anyone who manages to dress
up in a stripey multi-coloured leotard, play a tambourine like a ukulele to make
grumpy gymnasts dance must be deserving of a listen. In a truly eccentric pairing,
somebody decided to make hardcore kids Muck their warm up act. Self described
"evil hardcore," Muck are baby faced punk. If you've ever seen the scene with the
lead singer from Sjálsfróun (Masturbation) in the film Rock in Reykjavík you'll know
that a button nose doesn’t necessarily make you harmless. Head to Faktorý for an
unmissably good time. ÁG
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Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 & 17:00 Concert
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
ObLaDi ObLaDa
23:00 Brostnar Vonir

09

mon

Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Símon FKNHNDSM

10

tue

Bakkus
22:00 DJ Katla
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
20:00 Don Giovanni
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Óli Dóri

KEX Hostel
22:00 Live jazz

11

wed

Bakkus
22:00 DJ Alexander Jean
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Kaffibarinn
22:00 These Fists
Thorvaldsen
22:00 R&B night

12

Kaffibarinn
23:00 HúsDJús – Gísli Galdur
Kaffi Zimsen
21:00 Live music
KEX Hostel
22:00 Barber and Beer
Lebowski Bar
22:00 Lebowski House Band
Thorvaldsen
20:00 Salsa Lesson followed by
Salsa Night
Vegamót
22:00 DJ Jónas

thu

Bakkus
22:00 DJ Disco Robot
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Live music
English Pub
22:00 Live music
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 Concert
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song

A list of Every happy Hour in 101
B5
Every day from 11:00 to 22:00, beer and
wine for 450 ISK.

Dubliner
Weekdays from 11:30 to 19:00, 2 for 1
beer for 800 ISK.

Lebowski Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00, 2 for 1
beer for 850 ISK and wine for 900 ISK.

Bar 11
Every day from 15:00 to 22:00, 2 for 1
beer for 700 ISK and shots.

Esja
Weekdays from 19:00 to 22:00, from
17:00 to 19:00 on Fridays and Saturdays, all drinks half price: beer for
425 ISK, wine for 495 ISK.

Ob-La-Di Ob-La-Da
Every day from 12-20, 500 ISK beers,
600 ISK shots and 800 ISK single +
mixer.

Barónspöbb
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00, beer
for 500 ISK.
Boston
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00, 2 for 1
beer for 850 ISK.
Celtic Cross
Weekdays from 17:00 to 20:00, 2 for 1
beer for 800 ISK.
Den Danske Kro
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00, 2 for 1
beer for 850 ISK and wine for 950 ISK.
Dillon
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00, 2 for 1
beer for 850 ISK.

Hilton Hotel Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00, 2 for 1
beer for 950 ISK and wine for 150 ISK.
Hótel Holt Gallery Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00, beer
for 475 ISK, wine for 575 ISK, champagne and cocktails half off.
Kaffi Zimsen
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00, large
beer and shot for 500 ISK.
Kolabrautin
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00, Beer
for 450 ISK, wine for 525 ISK.

Prikið
Weekdays from 16:00 to 20:00, 2 for 1
beer for 690 ISK.
Þingholtsbar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. All
drinks are half off, all drinks half off:
beer for 400 ISK, wine for 550 ISK
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The country’s largest

National Museum of Iceland

museum of cultural

Opening hours:

history featuring a

Summer

permanent exhibition on

(May 1st – September 15th)

Iceland’s extraordinary
history from settlement
to present day.

Daily 10–17
Winter
(September 16th – April 30th)
Daily except Mondays 11–17

Suðurgata 41 · 101 Reykjavík · Tel. +354 530-2200 · www.natmus.is

THE FRESHEST FISH ....AND IDEAS!
After years of study,
strings of awards and
having led kitchens of
some of Reykjavík’s most
esteemed restaurants,
Gústav still sees him
self as just a kid from
up north, with a lifetime passion for fish.

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR 14 - 101 REYKJAVÍK - 571 1100

AinR
T
June

Reykjavík
Literally
A Guided Walking Tour
Every Thursday in July and August at 5 pm.
Join us for a fun introduction to
Icelandic literature, with a bit of
history mixed in. This 90 min.
walk is at an easy pace and suits
everyone. Starts at Reykjavik City
Library in Tryggvagata 15.
Free of charge.
Reykjavik City Library
www.literature.is
Tel. 411 6100

‘Reaction Intermediate’ At Skaftfell
Skaftfell – Center for Visual Art
Various artists
Free
The Skaftfell – Center for Visual Art in Seyðisfjörður has recently opened their new summer exhibition, entitled ‘Reaction
Intermediate’. It is composed of events such as performances, exhibitions and video screenings and draws together work from
some of Skaftfell's artists in residence. This residency has artists from all over the world come over to Iceland to live and work
in Seyðisfjörður for a while. Two of these artists, Anna Anders and Takeshi Moro, have kicked off the ‘Reaction Intermediate’
already. From July 7 until July 22, Ting Cheng, a London based Taiwanese artist, will be exhibiting her otherworldly photographs
in the West Wall gallery. Her exposition is supposedly ‘a mixtape of a conversation between Ting and the mountains’. Intrigued
yet? There’s more. Konrad Korabiewski, a Danish/Polish media artist will be performing a show called ‘Art Book Orchestra’ on
July 6 at 18:00 in the Bookshop-project space. ‘Reaction Intermediate’ is bringing together several artistic and cultural understandings, thereby creating a beautiful hub of summerly creativity in Seyðisfjörður. Get inspired! SP
More information on www.skaftfell.is

Cocktail pleasures and
Visual stimulation

Ice fresh seafood
– to satisfy your senses
LUNCH

DINNER

11:30 - 14:00
Mon. - Fri.

17:30

OPEN FROM

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM

How to use the listings: Venues are
listed alphabetically by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on
venues visit www.grapevine.is
Send us your listings: listings@grapevine.is

» |Openings
Living Art Museum
July 3 , 20:00 Volumes for Sound Stilluppsteypa (Helgi Þórsson &
Sigtryggur Berg Sigmarsson)
Reykjavík Art Museum,
Hafnarhús

July 5, 17:00 The Demented
Diamond of Kling & Bang’s
Confected Video Archive
The Confected Video Archive
comprises video works,
performance documentations and
films by more than 60 artists. These
are woven into a "mild delirium with
lucid intervals" - the Demented
Diamond and put on display. Artist
Ragnar Helgi Ólafsson takes over
the Demented Diamond, adding his
own solo project to the madness.

Mokka-Kaffi

RUB23 | Aðalstræti 2 | 101 Reykjavík
Phone: +354 553 5323 | reykjavik@rub23.is
RUB23 | Kaupvangsstræti 6 | 600 Akureyri
Phone: +354 462 2223 | rub23@rub23.is

www.rub23.is

June 29 Democratic Moment by
Katrín Agnes Klar
"Democratic Moment" is an
expanding series of hundreds of
mobile phone photographs taken by
Katrín Agnes Klar, the prints of which
show the mirrored sun in various
house windows in cities such as
Reykjavík, Berlin and St. Petersburg.
Runs until August 9

» |ONGOING
The Culture House
Medieval Manuscripts Eddas
and Sagas
It includes principal medieval manuscripts, such as Codices Regii of the
Poetic Edda, Prosaic Edda, law codices
and Christian works, not forgetting the
Icelandic Sagas.
On permanent view
Child of Hope - Youth and Jón
Sigurósson
Exploring the life of Icelandic national
hero Jón Sigurjónsson, made especially accessible to children, families
and school groups.
On permanent view
Millennium - phase one
A selection of pieces from the collection of the National Gallery displaying
a variety of works by Icelandic artists
in the last two centuries.
On permanent view
		
The Library Room
The old reading room of the National
Library displays books of Icelandic
cultural history dating from the 16th
century to the present day. Works
include the oldest published versions
of the Sagas, Edda Poems and more.
On permanent view
Watercolours by Olivier Manoury
Olivier Manoury's watercolours are on
display in the Culture House's shop
and café. The painter traveled Iceland
and captured his impressions in
aquarelle paintings. The works are
for sale.
Runs until September 1
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300
art works spanning a 60-year career:
carvings from the artist's youth,
sculptures, paintings and drawings. A
beautiful tree-clad garden adorned
with 26 bronze casts of the artist's
works is located behind the museum.
On permanent view
Gallerí Ágúst
The current exhibition displays works
by David Örn, Helgi Thorsson and Sigtryggur Berg. Internationally renowned,

the artists have all exhibited abroad.
The focus lies on painting, but the
eclectic exhibition also includes drawings and sculptures. The exhibition is
vibrant in terms of colour, but also in
its use of media and its presentation.
Runs until July 1
Gallerí List
Hestar (Horses)
An exhibit of Bjarni Þór's watercolour
paintings of horses.
Runs until July 5.
Hafnarborg
House Project, Second House and
Third House
This exhibition by Icelandic artist
Hreinn Friðfinnsson compiles his older
and his newer work. The focus is on
the history of an old house in the lava
fields south of Hafnarfjörður.
Runs until August 19

RE- ACTION
INTERMEDIATE
Summer Exhibition Series 2012
The West Wall Gallery +
The Bookshop-projectspace

THE NARRATIVE COLLECTION
2011-2012
The Collection Center
Main exhibition space

WWW.SKAFTFELL.IS

Seyðisfjörður - East Iceland Open daily 12.00-22.00

AinR
T
June

OLLE & STEPHAN
Runs through August 4
Spark Design Space
Free
IKEA is great and all, but machine-made parts that you have to build yourself can be just so... jejune. Fortunately for those looking for compassion in their furniture, OLLE & STEPHAN present design accented with artistic dedication. The Swedish designers believe that "a home should be a peaceful place filled with warmth and love,” and they clearly have this in mind when they
make their furniture.
The pair confess to finding much of their inspiration in the furniture workshop itself, so much so that one work in the exhibit
features a wooden lamp with a wooden lampshade. "The word craft may have different meaning to different people," they say.
"For us it represents knowledge, experience and curiosity. In our opinion this is what it takes to make good and long-lasting
design. We seek knowledge in old techniques and apply it in a contemporary context."
The pair have been working together since graduating from the Carl Malmsten School of Furniture Design, and though their
works may seem innocuous in their simplicity, the emphasis on the labour and forethought is plain to see.
During the exhibit, video work by Gunnar Jónsson will also be shown in the gallery. BW

Art | Venue finder
ART67
Laugavegur 67 | F7
Mon - Fri 12 - 18 / Sat
12 - 16
ASÍ Art Museum
Freyugata 41 | H6
Tue–Sun 13–17
Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15 | E5
Open daily 11–17
www.thjodmenning.is
The Einar Jónsson Museum
Eiriksgata | G6
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is
Gallerí Ágúst
Baldursgata 12 | G5
Wed–Sat 12–17
www.galleriagust.is
Gallerí Fold
Rauðarástígur 14-16 | G8
Mon–Fri 10–18 / Sat 11–16 / Sun
14–16
www.myndlist.is
Kaolin
Ingólfsstræti 8 | F4
Gallerí Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E6
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
this.is/klingogbang/

Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
Gerðuberg 3-5
Mon–Thu 11–17 / Wed 11–21 / Thu–
Fri 11–17 / Sat–Sun 13–16
www.gerduberg.is
Hitt Húsið
– Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | E4
www.hitthusid.is
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat 13–17 and by
appointment. www.i8.is
Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | E7
Wed, Fri–Sun 13–17 / Thu 13–22.
www.nylo.is
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34,
Hafnarfjörður
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A | E5
The National Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F4
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41 | G2
Open daily 10–17
natmus.is

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
Tue–Sun 12–17
Restaurant Reykjavík
Vesturgata 2 | D3
Reykjavík 871+/-2
Aðalstræti 17 | E3
Open daily 10–17
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30 | F9
Tuesday through Sunday 14–18
Reykjavík Art Museum
composed of
Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10 - 20
Kjarvalsstadir
Flókagata 24
Open 10 - 17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10 - 17
More info on
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
Mon 10–21, Tue–Thu 10–19, Fri
11–19, Sat and Sun 13–17
www.sim.is/Index/Islenska/Artotek

Reykjavík Maritime Museum
Grandagarður 8 | B2
Reykjavík Museum of Photography
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Weekdays 12–19 / Sat–Sun 13–17 www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
SÍM, The Association of Icelandic Artists
Mon-Fri 10-16
Hafnarstræti 16 | E4
Spark, Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | F5
www.sparkdesignspace.com

• 456 5552

info@theviking.is

www.theviking.is
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Café d’Haiti
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Geirsgata 7b/Verbúð 2
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In a spacious location, Café d’Haiti is surely
one of Reykjavík’s best cafés (and this is no
mean feat, as the city has some nice coffee
on offer). Go there for an excellent cup
EG feel like it, or indulge in beer
whenever you
GE
R TS
GA at night.
and low-key concerts
TA

Hafnarstræti 20, tel: 540 1313
The Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti
2, tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747
Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja,ÞLaugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045 and
O
AGtel: 533-2300
LágmúlaRR5,
AT
A
Coach terminal
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
Domestic airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562-4200

Nordic House

8Culture
Kaffibarinn
Center

9

Bergstaðastræti 1

VAT
Brynja
NSM

ÝR A

Laugavegur 29
TA

A
Weekends are somewhat overrated
at KafG
AR
Ð get me wrong,
fibarinn if you ask me. Don’t
R
JA
N
they can be brilliant if you’re
completely
pissed, the DJ is fresh and the crowd is fullblooded, still the weekdays are better. You
should always expect to get caught in some
shenanigan, whether it’s a crazy Monday
bender or a wacko Tuesday...well... bender.

Public transport
The only public transport available in
Reykjavík is the bus. Most buses run every
20–30 minutes (the wait may be longer on
weekends) and the price per fare is 350 ISK
for adults and children. Multiple day passes
are available for purchase at select locations.
Complete route map available at: www.bus.
is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses run from 07:00–24:00
Reykjavík
on weekdays and 10:00–24:00 on weekends.
Domestic
Main terminals are: Hlemmur and Lækjartorg
Taxi
Airport
Opening Hours
Bars and clubs: According to regulations,
bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays
and 05:30 on weekends.
Shops: Mon.–Fri. 10:00–18:00, Sat.

RVE
G UR

In business for
Taximore than 90 years now
BSÍthis Laugavegur
(and with good reason),
hardware store offersCoach
everything you need
Terminal
to fix up your house, and compliments it
with some helpful and knowledgeable clerks
that can even guide you through simple
repairs.

G AM
LA H

H

10:00–16:00, Sun. closed. The shopping centres Kringlan and Smáralind as well as most
supermarkets and tourist shops have longer
opening hours.
Swimming pools: Weekdays 06:30–22:00
and weekends 09:00–17:00, although each
pool varies plus or minus a few hours.
Banks in the centre are open Mon.-Fri.
09:00-16:00.
Post Offices
LSVEGUR
NAUTHÓ

C

Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11,
tel: 562 7000
City Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
Iceland Excursions – Grayline Iceland,

R

Iceland Refund, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400
Tourist information

TI

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 118
Taxi: Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir: 588 5522
		
BSR: 561 0000
Tax Free Refund

RÆ
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Located in CenterHotel Þingholt, Þingholt bar
is tucked away just outside of the mayhem
that is Laugavegur on a weekend night. For
a quieter evening, Þingholtsbar is definitely
worth a closer look. Show up between 17–19
for the daily happy hour.
LY
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The Danish Bar is located on Ingólfsstræti,
GI
just off Laugavegur where Q Bar once
stood.
NHA
FOR
The bar serves up Danish favourites,
such as
open-face smørrebrød sandwiches, Danish
Tuborg beer and Aquavit schnapps.
How to ask for a large beer in Danish: “Hej,
jeg vil gerne have en stor øl, tak”.
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If you think Iceland has nothing to offer
M
in the way of Indian food, then
EL you’d
HA
be pleasantly surprised to know
GI about
Gandhi, Reykjavík’s premiere South Indian
restaurant. The menuNis made up of different
ES
HA
masala, tikka and tandoori
and also
Gdishes
I
various seafood curries.
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This welcomed
pizza
palette has been steadily winning over
fans since they opened for business, and
with good reason.GGamla
smiðjan seems to
UR
E
LSV
handle every
single
order with care, love
K JÓ
S
A
PL
and respect.
As the dining area is sparse,
KA
locals usually opt for take-out.
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(a döner spinning in the back of the desk),
falafel, hummus and the eternal fries and a
burger. Cheap, delicious, fast, Ali Baba is a
favourite for a quick bite.
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You know, Hressó is basically the only place
I go for coffee. Why? Their coffee is decent
to excellent, but their forte is surely their
wonderful patio, where you can enjoy the
spring breeze in the sun, wrap yourself
in a blanket beneath an electric heater in
January and at all times: smoke.
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Post offices are located around the city. The
downtown post office is at Pósthússtræti
3–5, open Mon.–Fri. 09:00–18:00. Stamps are
also sold at bookstores, gas stations, tourist
shops and some grocery stores.
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For a map of outside downtown Reykjavík
visit www.grapevine.is or the Icelandic
phonebook website www.ja.is

A Day In The Life
Jón Þór Ísberg

Muffin Bakery
Austurstræti 7
Looking for the perfect morning treat? Muffin
Bakery, a beloved Kópavogur pastry joint, has just
moved into a corner of Austur Bar and Grill. Stop
in for a variety of muffins; we hear the double
chocolate, blueberry and apple-cinnamon muffins
are killer! In an effort to reduce food waste, they
sell day-old muffins for half off. Hungry for something savory? They also serve sandwiches, soups
and salads from their lunch menu. They open at
9:30 on weekdays and 10:00 on weekends.
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I am not much for going out and
honestly I would rather stay in, light
up the fireplace, and chill with my
cat and a good book. But when I do
go out, I always go to Rósenberg
(Klappastígur 27) on Klapparstígur.
The atmosphere there is so chill and
there is always great music.
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HEAT OF THE NIGHT >

Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green poster covered towers
located, for example, at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by
Reykjavík Art
MIK
L AB
Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson
R AU
T
on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets
can also be
STIG
AHL
found inside the Reykjavík City Hall
ÍÐ and the
Reykjavík Library.
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There are several swimming pools in Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík,
Sundhöll
DR Á
P UH
Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one,
located
at
LÍÐ
Barónsstígur. That pool features a nice
BLÖ
sunbathing area and some
NDUoutdoor hot
HLÍ
Ð
tubs. Opening hours: Monday
to Thursday
from 06:30–22:00, Friday from 06:30–20:00,
Saturday from 08:00–16:00, and Sunday
from 10:00–18:00.
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The National and University Library, Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
BAR
MA 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti
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Reykjavík Backpackers, Laugavegur 28
M
Swimming Pools
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Most cafés offer free wireless internet access. Computers with internet connections
are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
GU R
GroundLAZero,
RVE Frakkastígur 8, near
L
GVA
Laugavegur
45
FLU
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15
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Both a record label and a store, 12 Tónar
stocks all the best new Icelandic music on
CDs. Also,
check out their Facebook page
Ú TH
LÍ Ð
for information
about in-store gigs.
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There aren’t many public payphones in the
city centre. The tourist information centre
at Aðalstræti 2, City Hall, Kolaportið, entrance at Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata.
Prepaid international phone cards are
recommended for int’l callers.
Internet Access

Skólavörðustígur 15

Kjarvalsstaðir

Fotografí uses its downtown
Reykjavík
National
location to display the work
of Icelandic and
Museum
international photographers, holding regular
exhibitions where you can view beautiful
landscapes or human subjects in photos.
Klambratún
Photo books, prints
and posters are also
Park
on sale.

HLÍÐ

small boutique is a jam-packed treasure
chest overflowing with antique furniture and
items to perk up your apartment. In every
corner of the shop you’ll find some unique
items, including lamps, pillows, gorgeous
60s sofas, tables, and a selection of vintage
jewellery.
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After I lock up the studio I like to go
swimming and use the sauna and
hot tubs. I am definitely a 101 rat and
rarely leave the centre of Reykjavík,
but I make a special exception
for Lágafellslaug in Mosfellsbær
(Lækjarhlíð 1a, 270 Mosfellsbær)
which is about 15 km from 101. The
relaxation I get is worth the trip. When
I get back downtown, I often head to
Vegamót (Vegamótastígur 4) to have
the Louisiana chicken.
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Throughout the day amidst the
craziness at the studio I get a lot of
friends and customers who stop by for
coffee and a little chit-chat while I’m
working. The conversations that go on
at the studio can get pretty interesting
to say the least. There are hardly
any taboos and everything is on the
SK table with this crowd. Everyone has a
IPH
OL
T
unique
view on life and we’re all pretty
open at Kingdom Within. The world
would be pretty boring if we were all
the same.
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I have a few favourite lunch places.
My all-time favourite is Kaffi Babalú
(Skólavörðustígur 22a). The egg
and bacon panini is to die for and
you can actually taste the love in the
New York cheesecake. Núðluskálin
(Skólavörðustígur
8) at the end of
SÓ
LTÚ
N
Skolavörðustígur
is great if I am really
hungry. I like the noodles on the dry
side with peanuts and lime and I ask
for it spicy (it’s the only way)!
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I would cease to exist if I didn’t have
my coffee and a cigarette first thing
in the morning. Later I like to go down
to Kaffifélagið (Skólavörðustígur 10),
which is a great little place at the
bottom of Skólavörðustígur and I get a
steaming double latté and an oatmeal
biscuit before I go into the studio. All
caffeinated up, I am ready to take on
my day.
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Sigurjón
Art
Museum

What’s up, Jón?
These days I am pretty much married
to my tattoo studio, Kingdom Within,
and all the things that are happening
there. I recently moved to a bigger
house at Skólavörðustígur 21, which
is on two floors. The upper floor is a
working area for the tattoo artists and
downstairs is an art gallery intended
for young up-and-coming artists.
Working and creating 24/7 is pretty
much me.

I

nautholl@nautholl.is

tel.: 599 6660
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i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
Iceland
info@i8.is
T: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

The Last Abstraction
The exhibition of abstract paintings
celebrates the wide-ranging work of
one of Iceland's earliest modernists,
Eiríkur Smith.
Runs until August 19

i8 was founded in 1995 and represents an eclectic mix of
Icelandic and international contemporary artists.
BIRGIR ANDRÉSSON

FINNBOGI PÉTURSSON

ÓLAFUR ELÍASSON

RAGNA RÓBERTSDÓTTIR

HREINN FRIÐFINNSSON

EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON

KRISTJÁN GUÐMUNDSSON

KARIN SANDER

SIGURÐUR GUÐMUNDSSON

HRAFNKELL SIGURÐSSON

ELÍN HANSDÓTTIR

IGNACIO URIARTE

RONI HORN

ÍVAR VALGARÐSSON

RAGNAR KJARTANSSON

ÞÓR VALGARGSSON

EGGERT PÉTURSSON

LAWRENCE WEINER

Opening hours: Tuesday - Friday, 11-5pm, Saturday, 1-5pm.
Join our mailing list on www.i8.is or join us on Facebook.

WELCOME CARD
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See more and save more
when visiting Reykjavík.
Free admissions and discounts
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for 24, 48 or 72 hours.
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Harpa
How to Become Icelandic in 60
Minutes
Join for a comical theatre
performance about all kinds of
aspects of Icelandic culture. If
you're sick of feeling like a tourist
everywhere you go, this show is for
you. Tickets are 2000 ISK and Harpa
hosts two to three shows per week in
the Kaldalón or Norðurljós halls.
Runs until June 29
i8 Gallery
Silvia Baechli & Margrét H.
Blöndal- Open; Wait
Open; Wait is a multi-part conversation that begins between the
sculptures of Margrét H. Blöndal and
the drawings of Silvia Bachli. Minimal
gestures acumulate to form an installation that gently manipulates the
territory in front of us.
Runs until June 30
The Icelandic Printmakers
Association
Continous Story of Deception
Diana Hrafnsdóttir's inspiration comes
from the 2008 financial crash. She
explores ideas of protest in the face of
deception and disappointment.
Runs until July 8
Knitting Iceland
Come and knit at Laugavegur 25, 3rd
floor, every Thursday, 14:00 - 18:00
On permanent view
Latin Dance Studio, Faxafen 12
Guided Practica - Argentine tango,
Sundays from 17:30-19:30
Register by phone 821 6929 or email
tangoadventure@gmail.com, 500 ISK
for students, 800 ISK for others. Sixweek courses are also available.
On permanent view

Museum of Design – Hönnunarsafn Íslands
Something To Write Home About
The emerging changes in Icelandic
design are on display to highlight
how product designers are
embracing more collaboration.
Runs until October 14
National Gallery of Iceland
Hypnotized by Iceland

Need designer furniture? Why not Iceland?
Icelandic Museum of Design and Art
Runs until Oct. 14, 12:00-17:00
Free July 8; all other days 500 ISK; 250 ISK for senior citizens; free
for those under 18

When people think of Iceland, typically they think of Eyjafjallajökull (the volcano
that shat on Europe, disrupting air travel for thousands), fjords and maybe Vikings.
What's likely not on their mind is furniture design.
But an exhibit at Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Art titled 'Something
to Write Home About' features the work of Icelandic furniture designers over the
past decade or so. No longer should the design of Icelandic artists go overlooked.
Works include both those meant for function and form, including chairs and end
tables but also decorative works.
Curated by Hlín Helga Guðlaugsdóttir, the works offer an insightful look at the
changes the Icelandic furniture design community has undergone in the past years,
and also influences from other cultures and design media. Unlike other places with
perhaps longer histories in the design industry, Iceland is sometimes considered a
novel place for such endeavours. Regardless, the works featured display a singularity about them that reveals a truly Icelandic notion of design.
Products on exhibit reflect the imprint of their creators in Icelandic design society, and also at large, with an eye for new designers hoping to leave their mark on
product design in the future. The exhibit inspires introspection and retrospection,
but also beckons for a look to the future of Icelandic design culture. BW
powerful, dangerous and endangered
waterfalls.
Runs until November 4

Inspired by Iceland
This exhibit explores visually the
non-verbal, non-narrative beauty of
Iceland's natural landscapes.
Runs until November 4

Archive – Endangered Waters
An interactive installation by Icelandic artist Rúrí, which features 52

Works by artists inspired by Iceland's

photographs of waterfalls around the
country, developed on transparent
film, mounted on sliding plates in a
large archive. When pulled out from
the archive, the particular sound of
each waterfall plays, as recorded by
Rúrí at the location.
Runs until December 31
The National Museum
Advent in the Highlands
Photographer Sigurjón Pétursson
took his inspiration for this collection

48

The Welcome Card can
be purchased at:
The Centre, major hotels, museums,
tourist information centres and
Hlemmur and BSÍ bus stations.

Aðalstræti 2 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel +354 590 1550 • info@visitreykjavik.is

www.visitreykjavik.is

JULY 6-8 2012
Lay Low • Prinspóló
Snorri Helgason
Ylja • Myrra Rós
Low Roar (US)
Ásgeir Trausti
Jefferson hamer (US)
Svavar Knútur
The Lovely Lion
Johnny Stronghands
Contalgen Funeral

tickets: midi.is
raudasandurfestival.is

Splashing On Layers Of Nostalgia
Nordic House
Runs until Aug. 12, Tues-Sun, 12:00-17:00
Free
Watercolour, the notoriously capricious medium is made to look easy by Sweden’s Lars Lerin. His work explores shadows whilst
being awash with light and refined with detail. Masterfully playful, the artist uses watercolours, etchings and writing amongst
other techniques to create a layered sense of space that is at once inviting and enclosing. Dramatically lit rooms, which stretch
perspective and extend into the horizon are juxtaposed with flat, gritty landscapes that give an eerie sense of light which spills
onto the scene. Lerin’s brush paints a sympathetic portrait of working life interwoven with a reverent sense of the natural world.
The canvas soaks in the cold winter sun which is inspired by the artist’s travels to Iceland and his home province, Värmland. At
once nostalgic and heart-achingly present, Lars wears his heart on his sleeve, and explores life’s turbulent nature through his
stunning work.
The exhibit is in both of the exhibition rooms of the Nordic House and is showing until August 12. ÁG
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of work from the novella 'Aðventa' by
Gunnar Gunnarsson. Sigurjón's
pictures are drawn from 120 		
passages from the book. The result is
a series of photographs capturing the
still beauty of the highlands near
Mývatn.
Runs until September
The Making of a Nation - Heritage
and History in Iceland
This exhibition is intended to provide
insight into the history of the Icelandic
nation from the Settlement to the
present day.
On permanent view
The Nordic House
The Library
The collection centers around new Nordic literature, both fiction and nonfiction.
The library lends out novels, academic
publications, audio books and more.
On permanent view

Watercolours by
Lars Lerin
Swedish artist Lars Lerin contrasts the
sheer grandeur of the natural world
against the bleakness of human life on
the Norwegian Lofoten Islands in a series
of watercolor paintings.
Runs until August 12
Reykjavík Art Museum- Ásmundarsafn
The Fire Within
A collection of sculptures by Ásmundur
Sveinsson housed in his former home.
The pieces explore three major themes:
the woman as lover, the brutality of war
and the unknown frontier of outer space.
Runs until April 14 2013
Reykjavík Art Museum- Hafnarhús
Erró- Drawings from 1944-2012
The exhibition consists of more than
200 drawings Erró has done since
1944 until the present day.
Runs until August 19
(I)ndependent People Collaborations and Artists
Initiatives
(I)ndependent People asks if and how
collaboration can operate in negotiation with contesting ideas and desires,
and yet allow for unplanned action.
This large-scale collaboration takes
place at a cluster of museums, galleries, artist- run spaces and institutions
in the capital area. Focusing on visual
art from the Nordic region, the exhibitions are conceived as an opportunity
to establish and instigate a discussion
around the relationships between
international and Nordic networks
from the perspective of collaborative
and artist-initiated processes.
Runs until Sept. 2
Reykjavík Art MuseumKjavalsstaðir
Kjarval - Key Works
Reykjavík Art Museum draws on
its extensive collection of works
by Jóhannes S. Kjarval for ongoing
exhibitions at Kjarvalsstaðir. The current exhibition in the Kjarval Gallery
features key works of Kjarval’s oeuvre
and offers a unique and powerful retrospective from Iceland’s most beloved
painter.
Permanent exhibition
Hangman's Rock - The Delirium of
a Vision
Work by painter Jóhannes Kjarval and

other artists like Finnur Jónsson look
to dissolve borders between external
and internal reality, with works that
depict lava fields and the paradoxes of
visual perception.
Runs through Aug. 26
Reykjavík City Museum
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2
The Settlement Exhibition
Archaeological findings from ruins of
one of the first houses in Iceland and
other excavations in the city centre,
open daily 10:00-17:00, 600 ISK per
adult, 300 ISK for children (children
under 12, free) and 450 ISK per person
in groups (10+).
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
From Poverty to Abundance
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen at the turn of the 20th century.
On permanent view
The History of Sailing
Iceland's maritime history and the
growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.
On permanent view
The Call of Sagas
An exhibition from Finland about an
adventurous voyage in an open boat
from Finland to Iceland, honoring the
old viking shipping routes.

On permanent view
The Watercolours of Ólafur
Thorlacius
Ólafur Þór worked with the Icelandic
Coast Guard for many years as a mapmaker. He is now retired and paints
beautiful watercolors in his free time.
On permanent view
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Milestones: Sigurjón Ólafsson's
Key Sculptures
An exhibition with some of Sigurjón
Ólafsson's key works from different periods of his prolific career as
a sculptor. The earliest work on the
exhibition is a newly acquired relief of
two sisters which he made at his first
year at the Royal Academy of Art in
Copenhagen. This relief has not been
exhibited in Iceland before.
Runs until October 1
Spark Design Space
A Salon show is being prepared at
Spark containing selected projects
from the past as well as a few new
things we can not resist.
Spark is open during the transformation.

Gerður Helgadóttir and
Svava Björnsdóttir
Summer ‘74

Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Tel. +354 585 5790
Open 12–17
Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is
Eiríkur Smith
The Last Abstraction
Hreinn Friðfinnsson
House

Please DO Touch
June 23 13:00-17:00
Reykjavík Art Museum: Kjarvalsstaðir
Free
"Please do not touch" is a rule way too common in museums. While the Reykjavík Art Museum has its fair share of exhibits not meant for touching, its current
Please-Touch Workshop serves as a place for people of all ages to break the verbial
museum law.
Admittedly an exhibit aimed primarily at children and families, guests are
allowed to touch all manner of media: various cloths, sponge, sandpaper, plastic,
flooring and several others. There's chalk on the walls and texts that try to enlighten
children into the artistic process. The exhibit features a work by Jóhannes Sveinsson Kjarvals that shows a single lava field in Garðahraun that the artist painted over
many years. According to Klara Þórhallsdóttir, education manager at the museum,
the exhibit intends to show guests how differently the paintings look though it's the
same location, same subject; and also how light, seasons and artists' moods can
affect the final work.
Þórhallsdóttir says the the original idea was for the exhibit to be in a dialogue
with "Image, Body, Pathos," paintings by Catalan artist Antoni Tàpies. Tàpies was
known for using things like sand, cement, granite dust and other everyday objects,
so the Please Touch Workshop embraces a similar spirit in exploring how expansive
the world of art can really be. BW

Ferry schedule
Summer (daily from 15 May to 15 Sept.)
From Skarfabakki to Viðey

11:15

12:15

13:15

From Viðey to Skarfabakki

11:30

12:30

13:30 14:30 15:30 16:30 17:30 18:30

14:15 15:15

16:15 17:15

12:00

From Viðey to Reykjavík Old Harbour

15:30

Winter (on Sat. and Sun. from 16 Sept. to 14 May)
From Skarfabakki to Viðey

13:15 14:15 15:15

From Viðey to Skarfabakki

13:30 14:30 15:30 16:30

• History, art and nature
• Restaurant / Café
• Horse rental
• Tel. (+354) 533 5055

Full programm on www.videy.com

ENNEMM / SÍA / NM49699

Viðey is an island situated just few minutes from Reykjavík city by ferry.
The island is the perfect place for individuals, friends and families wanting
to enjoy a relaxing but also adventurous getaway from the city life.

Only 7 minutes away from the city

Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Tel. +354 570 0440
Open 11–17
Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

Hafnarborg
The Hafnarfjordur
Centre of Culture
and Fine Art

Island

From Reykjavík Old Harbour to Viðey

Kópavogur
Art MuseumGerðarsafn

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Tel. +354 512 1525
Open 12–17
Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is
Product designers
Something to write
home about
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Reykjavík in July

Numismatic Museum

The Central Bank and National Museum of Iceland jointly operate
a numismatic collection that consists of Icelandic notes and coins,
foreign money from earlier times, especially if mentioned in Icelandic sources, and more recent currency from Iceland’s main trading
partner countries. A selection from the numismatic collection is on
display in showcases on the ground floor of the Central Bank’s main
building.
Situated in the Central Bank´s main building in Kalkofnsvegur 1, Reykjavík.
Open Mon.-Fri. 13:30-15:30. Free admittance.

Reykjavik Museum
of Photography
Exhibitions all year round
ADMISSION FREE

GRÓFARHÚS 6th floor
Tryggvagata 15, 101 Reykjavik
Opening hours:
12–19 mon–fri, 13–17 weekends
www.photomuseum.is

Site Specific
Frystiklefinn in Rif, Snæfellsnes
July 7 – July 31
Free
What happens when international artists and small-town Iceland collide? The art festival Æringur seeks to answer this, bringing
thinkers and artists from Iceland, Sweden, Norway, England, Finland and Germany to Rif on Snæfellnes to transform this small
fishing town into a site-specific work of art. They come from a broad range of fields, both artistic and intellectual: visual artists,
photographers, theatre and dance artists and even an archaeologist! For ten days the participants will engage in conversation
and collaboration with each other, the local community and the natural landscape around the town.
Then on July 7, the festival officially opens for viewing with a party at Cafe Blakkát. This party promises to please: there will
be a bar built entirely of found materials, free hot dogs and live music. Boogie Trouble, Iceland's own disco band, will definitely
get all your limbs boogying. Then DJ Flugvél og geimskip will be spinning their tunes to get the party thumping. Also on opening night, Alexander Roberts, Sigurður Arent Jónsson and Aude Busson will put on their live piece 'Assassinating the Foreigner'
about the immigrant experience in Iceland.
The festival will run until the end of July with various events occurring throughout the month. On July 8, the film 'A Poetic
Documentary,' which follows indie rock band Sudden Weather Change, will be screened. The band will play a concert later in
July. Make sure to check back on the festival's website (www.aeringur.com) to hear about other events that will occur throughout the month! EJP

» |outside
REYKJAVÍK
North Iceland
Akureyri

Akureyri Church

Summer concerts every Sunday

July 1-July 29, 17:00
Talented classical musicians every
Sunday for a month.
Akureyri Golf Club
The Arctic Open

June 28 - June 30
This northernmost golf course will
host this international event, which
draws participants from all over the
world every year, amongst the North
Atlantic cultures of Iceland, Greenland, the Faroe Islands and Svalbard.
Runs until July 1

Græni Hatturinn
Tangó

July 4, 21:00

Melchoir

delicious

July 5, 21:00

Ojba Rasta, one of Iceland’s few rasta
acts, perform.

PIZZA
+

small menu

July 6, 22:00

Sunnye!
terrac

LAUGAVEGUR 28B, ABOVE SPUUTNIK SECOND HAND SHOP

KK & Maggi Eiríks

July 7, 22:00

Wilhelm and the Dancing Animals

July 12, 21:00
Prices vary
Everything Everywhere in
Akureyri

Here + There + Everywhere = Everything

June 23 - September 3
Art explodes into the community, celebrating Akureyri’s 150th birthday. 71
artists take part in a radical exploration of public art, weaving an intricate
story into new spaces. The only place
that this exhibition will not take place
is at the local art museum. An adventurous way to explore creativity.
			

Dalvík

Varying Locations

Walking Week
June 23 - July 1
Waterfall Walk in Sælulandi, 6 hours
June 29, 10:00

Walk through mountains along the
River Sæluá to a beautiful waterfall.
End with a beautiful view of Skíðadal.

Little ones walk for little feet by
Holtsá, 2 hours
June 29, 16:00

Walk from Fjárúsahvefi Holtsá. Family
picnic in the beautiful Hvammur.

Coastal Walk at Árskógsströnd, 2
hours
June 30, 10:00

The coastal walk will begin in the yard
of Árskógsströnd at Hella to see the
area’s diverse birdlife and beautiful
natural vegetation. After visiting the
coast, the walk will head toward
Árskógssand.

Solar Mountains (Sólarfjöll), 7-8
hours
June 30, 19:00

Live the mountain bathed in midnight
sun. A comfortable walk with some
hills, worth it for the beautiful sunlit
scenes.

Hiking and Birds, 2 hours

July 1, 13:00
The hike begins in the city of
Húsabakka in the Svarfaðardalur
valley. Ideally more than 35 kinds of
bird will be seen, and also a beautiful
river, Svarfaðardalsá. The walk ends
back at Húsabakka where there will
be a buffet.
Berg Culture House
Valgerður Hafstað Art Exhibit

July 7, 14:00
A retrospective of the late artist, Valgerður Hafstað’s colourful work. The
exhibition will show a selection of her
pieces but will concentrate on her
abstract period. Her paintings have a
particulary senstivity for the aesthetics of light and atmosphere.

Glerárdalur

The Glerárdalur Circle

July 7 - 8
Walk along seven mountain peaks
in the north of Iceland. Depart from
Finnastaðir in Eyjafjörður and walk
up Lambárbotn glaciar to Mt. Kerling,
known as the Old Hag (1538 m).
From there the walk will take you into
the glacier and across the mountains
with beautiful views, a unique way
to experience Iceland’s nature in
the summer. Book by July 4 to avoid
disappointment. 15,000 ISK

Siglufjörður

Folk Music Festival

July 4 - 8
A music festival featuring Svavar
Knútur, songs from the Sami people
of Finland, Bulgarian dancing and
Icelandic folk songs.

East Iceland
Egilsstaðir		
JEA Jazz Festival

June 27-June 30
The oldest jazz festival in the country
boasts a selection of Iceland’s best
jazz musicians and a great atmosphere.
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Reykjavík in July
Sálgæslan

June 29, 21:00

Raggi Bjarna and the Jón Ólafsson
band

June 30, 21:00
2-3,000 ISK each event. Festival pass
at 5,000 ISK

Seyðisfjörður

Skaftfell – Center for Visual Art
In collaboration with the Icelandic
Centre for Ethnology and Folklore,
Skaftfell is showing a collection of
short videos. This was to collect
narratives from all the inhabitants of
Seyðisfjörður in 2011 and 2012 to give
a bigger picture of the community.
Ongoing
Art Book Orchestra
July 6, 18:00

Danish multimedia artist Konrad Korabiewski will perform a concert of
sound-pieces on 10 of his art-books,
electronic musical instruments
which take the shape of books.

Reykholt

Reykhólar and Dalabyggð
Commune
Project Valleys and Hills
Exhibition Project
June 30 - July 29

Ferð (A Journey) is an exhibition
project which uses abandoned
houses and open spaces at eclectic
sites in western Iceland.
Snorrastofa
Snorri Sturluson and his time
Daily, 10:00-21:00

An exhibit at Snorrastofa explores
the life and times of famed Icelandic poet, historian and politician
Snorri Sturluson. Cost is 1000 ISK
for adults, 800 ISK for seniors and
students, and children under 16 get
in free.

West Fjords
Suðureyri
All over town

July 12-14
Sæluhelgin
A family festival with a whole host of
activities, including fishing competitions, sea jumping and singing late
into the night.

Flateyri
Vagninn

Boogie Trouble
June 29, 23:00

Boogie Trouble performs, disco style
with face paint, hot dogs, boogeying
and balloons.

South Iceland
Grímsnes

Bridge to the City (Brú Til Borgar)
June 30 - July 1

Historians, archaeologists, musicians
and citizens collectively celebrate
Icelandic history and tradition at this
annual festival.

Mosfellsbær

Laxness Museum
Concert Lounge
July 1

Concert with Andrés Þór Gunnlaugsson on guitar and Sigurður
Flosason on saxophone.
July 8

Concert with Kristín Bergsdóttir,
on vocals, Steingrímur Karl Teague,
on piano and Ómar Guðjónsson on
guitar and bass
July 15

Violinist Ari Þór Vilhjálmsson is
joined by singer, Hrönn Þráinsdóttir.
All concerts are 1,000 ISK

Vestmannaeyjar

Pompeii of the North, Westman
Islands
Excavations project at the site of a
1973 volcanic eruption on the
island of Heimaey.
Ongoing

West Iceland
Borgarnes

The Icelandic Settlement Centre
Settlement & Egils Saga Exhibition
Daily, 10:00-21:00

The two exhibitions tell the saga
of Icelandic's settlement and most
famous viking and first poet: Egill
Skallagrimsson. Cost is 2400 ISK for
adults, 1800 ISK for children, seniors
and students.

Iceland's Got '90s Fever!
Gaddstaðaflatir near Hella
July 5-8
Tickets are 10,500 until July 1
As we reach July, the peak of Iceland's summer, we also reach the peak of
Iceland's outdoor festival season. The third Besta Útihátíðin (literally, 'the Best
Festival') will go down near Hella from July 5 through July 8. Bring your tent or
camper (electricity will be provided for RVs and campers) to Gaddstaðaflatir and
camp out for a few days to catch the Icelandic legends who will be playing this
year's festival.
If you're feeling nostalgic for the '90s (the Icelandic '90s, that is), this year's
headliners are perfect for you. Rock'n'rollers Botnleðja, recently back from their
hiatus, will simultaneously rock and roll. Also headlining are Sóldögg and 200.000
Naglbítar, two other 90s rock bands. The fourth headliner is Iceland's iconic electronic artists, GusGus, who, though they've been around since the '90s, have been
keeping things modern, releasing albums fairly consistently since their inception
in 1995. If this isn't enough throwback for you, or if you swing another way, Páll
Óskar, former Eurovision contestant, pop star and gay icon will bring his glitter
and glam to the stage.
But plenty of new musicians will also be playing. Among these, the beloved
Agent Fresco, returning from their European tour. And mixed in with these
Icelandic artists, Los Angeles-based DJ collective Droog (pictured above) will
bring their groove to the campsite. More information about artists and camping at
www.bestautihatidin.is. EJP

ÓÐINSTORG 101 REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS

Snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677
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For your mind, body and soul

Situation Normal,
All Packed ‘n Stuffed
Snaps bistro bar
Þórsgata 1, 101 Reykjavík

What We Think: Delicious and
light bistro dishes. Great service.
Affordable. Great, except for the
steak, which was a farce.
Flavour: French-Spanish with
Danish open-faced sandwiches
on the sideline. Simple, but
precise. A Francophile’s comfort
food
Ambiance: Lively, a good pick
for a light meal on a Saturday
night
Service: They will swaddle you
like a newborn
Price for 2 (with drinks):
10–12.000 ISK (more if you have
several drinks…as you should)
I never had a chance to visit Brauðbær,
which was a restaurant that preceded
Snaps. Things change fast in this business, and in the blink of an eye several
places could occupy the same space.
This is why I really hope Snaps is here to
stay since, as far as I know, it is offering
the best bistro experience in Reykjavík.
There are a lot of great places for a
quick lunch in this city and Kex Hostel, Forréttabarinn and Slipp Bar at the
Marina Hotel are all excellent places
for grabbing a drink and a small bite to
eat. But if you want the honest-to-god
French bistro then Snaps takes the cake.
The menu is simple although a little

Whales are being killed to feed tourists
Don’t let your visit leave a bad taste in your mouth

on the larger side for a bistro, the wine
selection is excellent (even the house
wines are above average), the atmosphere is laid back, service is fast and the
prices are bizarrely low. A month after
opening, the place had already become
a favoured hang-out for a late bite and
tipple for the down-town rats, hip professionals and the usual mixed group of
tourists.
As seems to have become a trend
with those crazy restaurant guys and
gals, Snaps likes mixing it up with a
little Danish smørrebrød (open-faced
sandwiches).
They were out of the slow-cooked
pork with pears and hazelnuts so I
picked the hot-smoked duck smørrebrød
with beets and horseradish (1.500 ISK).
My date had the Caesar salad (2.200
ISK). The waitress tried to warn us that
the portions were large and filling but
we thought we knew better. Although
it’s possible to piece together a comfortable three-course menu at Snaps, I
would recommend that you start with
one to two light courses and see how
you’re doing at the end of it because the
waitress was absolutely right.
Personally, I’m not sure how I
feel about duck as a cold cut, it always
seemed to me like the kind of meat best
served warm (and Snaps does serve
a confit de canard and I immediately
regretted not having it when I saw the
dish). But the sandwich was well made
and carefully balanced.
The Caesar salad...my God it was
good. Big flakes of quality Parmesan,
big chunks of juicy chicken thighs, crisp
romaine. Best I’ve had in Iceland and it
was sad to hear they were planning on

taking it off the menu.
The main course was a steak and béarnaise (3,200 ISK) for me and a “Baccala provincial” (2,800 ISK), a dish I had
never heard of, but was described as a
lightly salted cod with tomatoes, capers
and olives, for my date. Although I am
not sure what makes it “provincial” the
baccalao was out-of-this world. A flaky,
light cod steeped in a deep, flavourful
marinara sauce. Absolutely spot on.
This makes it all the more regrettable that the steak turned out to be as bad.
In some sense I have myself to blame
because I had a choice between beef and
lamb and made the rookie mistake of going with the beef, which is absolutely not
a safe choice in Iceland. The béarnaise
was great, the fries were great, but the
steak was over-cooked and had the consistency of boiled leather. Steer clear.
For dessert we split a portion of profiterole (950 ISK), which I must admit
I had never heard of. Turns out it was
what I have always known as “choux à
la crème” (“cream puff” in English and
“vatnsdeigsbollur” in Icelandic). The ice
cream was excellent, but the pastry itself
was a little dry.
Overall, Snaps is an excellent place to
hang out and it really is the best bistro
that I’ve been to in Reykjavík. The steak
was a big let down during my last visit,
but I am willing to look past it because
Snaps does so many things right. The
service is excellent, the wine is good, the
price is right, certain dishes are fantastic
and…well…it just feels like a bistro.
ragnar egilsson
Alísa kalyanova

Step into
the Viking Age
Experience Viking-Age Reykjavík at the
new Settlement Exhibition. The focus of the
exhibition is an excavated longhouse site which
dates from the 10th century ad. It includes
relics of human habitation from about 871, the
oldest such site found in Iceland.

Multimedia techniques bring Reykjavík’s
past to life, providing visitors with insights
into how people lived in the Viking Age, and
what the Reykjavík environment looked like
to the first settlers.

The exhibition and
museum shop are open
daily 10–17
Aðalstræti 16
101 Reykjavík / Iceland
Phone +(354) 411 6370
www.reykjavikmuseum.is
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Rub-A-Dub-Dub
Aðalstræti 2, 101 Reykjavík

What We Think: If you feel that
sushi places should be allowed to
fry and fuse with impunity then
you will probably find little to
object to. Sticklers may groan.
Flavour: Pick-your-own-rub meat
and fish along with a full sushi
menu.
Ambiance: Quiet and romantic
the first time around, loud and Eurovisiony the second time around.
Service: Excellent
Price for 2 (with drinks):
15-20,000 ISK
The Seafood Cellar closed its doors earlier this year and in its place we have
Rub23 from Akureyri, opening its second location in Iceland. The Seafood Cellar was one of the best and most progressive restaurants in Iceland, so I think it’s
fair to say that the people at Rub23 have
their work cut out for them. The comparison is in many ways an unfair one,
as the two places set out with completely
different aims, but it is also inevitable for
fans of the old place to want to see how
they measure up.
I have been to Rub23 more than once
now, and I feel I have a pretty good idea
of what they’re about and have had a
chance to try most of what they have on
offer. Rub23 is a high concept restaurant.
It is a sushi-meat-fish-Japanese-fusion
using Icelandic ingredients and the
menu is roughly divided into a) sushi/
Japanese and b) a variety of fish and meat
with accompanying sides and a choice of

your own spice rub (such as Arabian, Indian, Creola and Smoked BBQ). Thank
God they also offer set menus—a mystery menu and a few fixed sushi platters.
Last time I went there, I picked the
mystery menu (7,990 ISK), but this time
around I wanted to swim with the sushi.
My date and I picked out the following
dishes to share: Sushi pizza tempura
(1,990 ISK), Rub23 Best Seller (3,790
ISK), Ten Ten Three Tempura Maki
(2,290 ISK), a spicy tuna roll (2,290
ISK) and some eel nigiri (690 ISK for
two pieces).
Let’s start with the sushi pizza, which
from what I gather, hails from Montreal
and, much like poutine, there is something about the idea of it that makes me
want to bash my brains out with a jar of
mayo. But this may be entirely down to
my personal, strong-held, traditionalist
opinions on sushi and I will try my best
to take Rub23 at face value. A sushi pizza
is basically a fried maki “patty” topped
with some sushiesque delectables. The
toppings were a mystery, but I’m pretty
sure I tasted salmon and some kind of
vegetable. It was actually far tastier than
it had any right to be (although I had to
take a long, hot shower afterwards).
The Rub23 Best Seller was a pretty
standard 14-piece selection although I
found the portions a little on the small
side. The fish was fresh as is usually the
case in Iceland but some of the pieces
had too much going on for me to be able
to properly enjoy the freshness.
The Ten Ten Three Tempura Maki
and the eel nigiri were the stand-out, a
very decent tamagoyaki and a tasty tempura lobster and the eel nigiri was one of
the best I have had.
Deep-fried maki rolls with mayo may
be a pretty distant relation to the subtle
spirit of Japanese cuisine, but the re-

sults are undeniably pleasing. Similarly,
the cooked items such as the lamb and
catfish are terrific. The main problem is
that there is too much concept getting
in the way and most of the plates would
benefit from being simplified. To me it
feels like they are taking too many liberties—and not always creative liberties.
Bottom line: they do the cooked bits well
but the raw bits are so-and-so.
To be fair, people were having a
great time at the surrounding tables and
seemed to be enjoying their meal. In fact
the group of eight at the table next to us
were having so much fun belting out
Eurovision songs that I nearly forgot I
was in a restaurant at all. It got to be a bit
much and next time I would appreciate
if the staff could advise them to do like
the seafood and shut their clams. Other
than that I have no complaints about the
service staff—they were very helpful and
clearly know their menus (and that’s no
small feat at Rub23).
Rub23 is an ambitious concept and
I noticed that they had retained some of
the people from The Seafood Cellar, but
other than that the two places are simply not in the same league. The variety is
refreshing but ultimately I feel it weighs
the place down, as does the overwrought
concept. Where the Cellar strode confidently, Rub23 feels like an over-eager
teenage boy at a school dance trying to
show off all his best moves at the same
time. You can easily pick out a great
three-course meal at Rub23; it’s just too
bad you have to pick your way past all
those flailing, enthusiastic limbs.
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Gandhi Indian restaurant

Pósthússtræti 17; 101 Reykjavík
ICELAND - Tel.: (+354) 511 1991
www.gandhi.is e-mail: gandhi@gandhi.is

Example from our menu:

Indverskt

ævint ri – Indian
adventure

Let our chefs surprise you with fish,
chicken and vegetarian courses
accompanied with nan bread and raitha.
Indverskur eftirréttur – Indian dessert
ISK 4.900 - 10% = ISK 4.410

by the sea

and a delicious lobster

at Fjörubordid in Stokkseyri

ragnar egilsson
Alísa kalyanova

At the seashore the giant lobster makes
appointments with mermaids and landlubbers.
He waves his large claws, attracting those desiring
to be in the company of starfish and lumpfish.

Iceland’s
Restaurant of the year
2009 & 2010

Spör ehf.

Rub23
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Reykjavík
Eyrarbakki

Stokkseyri
- The Seashore restaurant

by the Nordic Prize

> Only 45 minutes drive from Reykjavík

Nordic House Sturlugata 5 101 Reykjavik tel. +354 552 1522 www.dillrestaurant.is
Open for lunch every day from 11.30 and for dinner wednesday to sunday from 19.00.

Eyrarbraut 3, 825 Stokkseyri, Iceland · Tel. +354 483 1550
Fax. +354 483 1545 · info@fjorubordid.is · www.fjorubordid.is
Summer opening hours: Mon - Sun 12:00 to 22:00

ÞINGHOLT
BAR

2 FOR 1
ON ALL DRINKS
EVERY DAY
17:00-19:00
ÞINGHOLTSTRÆTI 3

www.centerhotels.com | Tel.: 595 8500 | reservations@centerhotels.com

